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It's in a class by itself.

The Marvin Ultimate

It's not the double hung

re{ined, it's the double hung

reinvented, In fact, over 100

signi{icant design improve-
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t Record News

, most recently

deputy commissioner of strategic plan-

ning in Chicago, has been named

executive director of the National Capital

Planning Commission in Washington, D.C.

of Los Angeles

has won a competition to create a

master plan for Beuing's new central

business district. The plan includes

100 million square feet of mixed-use

development in more than 500 buildings.

The AIA has selected 72 members to

become fellows and seven architects

to be honorary fellows of the institute.

The honorary fellows are:

, Bangkok;

, Rome;

, Halifax;

, Paris;

City;

l\4exico

. Paris

The New York Four Seasons Hotel has

announced that it will renovate its top

floors in a new design by the building's

original architect, , 84.

Pei's original design for the 52-story

hotel was never completely realized

when the building was erected in the

early 1990s. Architect

will design the interiors.

will step down this year

after 13 years as executive director of

the Foundation for Architecture in

Philadelphia.

of seattle has been selected for

the renovation and expansion ofthe

Niluseum of Flight in that city.

Founded in 1957,

has been merged into

. The vSG staff

have joined Perkins Eastman Archi-

tects' existing office in Stamford, Conn.

Atlanta firm

is designing a 27-story tower

for the Omnr Hotel at CNN Center

36 Architectural Record 05.01

Walker Art Center
shows addition plans
Calling the collaboration with the

Walker Art Center in Minneapolis

"wonderfully creative, invigorati ng,

and challenging," Swiss architects

Jacques Herzog and Christine

Binswanger of Herzog & de Meuron

(see story, page 33, and interview

with Herzog, page 34) unveiled their

conceptual design for a $90 million,

100,000-square-foot expansion and

renovation.

Herzog & de Meuron will create

a five-story performance gallery

atop a glass-enclosed base that
connects new galleries to the exist-

ing building. A series of public

spaces will link new entrances on

Hennepin Avenue with the rest of

the museum. New galleries will be in

what Herzog calls a "pole of activity"
that is "like an answer to Barnes," a

reference to the Walker's !974 brick
building designed by Edward

Larrabee Barnes. "[We wanted]

something of equal weight and

dimension so that the whole [would

becomel strongerj' Herzog says.

The inspiration was a simple

piece of paper, folded randomly and

The five-story Walker addition is similar in scale to the existing building.

then cut, like an asymmetrical paper

snoMlake, then fashioned into a

cube. The cube will be clad in a ma-

terial, although not specified, that

will change appearance in daylight.
"We're rethinkjng what it

means to be a museum," says

Kathy Halbreich, director of the

Walker Art Center. "The process is

thrilling. The architects are not com-

petitive with the art but deeply

appreciative of itl'
The architects were asked to

design a building that goes beyond

mere curatorial exhibition to create

a museum where the process of

making art and interacting with the

artist becomes as much a part of

the experience as the viewing of a

finished piece. Inside, three levels of

balconies surrounding a central per
formance area function as intimate

spaces for exhibition and observa-

tion of art in process. On the

outside, more than 14,OOO square

feet of terraces will overlook the

Minneapolis Sculpture Garden,

which will be increased from 11 to
15 acres by expanding onto land

currently occupied by the Guthrie

Theater (see story, below) and an

insurance company.

Herzog & de Meuron is working

with Minneapolis-based Hammel,

Green, and Abrahamson on the pro-

ject. Construction, scheduled to

begin in 2003, will be complete in

2O05. Bob Dillon

Joe

Jean Nouvel selected for Guthrie Theater in Minneapotis

French architect Jean Nouvel has been selected as the architect for a new $100 million Guthrie Theater in

Minneapolis. This will be Nouvel's most siElnificant project in the United States. The theater's selection committee

completed a nine-month search after initially considering 35 candidates. Nouvel has selected the Minneapolis firm

Architestural Alliance to be the local firm for the project.

Dowling (left) and Jean Nouvel

The Nouvel-designed theater will be on a new downtown site along

the Mississippi River. The existing Guthrie Theater adjacent to the Walkel

Art Center (see story, above), desiElned by Minneapolis architect Ralph

Rapson in the early 196Os, is likely to be demolished.

"Hard as it is to lose [the existing Guthrie building], both organiza-

tions [the Walker and the Guthrie] will be stronger in the end, So, too, will

the cultulal life of the city," says Joe Dowling, artistic director of the

Guthrie Theater,

The new Guthrie will be a three-stage, 21o,Ooo-square-foot complex that will include a 1,1oO-seat main the-

ater, complete with the Guthrie's trademark thrust stage; a 700-seat proscenium stage theater; and a 2so-seat

flexible theater for new and experimental works. lt will also incorporate room for stora€le, props, and administrative

functions that are currently housed in five different Twin Cities locations.

The Guthrie is envisioned as a place of learning for both audiences and actors. "Acting is inspiration;' Dowling

says, "and I believe that [Nouvel] creates spaces that inspire." BD and JEC
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SCI-Arc camps in downtown L.A. as it
prepares for new home in renovated rail depot
The school year in a tent is coming

to a close for the Southern

California Institute of Architecture
(SCl-Arc). Since fall 2000, SCI-Arc

has operated in a massive tensile

structure on its new 1O-acre down-

town Los Angeles campus. The

transition has been smooth, though,

from the school's former home on

Los Angeles'west side to its new

home in a renovated rail depot,

which will be complete this fall, next

to the tent.

While the tent has become a

orovocative landmark in downtown

Los Angeles, it does not meet all of
the school's needs. A nearbv ware-

house is used for exhibit space and

an impressive woodshop, and a

downtown performance theater is

used for special lectures,

A downtown location seems far

more consistent with SCI-Arc's phi-

losophy and reputation as an

innovative design school than did its

former location on Los Angeles'

conservative west side. The new

SCI-Arc, which will occupy a reno-

vated 1,250-foot-long Santa Fe

Railroad freight depot built in 1902

will be the longest architecture

school in the world (about the

length of a Manhattan block).

The renovation team includes

school director Neil Denari, Guthrie

+ Buresh. Studio Works. the Central

Office of Architecture, Ray Kappe,

FA|A, Gary Page, and students and

faculty. When complete, the SCI-Arc

site will include the university, stu-

dent lofts, and retail, office, and

additional residential units.

Denari also considers the relo-

cation and renovation to be an

invaluable living laboratory for the

385 students and faculty alike and

noted that enrollment applications

are at an all-time high.

The built-out studio spaces

and normal activity taking place

inside the tensile structure belie

the makeshift character of its exte-

rior. ln true SCI-Arc fashion, faculty

and students have funneled the

tension of impermanence into cre-

atrve energy.

One alumnus noted, "Even with

less than perfect conditions, SCI-Arc

students continue to produce the

most innovative work on the West

Coastl' Danette Riddle

An audience watches images projected on the SCI-Arc tent.

When renovation is complete, this 1907 Santa Fe Railroad frei€ht depot will be the new SCI-Arc home in downtown L.A.

Diller + Scofidio chosen for its first maior U.S. proiect: Boston's IGA

The New York-based firm Diller

+ Scofidio has won a competition

for its first major museum project in

the United States, the new Institute

of Contemporary Art (lCA) in Boston.

The Trustees ofthe lCA, in a

unanimous decision, chose the

husband-and-wife team of Elizabeth

Diller and Ricardo Scofidio for the

60,000-square-foot, $35 million

museum. The lCA, which would be

the first museum to be built in

Boston in nearly a century, is sched-

uled to open in 2OO4.

Diller + Scofidio, the first archi-

tects to receive the MacArthur

Foundation's "genius" grant, may be

best known in New York for their

interior renovation of the Brasserie

restaurant in Mies van der Rohe's

8 Architectural Record 05.01

Seagram Building. "Elizabeth Diller

and Ricardo Scofidio have demon-

strated that they are capable,

ambitious, innovative, and sensitive

to our program, our site, and the

needs of the public," said Jill

Medvedow James Sachs Plaut

Director of the lCA.

"One of the biggest challenges

will be figuring out how to handle

the crowds that come to museums

today without losing the intimate

experience that people want from

a museum," Diller told REcoRD.

"[Another challenge will be] how to
make a contemporary art museum

that still feels contemporary 15

years from now."

Invited firms in the competition

were office dA of Boston, Studio

Granda of Reykjavik, lceland, and

Peter Zumthor of Haldenstein,

Switzerland. The lCAs architecture

selection committee visited com-

pleted projects by all four finalists.

The ICA will sit on the water-

front cove of Boston's Fan Pier

development, which could be the

largest waterfront project in Boston's

history. Proposed by Chicago's

Nicholas J. Pritzker, it's planned as a

$1 billion development on the South

Boston waterfront, adjacent to the

U.S. Courthouse by Pei Cobb Freed

and Partners. The Pritzker family,

owners of the Hyatt hotel chain,

assembled the land over a number

of years. Besides the lCA, the

Pritzkers are planning just under 3

million square feet of development

Elizabeth Diller and Ricardo Scofidio.

in eight buildings, including offices,

retail, approximately 650 condomini-

ums, and two Hyatt hotels. Michael

Van Valkenburgh Associates will

design the parks and streetscapes.

JEC and Clifford Pearson
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New ballparks open in
Milwaukee and Pittsburgh
The wave of new major-league baseball parks of

the last decade continues with two new ballparks

opening for the Milwaukee Brewers and

Pittsburgh Pirates this season. Both ballparks,

intended to bolster attendance and keep strug-
gling small-market teams from moving, are

built adjacent to the stadiums they replace.

Pittsburgh's PNC Park offers sweeping views of

the Allegheny River and downtown, and

Milwaukee's Miller Park has the only fan-shaped

convertible roof in North America.

The Miller Park roof covers a 43,000-seat

ballpark designed by HKS of Dallas with NBBJ of
Los Angeles and Eppstein Uhen Architects of
Milwaukee. The seven-panel roof, which weighs

12,8OO tons and covers 10.5 acres, opens and

closes in 10 minutes on a pivot point behind

home plate. Mitsubishi designed and built the

roof panels, and Arup was the structural engineer,

The roof added considerable cost to

the $400 million ballpark, but it was

essential for owner Bud Selig to
keeo the Brewers in Milwaukee,

PNC Park, designed by HOK

Sport of Kansas City and L.D.

Astorino & Associates of Pittsburgh,

cost $262 million. With 38,000
seats, PNC Park is the smallest of

the new ballparks; only Boston's

Fenway Park is smaller. The

Pittsburgh ballpark, a short walk

3
I

Inside Miller Palk in Milwaukee (top), The last sec-

tion of Milwaukee County Stadium was taken

down in February (above), with Miller Park in the

background. Inside Pittsbulgh's PNC Park (below),

across the Roberto Clemente Bridge from down-

town, is more urban in character than Miller Park.

Milwaukee-based Miller Brewing paid for the

naming rights of Miller Park, and Pittsburgh-based

PNC Financial Services Group did the same for

PNC Park. Miller Park replaces Milwaukee County

Stadium, which opened in 1953. PNC Park

replaces 30-year-old Three Rivers Stadium, which

was home to both the Pirates and Steelers. A new

football stadium for the Steelers will open next to

PNC Park this fall. JEC
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ColfaxAvenue:
Celebrating the Main Line through

Central Denver

Gorrespondent's File

Observing the buildings along

Colfax Avenue, Denver's 26-mile-

long commercial strip, is a bit like

looking at a gigantic core sample.

One can almost view the complete

history of this Rocky Mountain city

along its length and see how it has

prospered, declined, and, in some

cases, has been renewed. The

street began in the 1850s as a

muddy track running through the
middle of town. When streetcars

were added, it became a com-

muter artery and gradually

extended west through the city of
Lakewood, ending in the foothills of
the Rockies, and east through

Aurora, where it terminates at the
prairie's edge.

Gatoway to the Rockles
Looking east across Lakewood

toward Denver (1), one can see

how much ground Colfax covers:

It is about 8 miles from here to
the high-rises downtown, another

18 miles before it merges with

Interstate 70. Originally, Lakewood

comprised farms and orchards,

which have all but vanished. But

still in evidence are buildings left
from the days when Colfax was
part of U.S. 40, "the National

Road," established during the
1920s, U.S. 40 was one ofthe
first transcontinental highways,

and it made Denver "the Gateway

to the Rockies." As automobile

travel became ubiquitous, dozens

of motels, restaurants, and gas

stations sprang up along Colfax. A

few remnants in west Lakewood

are: Lane's Tavern (2), a roadhouse

built in the 1920s (in the 1950s it

featured draft beer, two for 25

cents); an abandoned tourist cabin
(3); and Davies'Chuck Wagon

Diner, which opened in 1957 (4).

Although these places have

nostalgic appeal, Colfax is not a
museum, and Lakewood is trying
to bring new residential and com-

mercial development here to keep

it healthy. An abandoned K-Mart
(5) is slated for this redevelop-

ment mix, as are several empty
car lots. The Lakewood Theatre
(6), reclaimed as a Harley-Davidson

dealership, is one example of a

successful adaptive reuse.

By Gharles Llnn, AtA

Arvada

Wheat Ridge
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ColfaxAvenue
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Artifacts and alterataons
Some things, such as this CARS

sign in original 1950s Googie let-

tering (7), suit their purposes so

well that they remain untouched.

But that doesn't always happen.

Another used-car lot's office (13)

was formerly a drive-in restaurant

shaped like a Conestoga wagon.

Moreover, building decorations

are often altered to reflect the pref-

erences of the new owners. The

facade of this small shop (8) was
r't!$rl,Nlri

originally covered by formal black-

glass tile. lt has been partrally

recovered with bright blue faux

stone, and a Hispanic-themed mural

covers rts cinder-block side walls.

As Colfax was widened over

the decades, first from two to

three, then five, and finally seven

lanes, driveways and parkrng lots

that originally fronted most of the

buildings gradually narrowed until

the distance between the curbs

and building fronts was only a few

feet. The result can be seen on

many storefronts, particularly

those that were once gas stations.

In some cases, display windows,

entrances, and overhead door

openings were simply closed up

a (9), either because the new build-

ing occupants did not trade with

walk-in traffic or because the noise

of automobiles outside made it dif-

ficult to do business inside.

Colfax also boasted supper

clubs and businesses, such as the

Prg'nwhistle (10), a restaurant, gas

station, and motel complex owned

by former boxer Eddie Bohn, who

entertained guests with impromptu

spaningsessions. Bohn is gone, and

the restaurant and gas station have

fallen into disrepair, although the

Pig'nWhistle motel is still pristine.

Other businesses live on long after

the cultures that established them

have disappeared. Still in operation,

for instance, are the Lake Steam

Baths, a bathhouse that served a

mostly Jewish neighborhood which

vanished long ago.

Gapitol Hill and east
The central Denver neighborhoods

east of the capitol were prosperous

for decades-until people began

tr.,,
,|tl !

'tu1.=

moving to the suburbs in the
1960s. Large houses along Colfax

can still be glimpsed behind store-

fronts that were added later (21).

As older property began to deteri-
orate, low-income housing in

downtown Denver was leveled for
urban renewal and many people

were displaced into the older
neighborhoods along Colfax,

which had also become home to
Denver's counterculture move-

i:;ii= ment. Today, the area rs In

transition. Less fortunate people

still walk the streets, watched over

by the Guardian Angels, who

occupy a fortress-like Gothic

Revival building (19), and served

by organizations such as this relief

agency that occupies a former

office building (16), Still hanging

on are a tattoo parlor (18) and the
Satire Lounge (17), an infamous

vestige of the 1970s, where the

likes of Judy Collins and Bob

Dylan once performed.

But real-estate values have

begun to rebound as new residents
' and former suburbanites redis-

cover some of the wonderful

residential property nearby. The

comeback potential of mid-Colfax

I commercial property is bolstered

both by the reverse-exodus of the

middle class and the large quantity

of good building stock (20) along

the avenue that can be reused.

East to Aurora
When U.S. Interstate 70 opened in

1966, hundreds of cars per day

were routed away from Colfax, and

the strip went into a slow decline

that hit Aurora especially hard.

Many landmark motels vanished

-E-=K
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Aurora

I commissioned Belzbe4l to renovate a 1*rs0s apartment house that contained clients above the liring area.
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his Patina restaurant into a much more sophisticated establishment. Splichal

did not want to close his restaurant for more than eight weeks, in which time

the construction crew would have to build an almost entirely new building,

includinEl a new kitchen, within the skeleton ofthe old structure. Belzberg and

his team spent a year designing and building prefabricated structures that

could then be installed on the tight schedule. "Knowing how the contractor

would stage all of the elements really helped us out," Belzberg says.

Like many young architests, he would like to tackle more institutional pro-

jects, but he is certainly happy with the work that has come his way so fur. His

office has just moved fiom Beverly Hills to a warehouse in Santa Monica, where

he works with fourjunior desiElners and a dog, Nick. ls the dog licensed? "l
can't comment on tha(' Belzberg says, "for insurance purposes." Kevin Lerner

Go to architecturalrecord.com/archrecord2 for more on Hagy Belzberd,

including more projects and information on how to submit your own project.

Nick + Stef's Restaurant,

New York Gity, 2000

Belzberg Architects. A steak house

in Madison Square Garden takes

traditional masculine design ele-

ments and recasts them with a

minimum of ornamentation.

LA County Museum ofArt Plaza

Cafe, Los Angeles, 1999
Belzberg Architects. Working on a

tight budget, B elzb er g tr ansforme d

the look of the museum's cafe by

stretching Spandex "sails" across

the ceiling of the space.

Patina Restaurant,

Los Angeles, 2000

Belzberg Architects. Since only

eight weeks were allocated for con-

str uc ti o n, B elzb erg designe d

prefab components that could be

built and then installed on-site.

mnffiffitr

When people would ask
me, in front of my parents,
what I wanted to do, I usu-
ally said, "l want to be a
painter; I want to be an
artist." My mother, being a
conservative Midwesterner,
took me aside-l was
probably five or six years
old-and said, "Michael, if
you're not as good as
Picasso, you'll surely
starye, so maybe you
should use your ability in
a profession." And I said,
"What would that be?" And
she said, "Engineering or
architecture." After she
explained what an engineer

66 Architectural Record 05.01

does, I said, "Wellthen, l'm
going to be an architect."
"But I haven't told you
what an architect does,"
she said. "lt doesn't mat-
ter," I said, "l'm not going
to be an engineer."
Anyway, she did explain it,
and I thought it was just
the most marvelous thing I

could imagine.
Also, I think a tittle pat

on the back was important
to me. My high school
entered a competition and
most of it was about
mechanical drawing, but
one part of it was a free
category. I had drawn the

Graves at his desk in 1962.

side of the Parthenon, and
I won first place and I got
a drawing set-a mechani-
cal drawing set-and I

thought to myself, Wetl, if
l'm the best in the state

doing this, then maybe
this is all right. And it gave
me a little confidence. I

can't tellyou how impor-
tant that was as a kid, to
be patted on the back.





Critiq ue

certainly has a profound effect on

the message's form.

As many critics have pointed

out, drgital space-created by a

computer from a list of inputs-is
not the same as traditional perspec-

tival space; or rather, the programs

that create digital space do not rely

in any fundamental way on perspec-

tival vision. Unlike traditional
perspective-based design, spatial

animation programs recognize no

human subject at the origin, no sta-

tion points, no privileged vertical or

horizontal dimensions.

Certainly, both computer games

and virtual-reality environments sim-

ulate perspectival spaces in order to

create a sense of normalcy; certainly

too, the designer can claim that the

results of digital design will take their
place in a perspectival world, no mat-

ter how they have been generated.

But, ideally, digital animation will be

auto-generated from a full range of

functional and sensate parameters

introduced and controlled by avatars

setting the design process in motion

as a continuous transformation of an

external envelope. The spaces pro-

duced may be habitable, but more or

less in the same way as we might

find a natural cave habitable though

it was not constructed for us. GreS

Lynn has compared this phenomenon

to the "inside" of a structure such as

the Statue of Liberty: its shell cer-

tainly encloses an rnside that can be

inhabited, but it was designed entirely

with respect to its outside contours.

The larger implications of com-
puterization depend on the way in

which we develop our understand-

ing of a digitalization process that rs

not just a way of treating informa-

tion, but an entire world structure,

one within which we have become

increasingly absorbed. Digital space,

installed rather than designed, is

already all around us; it envelopes

us rn the virtual forms of media. lt

fights our wars, controls our con-

sumer habits, and ensures the

security of our houses.

Architectural practice will con-

trnue to explore the digital territory,

pushing software and hardware to

the limits. But it is equally

important for practice to take

a critical stance in order to

encourage us to think about

the consequences of giving

up on perspective. Questions
of screens, of the nonformal,

the immaterial, the transfor-

mation of all information into

digital codes all demand

serious reflection in practice,

along the lines of recent work by

architects such as Diller+Scofldio.

Their work shows us the implica-

tions and complications of our

digital present, while reminding us

that we might still wish to have a

certain control over our own space

in the future.

The last scene of Kubrick's

2007is set in a surrealistic virtual

18th-century decor staged on the
surface of a luminous grid. Within it a

human subject ages to infinity, to

return to its original embryonic state.

This frightening vision is the appar-

ently calm sequel to a rapid sequence

of space-warping time travel as rivet-

ing as any computer-generated game

sequence. These two environments,

imagined in the 1960s, are today the

commonplaces of digital simulation-
the wire-frame space, uncannily

imitating but not reproducing "nor-

mal" space, and the animated

morphing of space through the rapid

collapse of time. We are no nearer

today than we were more than 30
years ago to confronting the disturb-

ing presence of HAL in our lives. r
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Maya Lin (finatty) speal<s!
Rem and friends mix it up (again)*

Rossi draws (a[as, no more).

Books
By Glifford A. Pearson

Boundaries, by Maya Lin. New

York: Simon & Schuster, 2OOO,

208 pages, $4O.

Time is not always kind to buildings

or designers. Roofs leak, curtain

walls fail, reputations ebb. Maya Lin,

however, has made time her friend.

Since her Vietnam Veterans

Memorial was completed in 1982,

she has made the passage oftime
a silent yet powerful element in her

designs. She knows time can heal

as well as destroy.

Boundaries is the first book

on Lin's career, and it captures the

range of her work-from memorials

and institutional projects to houses

and sculotures. Written in the first
person, the book reveals many of

the whys and hows of her designs.

It's fascinating to learn, for exam-

ple, that she begins each work by

imagining it verbally, by writing
"what the project is and what it is

trying to doJ'Although surprising

because her work is often so visu-

ally memorable, such a method

makes sense for an artist who has

used text as a critrcally important

element in many of her designs.

This book, too, is a deft merg-

ing of words and images, designed

by Lin herself with Michael Rock and

Alice Chung of the graphics firm

2x4. Running through some of the
pages is a line of text that imparts a

sense of movement-graceful, not
hurried. In one of these lines cross-

ing several pages, Lin writes, "l feel

I exist on the boundaries . . . some-

where between science and art . . .

art and architecture . . . public and
private . . . east and west. . I' The

ribbon of small but clear text, of
course, is a boundary itself, and

Lin's work straddles it beautifully.

At the end ofthe book, Lin

describes the "last memorial" she

would like to create-one that
would focus attention on the extinc-

tion of species. "A series of markers

that would monitor the health of
the planeu'the design would

incorporate seven sites (including

Yellowstone, the first national park;

Antarctica, the first international
park; Tibet, the gateway to the sky;

and an Internet link) and would be

an ongoing, everchanging endeavor.

Here, the notions of a project with-

out end and of time running out

converge, explaining a great deal

about Maya Lin and her work.

Mutations, by Rem

Koolhaas/Harvard Project on the

City, Stefa n o Boe r i / M u lti pl i city,

Sanford Kwinter, Nadia Tazi,

Hans Ulrich Obrist. Bordeaux:

,, A"r"r,2OO7,72O pages, $45.

': This mongrel collection of
essays, research projects, sloga-

neering, and punchy graphics is

much like its subject, the modern

city: messy, engaging, occasionally

surprising, and sometimes annoy-

ing. There are places here you don't

want to go, places where the garbage

hasn't been picked up. But there are

also some fascinating sections rich

in information, visual stimulation,

and even enlightenment.

The worst part of the book is a

series of unillustrated essays with

the dry tone of academic lectures.

The best parts tend to be by the

Harvard Project on the City, the

Rem Koolhaas-led studio that each

year "investigates a specrflc region

or a general condition undergoing

virulent changel' Droll humor and

bold graphics give these sections a

sense of immediacy, and solid

research into urban culture keeps

readers hooked. For example, the

section entitled "How to Build a City:

Roman Operating System" is both a

witty send-up of computer manuals

and a remarkably concise descrip-

tron of imperial Rome's contribution

to city planning. Whether the studio

takes aim at the raoid urbanization

of China's Pearl River Delta, or the

seemingly chaotic development of an

Lagos, Nigeria, or the nature of 
=shopping, it boldly covers territory IrJ

that architects often ignore. 
=Other intriguing contributions E

to the book include photo essays on f;
Europe, America, China, and urban H
Africa by Francesco Jodice, Jordi

Bernad6, Alex lvlaclean, and Edgar

Clerjne, and a section on the

American city by Sanford Kwinter

and Daniela Fabricius that examines

places such as Houston and Las

Vegas through the filters of televi-

sion, poverty, and sprawl.

Mutations is a witches' brew of
spicy ingredients and predictable

filler. lt's less than perfect. But it

brings a hip, street-smart approach

to city planning, which has recently

been dominated by either New

Urbanists or plodding academics.

Aldo Rossi: The Sketchbooks
1990-92 by Paolo Porto$hesi.

New York: Thames & Hudson,

2OOO, 792 pages, $28.

Aldo Rossi's drawings did not always

elicit approval. As Paolo Portoghesi

recalls in his wonderful and knowing

introduction to this book, one of
Rossi's professors at university tried

to dissuade the young man from

becoming an architect by saying his

drawings "looked like those of a

bricklayer or provincial builderl' lt is
true that Rossi never had an effort-
less or graceful hand with

drawings. There was always some-

thing a tad awkward, a little stiff in

his drawings. And that is part of
their charm, like Humphrey

Bogart's slightly drooping mouth.
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Atlas of Change: Rearranging
the Netherlands, by fheo
Baart, Tracy Metz, and Tjerk

Ruimschote/. Rotte rd a m : N Ai

Publishers and ldeas on Paper,

2000,256 pages, $17 (paper)

The Netherlands has a unique rela-

tionship to the land. This is a

country, after all, where much of the

habitable and arable land has been

reclaimed from the sea. Always a

crossroads, Holland blends a global

outlook with a close attachment to

its particular piece of turf. Atlas of
Change offers a fascinating look at

the Dutch today and their complex

and sometimes contradictory rela-

tionship with a shifting landscape.

Divided Into four sections, the

book employs a variety of

approaches to understandrng

urban development and modern

life in the Netherlands. REC0RD'S

Amsterdam correspondent, Tracy

Metz, contributes interviews with a

cross section of Dutch residents,

such as a business consultant, a

barge master, an information-tech

nology specialist. a refugee. and a

historical geographer.

Photographer Theo Baart

weighs in with a photo essay that
works as a glossary of the changing

face of Holland. including images

of "boomtown," "business park,"

"carpool parkeerplaats," and "wind

molen fwindmill] park." A series of

essays by urban planner Tjerk

Ruimschotel examines develop

ments in spatial planning in postwar

Holland and analyzes the
government's attempts to

manage and direct this

change, The book's final

prece*creareo 0y an

urban-design laboratory

^^ll^! [n ^+ ,^ ^ ^^+ ^{udltEU tvtu>L t5 d >cL ul

maps that help the reader

visualize Holland's chang

ing landscape.

Uncommon Ground;
Arch itectu re, Technology,
and Topography, by David

Leathe rbarrow. Ca mbrid ge : M lT

Press, 2000,297 pages, $38.

Tl^c trmes arc r'nF +or ,:ro. tmenLS

favoring restrarnt in architecture.

With the advent of "blob-itecture"

and a new "Baroque," on top of

the Deconstructivist styles of the

1990s, a new wave offormal
excess seems to be cresting. One

response to indulgent form making

ts Uncommon Ground. David

Leatherbarrow, a professor of

architecture at the University of

Pennsylvania, focuses on "tradi-

tional" modern architecture that
developed between 1930 and 1960
and the work of three midcentury

architects-Antonin Raymond, Aris

Konstantrnidis, and Richard Neutra.

In so doing, he examines notions of
archrtectural topography, which he

argJes s an .nterpla\, of ouildings,

landscapes, cities, and people.

Great architecture, says

Leatherllarrow, is "the work of pro-

Jecting the modrfication of sites

and technical systems with

respect to one another." But great

architecture is also centered on

ttse revelat on or d specrtrc place.

Forrn must remain a secondary

consrderation, lest rt contribute

to the excess of scenography

so prevalent in our [ime. Leather
barrow's book reminds us that
form must follow roea, and ideas

are most cogent, in architecture,

when tied to the ooetry of a spe-

cific topography. Reviewed by

David Kesler
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2xMies: A pair of shows
at MoMA and the Whitney reveals
overlooked aspects of his legary

Exhibitions

ln an unusual act of curatorial
cooperation. the Museum of
Modern Art and the Whitney

Museum of American Art (in

association with Montreal's

Canadian Qentre for Architecture)

will present simultaneous exhibi-

tions in New York City this summer
on the work of Ludwig Mies van

der Rohe. No longer seen as a
purely historical figure, Mies is

now viewed as vital to contempo-

rary design. Following are excerpts

from the cata/ogs of the two

exhibitions.

Mies in Berlin. The Museum of
Modern Art. June 27-September
77. Organized by Terence Riley

and Barry Bergdoll.

"A varied and creative engagement

with Mies'work is in evidence

everywhere. The fervently diverse

and original interpretations of the

Barcelona Pavilion, essayed since

its re-creation in 1986, have

reopened the possibility of thinking

about the physical experience and

the ambiguous contingencies of that
icon. Until then it had been frozen in

black-and-white photography and

in an rigidly canonic interpretation

of its significance in the history of

modern architecture. A creative

reengagement with Mies' studies of

transparencies, in conjunction with
questions about architecture in rela-

tionship to nature, technology, and

human consciousness, echoes

equally in Lhe work of two genera-

tions of architects who have come

to prominence since 1986. [Such

reengagementl can be seen in

everythingfrom Herzog & de

Meuron's Napanook winery in Napa,

Calif., and Rem Koolhaas'Maison ir

Bordeaux, to Jesse Reiser and

Nanako Umemoto's proposed design

for an ambitious rethinking of the

American subdivision now under

study in Bridgehampton, Long lsland.

In short, the time seemed ripe to look

anew both at Mies'work in its original

context and what it has to say about

our ongoing critical relationship to the

legacy of classical modernism. . . .

The aim of Mies in Berlin is to
situate Mies in a series of overlap-

ping contexts that defined his

architectural ambitions and prac-

tices from the moment of his first

emigration, from the provincial city

in which he was born-Aachen in

the old Prussian Rhineland-to
Berlin, which had emerged not only

as the capital of lmperial Germany

but as a Metropolis, one of the great

new cities of exchange, ideas,

images, and of course capital."

Barry Bergdoll lTerence Riley

Early work
"Mies'family-his father was a

master stonemason, running his own

small business-belonged to [the
lower middle classl, which sought to
distinguish itself strictly from the

working classes at the bottom of the

social scale, who were considered a

permanent threat to the fragile

stability of all late-19th-century

industrial societies. Social mobility

based on either economic success

or academic education had been

increasing throughout the 19th cen-

tury, but remained largely restricted to
the middle classes. . .

Information on Mies'youth is

soarse and is based for the most

oart on what he himself chose to

reveal in his later recollections.

Aachen was the seat of a respected

Technische Hochschule (technical

institute) where architecture was

taught, but a university career was ct
out of reach for Mies, who never 

=enjoyed a higher education. His IrJ

family background gave him an 

=early introduction to the building 4
trade, where he recerved some f
basic training in draftsmanshrp and H
building as such, though he appar-

ently never went through any final

examinations." Wolf Te gethoff

The Riehl House

"The feature that, once discovered,

captures and holds our attention [is]

the building's startling transforma-

tion from a blrgerlich village house

on the entrance facade into a temple

poised lightly and asymmetrically

over a monumental podium on the
garden front. . . . Rather than setting

the house on a podium to be

admired from the street, Mies bound

house and garden together to form a

The 19O7 Riehl House outside Potsdam shows a nascent modernism,

Mies at the Riehl House around 1915.
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Snapshot

The end-of-the-line station, located

within the median of a major high-

way between 14 lanes of busy

commuter traffic, comprises two

levels: a 700-foot-long platform,

slightly higher than the elevated

highway, and the concourse 20 feet
below PedestriarVvehicular entry is

at grade on both sides ofthe high-

way (right and below). Steel

canopies shelter patrons arriving by

bus and streetcar.

tions. San Francisco firm SmithGroup inter-
viewed and secured the commission for the
East Dublin/Pleasanton station.

According to Roger Hay, project

designer for the station, SmithGroup

intended to create a landmark for the region

and thus paid special attention to the sta-
tion's visual impact. The undulating

sine-wave form of the canopy became sym-

bolic of travel, movement, direction, time,
and energy, and it reflects the rolling hills in

view. Because the station is underground

and both between and under a highway, the challenge was to feature strong forms while using materials
durable enough to withstand the aggressive environment. "The palette is very simple," says Hay, "concrete
(poured in place, precast, and block), stainless steel for all the exposed metal, and glass. These materials are
extremely rugged and require very little maintenance. We had to design a facility with a SO-year operational
life soan."

Built to provide East Bay commuters with an enduring, iconic gateway to the Bay Area, the station has
taken on a personality of its own. Hay reveals that because of its shape, local residents have likened it to
Scotland's Loch Ness Monster, affectionatelv referring to it as "Nessie." I

88 Architectural Record 05.01
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HonorAunrds

he scope of the American lnstitute of Architects 2001 Honor

,4,vards program coheres at a single event. Held annually at the

National Building Museum, Accent on Architecture brings

together the recipients in a space as grand as America and says, "Look and see

what architecture can do." Subsequently, ARcHrrEcrrJRAL REcoRD dissemi-

nates the resubs, not for the exercise, but as a survey of the state of American

architecture. In a single issue, you can rapidly assess who has been building

what, where-as well as gain some feeling for the quality and kind of work

being done by American architects,

What did this year's uop of honors for individuals tell us? The

choice of Herbert Lewis Kruse Blunck as Firm of theYear proved that accom-

plished work can occur smack-dab in the middle of the continent. As images

from that frm's work flashed across the screen at Accent the audience nod-

ded their heads in colleaive assent and a sort of wonder. "Where did this

work come from?" they seemed to ask. Des Moines was the answer.

For Michael Graves, an architect, teacher, and industrial designer,

selection as the Gold Medallist brought peer recognition to a man who has

elevated the visibility of architecture and architects around the world. (He

may be one of the two or three best known of us internationalf ). His wildly

successfuI foray into product design has proved that design intelligence cnn

breed value for the larger culture.

The terraced Weyerhaeuser headquarters in Tacoma" which gar-

nered the 25-Year ,$rard, seems perpetually attractive. Set beside a lake, it

could be a textbook on thoughtful office design.

Winning architectural projects tell their own stories. Unlike the

1980s, when flush times encouraged excessive building as seen in the marble-

and brass-clad behemoths that clutter downtown Boston or Houston, the

projects funded by the capital-intensive late '90s seem restrained and almost

puritanically spare, as if chastened by eailier excesses and wary of show.

Their elements seem to be more ephemeral made from light and air. A num-

ber exhibit community or social concerns. Draw your own lessons from the

book of American architecture that follows. Robert Ivy, rere

p.98

p. L22

p. L42

p.146

p.150

p. L64

Architecture

Interiors

Urban Design

25-Year Award

Firm Award

Gold Medal
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University of Pennsylvania
Modular Vll Chiller Plant
Pltilndelpltio
Arch itect: Lttrs \\'erttzttp.iel

A.s-socln re,r

'l'he sttrnnhtg oval ste cl-mesh wall
oJ'the plttnt is Iot.rrted next to an

rrctird c-rprc.\-\l vny, .li o tn nhich it
rlerit'cs its ncrtttlynurrtic curyes. Its

c ar eflill, d er ni I t d, i rt du srr i al de si gn

is n benutifiil, ltorrcst expression of
tcchnology rrtrd shines with a

tt t ilkt l tun i tr',rlt r',rt riiq/t/.
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College Conservatory of
Music, University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Architect: Pei Cobb Freed 6
Partners Architects LLP, tvitlt
a sso ciat e archit ect / archit e ct of
recorrJ NBBJ-Roth

The architects uni.fied the trew

LO4 Architecturttl Recortl 05.01

and rehabilitated structures Lt.f

this project by creating a v,ell-

proportioned entry court. The

detnils of public circulation, as

wcll as tltc jcrvel-like perlorntnncc

spaces, (lre cJfectitely rendered

through the use of a restrained
palette of naterials and colors. A

sinple yet strong desigtl.
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ffi
Rifkind Residence
lVai rrsc Lttt, Ncu, l'or'ft

Architect: Tod \lilliarns Billie
Tsien antl t\ssociates

Cnrc.l)rl. ycl n\tt scf- c,,tt..,'i,,tts.

in its dttnilittg, this house is tlrc
succe ss.ful result of a clost pnrt-
ner slti p b et w' c e tt tlt e arch i tc cts

ard tlre ot,rrcr. It is clear tlnt irt
ltLttlt pnrtias' ntintls Ihere was tt

strong desirt to site the house to

tlre larrd in the most sensitive

rnanner possible .
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The Axor Storck Electronic Lov Mixer combines Storck's purisiic design with modern hi-tech functionolity. This mixer is equipped with c

interference conceling technology utilized in the electronic sensor so the woter flows only when needed. The working life of the 6V Lithiu

bottery is up to four yeors. Overnight, the current consumption is reduced by on energy soving feoture. The brushed stoinless sfeel bo<

design is not only stylish, but it is olso long-losting ond eosy to cleon. This product is optimized for public environments where strengt

durobility, ond dependoble operotion ore essentiol. For more informotion coll Honsgrohe ot 800 Zl9-1000.

rvrvrv.hcnsgrohe-uso.com
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Eleventh Avenue Townhomes
E s c o r rd i d o, C ol ifo r ni a

Architect: 5t rr 11.r f --Ilcir it,'cl..

Tlr i s vc r )' i rrt p r e ssit' e I ctv, - i rt c tt nt c,

/,'rr'-, /. rr.ii I l ri ..l, i. rr I l, r1 pn'i. cr pr.'
ylrle.s /rol-sirr{ tlnt ts d'fordnble,
ottrnctit,t', nrttl rcspottsit'e botlt to

its ittltobitnrtts ttrtd ilrc lurger cottt-

tnttrtitl, of-EscotLdido, n totvrt rt.f

''' 1'.:'::i7i7:

lirit picft'r'.., lrrtt (r't.s. dn(l tra(l('s-

tttctt.'l'ltt (/r'r'r'/()fllra/r/, tvillr its
rltt t I t t t t i c rl./i1ll(L'//rr'l// 1rf-/trrtltc,s,

pr-rrllrii-. tt'nlttl untl: ol ttro, tltrt't,
uttrl littr Itr/iirr,ll., r1lrr/ r/()r'-\ rlll

t'-rci'/1t'r i /.irlr')/ a/i'rr / l/ r{ L a) I I 1 | I 1 t t -

lrlll:1'rl.L. /,,tr t . ,', 1/,'lt:ll i
,/,.11,7../ tr t1ll . , 1 , .'ittr t/t .'t,t
ltt tts lretuttilLtl r]r1i1 // /. lir11l {7-{ (l/l

ltl-\arlL' tiL i.l/t1'L,i.lt,rrrr i.
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Williams Natatorium at
Cranbrook Educational
Community
Blo or rrJtc| d H ills, ]Iinrte sorn

Architect: Tod )\'illiams Billit
Tsie n nttd Associatcs

Tlrerc is a plnt.flrlttess d-\ 1r'.// rr,i

/ie,sllre-.-. tbout this destgtt. Tltt'
c o ntlt i ttttt i o t t of' b old col tt r tr t t tl
ntterttiotr to detnil reyenls tlrc

nrclrit e ct's c ttt h tr s i a snt, n'lti clt

trarts.f'crs to tht' t'rtd trser. Tlte ltlttt,

,, l/lr.l. n itlt it:1rr',r ,rp;rrlrr,1.< t,r

tlte sky cirrl rccc-s-scr/ lights thnt
nlpCOl'(.?i .{/rll: ,tt rtilhl, i.. rtt,ttr .

cnl. Tltt nrcltitct't tteets tlle
p r0 grnlt I tit o t i c rr: q tt i rc r n ents o.l o

tt ntotori Lr ttt, wIt i I t' crenti ng tL

plnce tltot ts ttor ottll'lintctiotttl,
lrll expre,ssc-s .r .str()/rs afJ'init,t .for
tlte existirtg sptrit ol'the place.
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Detroit Opera House
Detroit
Architect: 'I'ltt ,-\lltert Knhn
Coll dlt o r ot i v t, I t tc. ; p ro grnrrtrn i t r g

and prtlirrtinttrt design, IPR,'\
Arcltittcts

The origittal arrtolgnnt offlnnt-
boynnt trtlt,r nnd drarnaric
I igltt ing v,a s c n refi Llly re- cretted
througl t o ttt tlte tlrcnter. Fore n s t c

nnnlt'srs rcycnled nn original colot

pnlettt dontittated by gilded
ocltre, browtts, tttd blues. Tlte
architect sttlvoged nnd snved this
historic l,ttil,linq Jt otn dentise . ,t

courage()us nt()ye to bring hack

one of I)ctroit's .first dlwntowrt
buildings.
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SoHo Loft
'..ri !.r(r..1
Architect: '
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Alliance Frangaise de Chicago

Chicrtgo

Architect: [,) eS l t I tt rt o tr t t tl
Partilcrs

I:ttsLrtg tt ttt o'ltttiILIittg arl/Ilf)It-i

1 , r q . r / / 1 r 
' r ' t r , t i l , , l r 1 , , , t , l , t l ' t i , ,

ri r/..('.,/ d l,n'tl,,t' ,1 l', t'.,ri. .

tivt linking ol' propt'rtit:. / lrt' -stt'. i

prisntatic wolkwnt', rvil!t its clcnr.

f itted-glass envt'loPt', t'ttIivttLs lltt
t'our tyard.
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Higgins Hall, Pratt Institute
School of Architecture
1it.,r,r/ilr rl. \'irr' )i, r.d-

Architect: Iiogir',i .\ 1,r r.r'L'i

\ :,..l'LI,:f',.,,.r:
, rr clrltiil, Eltrt'rilirtttt : Lt t tr{

1:c/.-sl rrl ,i.i.cli itccr..

l lt' ttrt'Itttt'ct t-et'i'rr1,',I t/tL 1r,rttt-s

ril l/ll-r l-j0-.t edt. L)/ri rt.,/r/t'rlit,'
l,rrrl,/lrr! aliii/ jiii-i,iilr.l ir r'i/ lLrir/'

r,/,liti,rlt-i it/iri rt //l(t/()/ lir.i'.
1.,1,7-i.ir'1r,17J,i, l rll iri rr illr riitlllr.rrl
rtttil arti.itt'i! lrgllrrrrq, lrrtt t' i,t,'it
i ('( (r//fail'a(1 |o si||pi.)rt /ri'11' rr-\t'-\

li r tr rc I t i t c ct u,'c,strrr/cir l-r. J'lrt'

,1,..''. ,, r',..1..-n. ''.. tl:. ':,.i-
.,.,,'1..1' '..: :. ' /.r.1, ':,

tlr,' l'riil,/rrig. ,ttii/ lilir-; ir( i-i {r.i ,l

iir irit l,r1,,'r'iii,ri.i Lrl ,rl iii1r'f1iir'r'.
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Integrated C/S louvers

Variable Reveals Duracast Finish

Variable Profiles Stainless Steel Finishes
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We designed CENTRIA Dimension Series panels to give

you virtually unlimited dimensions of design freedom. With
variable thicknesses, profiles and reveals. Integral insulation

and liners, And over 100 colors.

NoW we've added new options to expand your design

possibilities * with even more coming soon. Plus, you still

benefit from Dimension Series' lightvveight, weathertight
construction, shorter lead times, and faster, easier installation.

Making Dimension Series panels the most versatile total
exterior wall solution available.

See how Dimension Series panels offer you advantages
that simply smash other materials like architectural precast.

Contact CENTRIA today and add more Dimension t0 your

desiq ns.

'.

C H H Tg€gA
CENTRIA Archi tcctural Systerns

1.800.752.0549
www.centria.com
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Jin Mao Tower

Shanghni, China
Architect: Skidmorc, Owings t,
Nlerrill LLP ; ass o c intt orchittc t,

Slnngh n i I ttstit ut c o.l',\r chit e c t t rral

Design and Researclr

'l'he tnllest building irr Clinn ntl
the centerpiece of Shnnghai, tlris

tnetallic building is o nt()t1Llnrcirf to

5lrn ngl tni's cottf dett;; it t i t: 1it t tt rt.
Large-scnle interiors ue mostly glass

and steel, and soft hucs of accent

color identify n nett,ork o.f britlgcs

tlnt traverse a tast irrterior spnce.
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yKK Ap Covers AtI The Subiects.

.-l rij-\5-lr-Ii,J-
.r :-1 -:::,:,ri,l1l;
: :i::::l

Emtrances Strtrefronts Curtain Walls

YKK AP is your single source of quality glazing systems for

innovative designs. Specifl' YKK AP products for your next

school project. For more information call 1-800-95 5-955T,

or go to www.ykkap.com.

Palmetto Elementary School, Orlando, Florida
Architect: Reynolds, Smith and Hills Inc.
Glazing Contractor: NR Windows, Inc.

Windotus

.,"#',t*rr;iiM,,

tt"'., 
,'''-, l

,, '..'

O2OO1 YKK AP America Inc. is a subsidiary of g YKK Corporation of America.
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Jacobs Residence
Subterranean
Sh e r t tt tt n O aks, (. nl i.fo r t t i tt

Arch itect: Patrick J , Tighe, er,',

An outstott(liltg usc of daylighting
in n btlox'-qrnde spnce prollr/c-r

rteedtd r0()nt to expontl tlli.s rc-si-

,le rtc t, sey e rt'l)' lt tn it c d bt' I till s i d c

terrnin. firi.s rrasi-s ol'arwled n'alls

nnd tnttltiplr' .tktor plartt's o.if.crs

trn irrtagirLative bnckdrop .for tltc
()1r'nr'r.',i nr t c olle ct i o rt.
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..LIKE FILMMAI(ING, THE STORY IS TOLN THROUGH

STRONG VISUAL IMAGERY, INCLUDING A

COMPELLINfi COLLAGE OF MATERIALS.O'

Reactor Fllms
S anta Mo nica, C alifo r ni a

Architect: Pugh + Scarpa

This modestly sized and priced

renovation of a 1930s art deco

masonry building into a state-of-
the-art office and work space for
commercials and music-video
production was completed on a

fast track. A street-Ievel confer-

ence room, inventively created

from an ocean shipping con-

tainer, is the defining feature of
the project.
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Lucent Technologies
\Vashington, D.C.

Architect: Group Goctz

Architccts

'l'he architect worked closely with
tltc corrtpatty's presidettt to turn
th i s 80,000- square-fo ot h ead-

qulrttrs into an itlteilsely

\a

il

ev Ltc ativ t worksp ac e tltat suc c eeds

as a strorrg irnage-rrtake r .for the

high - te clt c om p any. The s o pl t i sti -

cated aild tutusual use of
materials, strclr as alunt irttrttt,
stecl, glass, wood, attd ttrrazzo,
creltes dn elegant drtd lrighly
t ech n o Lo g i ca I e nv i r n nn r e nt.
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Unllmlted Deslgn FIexlbIIlty U n s u rpas s e d D u rab lI lty

The use of terrazzo flooring literally goes back hundreds of years.

Why has such an art form lastecl so long? Because of its unsurpassecl beauty ancl clurability.
The beauty of terrazzo is timeless. The clurabilitSl outclistances most other flooring systems.

Ancl the value of tercazzo in terms of both performance and economy is untouchecl!

North Central
Terrazzo Association

National Terrazzo &
Mosaic Association

# I -800 -32r-9736
WWW.NTMA.COM

gorrthwes,
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..REINVIGORATES AN AMERICAN ICON -
RESTORING FABRICS, FURNISHINGS,

AND MURALS THAT GLORIFY
THE DECORATIVE PERIOD

OF ENTERTAINMENT HISTORY.''

Radlo Clty Muslc Hall
NewYork City
Architect Hardy Holzman
Pfeffir Associates

A major restoration returns this
w orld- renow ned p erfo rmance

hall to its former brilliance.
Extensiv e archiv al re s ear ch facili-
tated re-creation of the exact

details of the carpets, walls,

murals, art, and lighting.
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New York Stock Exchange
Trading Floor Expansion
Ntw York Citl'
Architect: Skidtnore , On,lrig-s C-

Merrill, Nrerr )'ork City; architect

o.l' r e co r tl, Pa r s o ns.\'fn lii of trrcu,

Ytrk, Inc.

Tlte arcltitcct ltad tLt reirrvent tlte
trading post, based on tight
ergonct t rri c nrtd .fu rt ct i o t tol ity c r i -

teria road-tested by traders. 'llre

dc-. igrt p ro ce-t., co its l-sf crl of- -ip /y i i 7.g

o str(ont of indttstrinl-,1;srqtt
problertr s. Signage t nt1 i rr.fo r rrra

tron-display nt(tltods wtre critical
to 0perltions nnd to thc visutl
idtntitl, o.f the trtding roonr.

r

l)..A1,\r(hitr'itunil liecorrl 14!



The Downtown Racine
Development Plan
Rncitre, Wiscotrsirt

Architect and urban designer:
Crandall Ararnhula PC

A Yer), thought.liil Plnnnittg
process hns achieved a clenr,

Jlexible, artd rcalistit' r,ision arttl

has generated n lriglt letcl o.f pub-
lic conJtdence that will allow tlre
plan to oycrconrc any difl'ictilties
in the implementation. I'he plan
irtcorporntes tltc lakt and rivcr Io

reJlect their historic ond visual
worth, as well as the ir potential
for puhlic ttse. Inttgrntirtl resi

dential uses into Racine's historic
core will bring an irnportant nttd
much needed dimension back to

the area. ltVhik the plan resporLds

to tltc neccssity of nutorrrobile

access antl parking, it dot:s not
comprotttise tltt pe'ltstritn ettvi-
ronntcnt. wlticlt is 1irr.'l .f lst
pr i ority. Ctt mtn unitv r e si de nt s

and business leaders rolled up

their sleeves nnd v,orked lnrd to

brins Rocine back Jiom tlte brirtk.
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Flag House Courts
Revitalization
Baltimore
Architect: Torti GaIIas and

Partners' CHK, Inc.

This plan uses the street system to

give the new community a digni-

fied identity, a human scale, and
a neighborhood square that
opens a vista to two landmarked
buildings and connects the neigh-
borhood to the city. The clever

integration of parking into mid-
block Iocations gives residents

security and control, while rein-

forcing the civic character of the

public spaces. The plan incorpo-
rates both existing buildings
and new housing that respects

Bahimore's stong tradition of
rowhouses and streetscapes. The

invisible integration of residents'

income levels is commendable, as is

the fact that 40 percent of former
occupants will be returning.
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,.AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OT AN AFFORDABN-E HOUSIT.IG PROJECT

THAT CREATES A SENSITIVE REI.ATIONSHIP WITH
THE SURROUNDING COHTEXT, WHILE GLEARLY

ANDRESSING THE COMMUNTTY'S NENDs.''
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A Civic Vision for Turnpike Air
Rights in Boston
Boston

Architect: Goody, Clancy and
Associates

The design's diverse mix of
commercial, retail, campus, resi-

dential, and open space reflects

the priorities of a livable city.

This is one of the most notable
projects to heal an urban scar cre-
ated by the highway construction
ofthe 1960s.

,,THI5 FROAUTIVi, CISTUEN-
B&SEI} FSVELOFMENT

PLAN €IVIFOWHNS ThIg

NEIGHBilft}IO$f} TO BE A
REAL FLAYER ThI TIIE

RESUILDIN& PROCESS.''

Atl4 Architectural Record 05.01
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Santa Monica Boulevard
Master Plan
We st Ho I I ywood. C n I i.[,, r n i,t

Architect: Zimmer Gunsul
Fra sc a Part nership; lattdscap e

architect, Patricia Smith, ASLA,
AICP

This project reclaims a state lrigh-
way t Route oo!) hv placing ir

trnder locnl control and deyelop-

ing its entirt length as an

important civic arnenity, incltrd-
ing bus-stop gardtns, public art,
reintegration of lnndscape, nnd a

rLew focus on pedestrians. The

urban design rcspects the adjoin-
ing trerghl,orlt rqr/-i 1rl ndjrtsting
the st r e et's ch ar a cte r a c c o r dingly
as it moves tlrrough neighborhood
zones. This is a prototypical corri-
dor project-a wonder.ful rnodel

for other cities. The jury hopes

thot other comrtttutities will feel
etnholdened by its success and will
be inspired to "take back their
streets" too. Tlrc procedure under
Iying the urbatr desigrt was very

well cornntunicnted atrd indica-
titte of ttery good public process.
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The Weyerhaeuser headquarters is a

milestone project in tvvo respects.

First, it is perhaps the most famous

and one of the earliest examples of a

large corporate headquarters com-

plex that has been integrated with

the existing natural landscape by the

skiltful work of landscape architect

Peter Walker. Equally noteworthy, the
interior "landscapej' which helped

generate the design, is an ambitious

effort to create a totally partition-free

interior. Designed by the San

Francisco office of Skidmore, Owings

and Merrill LLP (SOM) in collabora-

tion with Knoll International and

Rodgers Associates, it was the first
major open-space office plan in this

country. Together, the eKerior and

interior landscapes give the

Weyerhaeuser headquarters lasting

architectural value.

The building's pristine condition

clearly shows the love and care of

Located in Tacoma, this five-story

358,0O0-square-foot headquar-

ters for Weyerhaeuser, a natural

resources company, is set in a

its owners and occupants. The

design has withstood the test of

time beautifully, and the original ele-

ments are as effective now as when

they were first built and planted.

It's a very simple statement-a
number of terraced floors planted

with ivy, linking the world of nature to
the world of man. This building by a

lake is a modern landscape of such

potency that the building seems to
emerge from the earth. lt has a spirit

230-acre wooded campus planned

and designed by SOM's Edward

Charles Bassett as lead desagner and

landscape architect Peter Walker,

of its own, an inevitability.

The building has been influential

since rts completion, referred to in

the literature of the corporate work-

place as a landmark in environmental

sensitivity and innovation. The bold

design demonstrates the effective-

ness of a cleanly honed idea,

well-executed. This timeless. clear.

professional solution to the office

building type continues to have last-

ing value in the present.

L46 Architectural Record 05-01
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HERBERT LEWIS I(RUSE BLUNCK
ARCHITECTURE narned
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Below: The staff of Herbert Lex,is Kruse Illurtck
Architecture in a 1999 photograph in Des Moincs.

Bottom: Tlte Jirm's principals, fi"orrt left to rigltt Chnrles
"Chick" Herbcrt, r.U.t (retired); Calvin F. Leu,is, t^AL\; Rod

Kruse, FAII\; KirkV. Blunck, FAIA; and Paul D. Mankirts, AIt.
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By Deborah Snoonian, P.E,

harles "Chick" Herbert, FAIA, once madc a deal rvith his fathcr-in-
larv. He rvould spend two vears in the fan-rily business as a beer

distributor, but if he didn't fall ir.r love rvith the job, he'd go back to
his old line of rvork. \\hcn his hvo vears 1\,erc up, he thanked his

father-in-lar,r, and promptly returned to his true pa.rion, architectulc-a
decisicin that has enriched both the profession and the state of lolva ever

since. The Des X{oines hrn-r Chick founded in 1961-then (lharles Hcrbert
and Associates, now Herbert Ler'r.is Krr-rse Blunck Architecture-garr-rered
the 200 I AIA Firm Alvar d, cernentir-rg its reputation as ar r.orld-class design

lirm iind a paragon of architectural practice. This firm has spent 40 years

desigr.ring a dir.erse arrav of private and public u'orks mostly on Iorva's fbrtilc
soil. That's right, Iorva, a landlockcd state that is terra incognita to most

architects. \'et the in.rpact of HLKB's rvork has r er.crberated throughout thc
regior.r and beyond.

A commitment to excellence and education
So horv does a N{idlvest frrm rvith onlv 38 emplwees manage to turn out
high-cluality designs so consistently? The principals believe their deeply helci

phiJosophv gires them the edge: a comnitment to design excellence carried
out bv emphasizing ciient service, tcam decision making, and aesthetics. The
hrm's founder, rvho retired a year and a half ago, was the visionary. "Chick

IF YOU BUILD IT,THEY WILL COME

lowa is perhaps best known as the setting for Field of
Dreams, the 1989 film starring Kevin Costner in which a

farmer hacks away his cornfield to build a baseball diamond.

But the myth of the lvlidwest as a mere expanse of agrarian

landscape and simple farm communities dies under the

lens; those who know the terrrtory describe it as a land of

enlightened pragmatism. lowa quietly enjoys a first-rate edu-

cational system: Student test scores and literacy rates have

been at or near the nation s high point for two decades. And

few are aware that Des Moines has been a proving ground

for work by architects such as Saarinen, Pei, and Meier.

More than any other firm, HLKB's work has amplified the

status of archrtecture in the state and the region. Lewis says,

"When we won the flrm award, we received many gra-

cious responses from other Midwest flrms, thanking us

for representing them. We're lucky to be recognized, but

our peers are also working very hard to do intelligent,

inspirational architecture out here." In a perfect world, we

would all have-and be-such good neighbors. DS
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believed that every decision made on a project is an opportunity to enrich

the design," says Rod Kruse, FAIA, who joined the firm rvith KirkV. Blunck,

FAIA, in 1987. The strength of the firm's projects can be gauged not only by

their elegance but on how well they serve their clients' needs, and how clearly

their architectural ideas are expressed in concept and detail-from site ori-
entation and materials to hardware.

Calvin F. Lewis, FAIA, who joined the firm rn 1970, credits Chick
for his humility and tenacious beliefs about how firms should operate.
"Chick has tremendous skills as an architect, yet he used his talent to

build a firm rather than promote his own name," he says. Their studio is

renowned for its teaching culture, in which mentoring is favored over

watch-and-copy. Each project begins by establishing an architectural

idea-a framework used to guide all decisions on the project. Ideas are

conceived by teams comprising seasoned architects and interns; the win-
ning idea survives based on merit and consensus, not the approval of
veteran staffers. Informal crits help teams make refinements, so the results

are a distillation of the experiencc of all the architects involved. Lewis

recailed that Chick never voiced his opinion about a project during crits;
instead, he'd ask what inspired the choices the architects made. "We called

his methodoiogy'planting the seed of doubt,'because his questions were

aiways pertinent and made us come to grips with the challenges of
designing, which allowed us to develop solutions on our o',vn. It wasn't

typical of how other firms did things. But it worked extremely well."

An architecture of substance
In an increasingly style-driven profession, HLKB resists imposing a signature

aesthetic on its work, striving instead for a consistently high level of design

quality. This practice certainly hasn't backfired; in 1996, for instance, six of
the nine winners of AIA Iowa Chapter awards were designs by HLKB. Aaron

Betsky, curator of architecture for the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
and a juror that year, recalls, "The jury was impressed by the variety of scales

and architectural strategies in the winning projects, and it surprised us to
learn that so many came from the same firm."

\Vhat's obvious when looking at HLKB's work as a whole is the

firm's singular skill in creating an architecture of substance, with an under-
stated strength of concept and execution. The projects manage to be modern

and urbane without making the dubious leap to fashionable or flashy. No
project is too small or mundane. "In their hands, [even] a neglected parking
structure becomes an inspiring experience," says Steven Holl, en (see page

160 for an example of a parking facility). This ability to elevate the modest

into something speciai is especially significant for a firm that practices in a

place like Iowa, where frankly, people don't expect to find great architecture.

Think globally, wolk locally
Despite HLKB's national reputation-its projects have won over 160

FIRfril

national and regional awards-a full 90 percent of its work is built in
Iowa. And its track record of winning repeat work is exceptional for a firm
of its size. Eight clients have been with them for 10 years or more, and of
those, four-the University of Iowa, Iowa State University (where Lewis

chairs the department of architecture), the City of Des Moines, and Wells

Fargo-have each worked with them for over 30 years.

These figures speak profoundly to the firm's allegiance to its feliow

citizens, to say nothing of the faithfulness of its clients. In taking on more

projects outside Iowa's borders, the lirm has considered expanding but is
reluctant to disrupt the team-oriented practice for the mere sake of grouth.

And unlike many local hrms, they are true denizens of their backTard: the

principals have long been active in city affairs, serving on advisory panels,

juries, and boards of artistic organizations in Des Moines. "This firm has had

a 4}-year commitment to this city, and rve think it's important that rve con-

tinue to contribute to its vitaliti'says Blunck.

HLKB's dedication to quality architecture in an enlightened

heartland is a reminder that a commitment to regional excellence can

inspire those beyond its borders. That a modest-size Iowa firm won this

year's highest honor may have come as a surprise to some. But to those

who know HLKB's work, it's a u'ell-deserved nod to the frrm's exceptional

contribution to the art, science, and craft of the profession. r

St-IH$Tg SFt l"{Li{ffi; "DES MOINES IS
DOTTED WTTH THEIR GENIUS''

HLKB's clients have been as gen- ingly, when juvenile diabetes

erous with their praise as their claimed Gartner's 17-year-old

peers have. As Robert Sturgeon, son in 1994, Cal Lewis-who
the owner of Ban-Nunn, an lowa had been the boy's soccer

trucking company whose offices coach years earlier-designed
were redesigned by the firm, a soaring greenhouse in his

puts it, "ln our new offices I memory on the campus of

think different, I dress different, Orchard Place, a Des Moines

I come to work different now. school for troubled children.

The building completely "The firm has given me the

changed my lifeJ' Michael G. most wonderful places to live,

Gartner, chairman of the to work, to remember," Gartner

Greater Des Moines Baseball says. "And best of all, it's never

Company, enlisted HLKB to ren- their project when it's done-
ovate his home and his former rt's your hopes and dreams,

workplace (the newsroom of the made far more practical and

Des Moines Register, where he beautiful than you could have

was once editor). Most touch- ever imaginedl' DS
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Bronze
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Meyocks & Priebe Advertising
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Center Street Park
& Ride Facility
Des Moines, 1999

This project comprises a 1,815-
vehicle parking structure, a

daycare center for 100 children,
and a bus station serting the

central business district of the

city. The service elements, pulled

from a simple rectangular park-
ing structure, give architectural

expression to the project. The

south edge of the structure
(above) is set back from the

street to form a public plaza
and play area for the daycare

center at the interface between

the garage and the downtown
area. The glassed-in eleyator
and stair towers (right and
below left) humanize the scale of
the garage and provide unique
views of the city from within.
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You've got to be tough to make it in the big leagues.

People expect you to perform night after night, year

after year. That's why Sunbrella' arnnings, canopies and

market umbrellas are the perfect choice fbr any ball

park. Our solution-

dyed acrylic fabric

stands up to sun,

wind, rain, and the

occasional homer.

The color is locked

into the fibers. The

hues won't fade or wash out. and both sides of the

labric stay rich and vibrant.

During the game, Sunbrella keeps the fans in the

Chop House restaurant cool. Our breathable fabric can

block 75%o of the sun's heat

while reducing a room's

temperature 8 to 15 degrees.

Sunbrella arnning was

220/o cooler than air under

coated ar,rmings:* In fact,

Sunbrella can actually

reduce air conditioning

costs by 25%.

Even the maintenance crew

benefits from the easy care

Sunbrella offers. Mild, soapy

water willwash away most dirt

stains. Which gives the crew more time to sweep up

millions and millions of peanut shells.

So if you're looking for

a fabric that performs

under pressure, give

Sunbrella a tryout. For the

dealer nearest you, check

the Yellow Pages under

Laboratory tests also showed 'Avrnings and

that the air underneath a Canopies." GLEN RAVEN MTLLS, rNC.u)

areregisteredtrademarksoftheAtlantaNationa|LeagueBaseba|lClub,Inc'!SunbrelIaand$areregistcrec1trademarksofClenRaven]\Iills.
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MlchaelGrarcs
Thw rffied to gs[d

RECoRD sits down with
this year's AIA Gotd Medalist

to find out how
fame, controversy, and

academia have defined his rote
as an architect

Princeton architect Michael Graves, p^Lu' the recipient of this year's AIA
Gold Medal, joins a panoply that includes Frank Gehry, rau, Ricardo
Legorreta, Hon. FAIA, and Thomas lffirson (posthumously). Known for
his signature buildings and products, as well as the immensely popular
wrapping of the Washington Monument during its restoration, he also

has served as an influential professor at Princeton University for the past
j9 years. Arguably one of the first architects to bring "branding" to archi-
tecture, Graves has helped elevate the recognition of architecture in the
public consciousness. Returning to the early Modernist ifiterest in design-

ing furniture and objects as well as architecture, Graves has an inventory
that includes more than 900 products for the Target chain alone. He spoke

with nncono's editor-in-chief, Robert lty, at his domestically scaled studio

in Princeton, surrounded by his drawings and his dogs.

AR= What meaning does fame have for you?

MG: What it does, I suppose, is give you a familiarity with people who
might be willing to call you to design something. I find that it more often
occurs in product design, and that the knowledge of a name is somehow

more important to that sphere of what we do than to architecture.

ARt Is fame aII posititte?

MG: There is a backlash. If somebody is too well known, there's an
assumption that they're too busy, they'll be too expensive, that they will
be unavailable, that this is just a small project. This happens a lot. But

Left: Graves an tbe library of his Princeton, N.J,, home.

generally if I get a call-as I did a couple weeks ago from somebody in
France to design crystal for a well-known company-it's because of the

name recognition.
AR= Can you improve your recognition and your position in the market-
place?

MG: Name recognition has a kind of value, I suppose, that one can t go

after. It won't work if you go after it. If you had some PR guy out there

trying to push your name, people would smell a rat immediately.

AF; And your position as someone of individual vision has resulted in
recognition, You've always been considered a star. What has this aura

meant for your work?

MG: Well, I think I would like to blur or fuse the distinction between, not
stars, but architects of great energy, worth, and vision with real work, I
don t see the difference. I refuse to be a paper architect on one hand, and I
refuse to be, you know, some threeletter corporate thing on the other. I'd
rather practice law than do either of those. But then you have somebody

like John Hejduk, who made a contribution to architecture greater than

most. And John built very very little, almost nothing.
AR= There's a lot of construction going on. What's the dffirence between

mere building and architecture?

MG: There's a lot of construction. But when you're around other archi-

tects, you can sense very quickly those who are engaged in their craft in a

way that is their life. And there are some who are engaged in their busi-
ness that is their life. And sometimes they're one and the same person, or
same firm. But I don't think it's confusing, where the ideas are coming
from and how they're translated. Sometimes the translations by com-

mercial firms are very interesting.
ARz How did you, a modern man, develop a love of history? Where did
your interest in history begin?

MG: Well, you find in that kind of rigor, if you'll call it that, that there
are ways of broadening the idea, especially when you're reading people

like Colin Rowe [the late influential theorist and RIBA gold medal win-
ner], who was reinterpreting Le Corbusier in a way where he's even

linked to Palladio and Palladio's grid. You think, my goodness, is this
possible? Is the language continuous? Where does it break and where is

it continuous, and what are we doing here? All of that gave me-and I
think Colin is key here-a way of looking at people like Le Corbusier in
a more cultural way than if you were looking at him stylistically, as

some people in school did.
AR: Do any other individuals stand out in your development?

MG: Arthur [Drexler, former director of the architecture and design
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Now I'm criticized because I'm still refining that language and
people want me to throw it out and start again with something else.

That's what I hear. We are a society that wants a new aesthetic every
Thursday morning.
AR= Could you ever see yourself evolving, as you've been evolving this
Ianguage, or do you see yourself changing? You'ue certainly made shifts in
terms of your work. Corbu changed.

MG: I think the language is a lot different today. But there is a lack of
breadth today that always astonishes me. That architects-not all archi-
tects, but some architects-can only talk about their latest commission or
competition or whatever it is. It's a kind of one-upmanship, instead of
talking about architecture itself.
AR= Architectural theory has been the coin of the realm for the last
decade. You seem more drawn to graphic expression.

MG: On my side of it, if I think about a theoretical proposition in archi-

,.NOW I'M CRTTICIZED BECAUSE T'M sTItr-L RIFINING THAT LANGUAGH, AND PEOPLE
WANT ME TO THROW IT OUT AND START AGAIN WITH SOMETHII,IG ELSE.

WE ARE A SOCIETY THAT WANTS A NEW AESTHETIC EVERY THURSOAY MORNING.''

department at MOMA] was interested. He wanted to know what was

going on in academia, he wanted to know what was going on in young
architects'minds at that time, and it was quite by coincidence that Peter
Eisenman and I met him. He came for a lecture in art history, which was

the next building over, but he came to the school of architecture [at
Princeton]. Peter and I were working in the basement, where our little
office was, doing an urban design project for what we called the ]ersey
Corridor back then, the New lersey megalopolis.

I remember that Peter and I were lobbying people like yourself
to get a conversation going in the journals. And I remember Peter Blake

[then editor of Architectural Forum] saying to us, "The only time I'll pub-
lish you is when your buildings get built." Period, end of story.

But later we did convince Architectural Forum to allow five
other architects to criticize us. So that was the article called "Five on
Fivel'And in that article, [architect] Charles Moore [199] Gold Medal

winner] made a comment about the Hanselmann House, which I
thought was charming and wonderful and devastating. He said,
"Michael tells us that this means that and the other...and everything is

a metaphor for something in the landscape." But he went on, "I'm sorry
I caught so few points [in the book Flve
Architectsl, and I'm rather angry about it, since I
test well for this sort of thing." He did test well.
And I thought, well, if I can't reach Charles
Moore, then I can't reach the man on the street.
ARI Where did you see your own work fitting into
this cubural matrix?
MG: I didn't want to be populist, but at the same

time I didn't want to be private. And I knew the work
of Wallace Stevens, the poet. And Stevens had said,
"You have to be literal enough to get the individual
into the text. You have to be abstract enough to keep

him there."And somehow I needed to find that bal-
ance between what was abstract and what was

figurative, and that's when I started to rethink things.
It was an important moment for me to take stock.

AR= But after you changed to what you have called

more "figurative" work (and what others have

labeled Postmodernist), it wasn't all smooth sailing,
critically, was it?

MG: I remember being attacked, I think it was after
a lecture, and I had a pretty good ability to think on
my feet. It was almost like going back to school,

where you would put your work up and somebody

would confront you. It was a pretty hostile attack, and I remember com-
ing through it in a way that I was able to verbalize things that [I had not
articulated] working alone in my studio at that time. It was all new to me.
I mean from the Fargo Bridge to the Portland Museum to San fuan
Capistrano Library.
AR: Did you feel you were onto something at the time?
MG: We were onto something that was, in itsell compelling enough. Not
necessarily just to last a lifetime, but that it would keep me going. It cost
me dearly in terms of my domestic life and so on, but I was working,
working, working all the time. As I do now but, I mean, it was a moment
of discovery.

A66 Architectural Recoril 05.01

tecture, I'm drawing it. Drawing and thinking are not one and the same
thing, but they are part of the same attitude of making something. If you
take on the role of lFountainhead'sl Howard Rourke and you say, "No, it
can only be this way,' then you're finished.

AR= You work at radically dffirent scales, from
megahotels down to kitchen utensils. How do these

two things interplay?
MG: [In product design], there's a wonderfi:l rela-
tionship between the small scale and the larger
scale. Now I can somehow be a Modernist or a

Minimalist, in making something this big and I
couldn't lift it, without two hands; I might find a

clever way to disguise the handle within the vessel.

I've elected never to do that. I don't try to hide the
parts but try to celebrate them. And that tactility is
very important to me.

It's like the apocryphal story that Philip
Johnson once told me-I think it was apoc-
ryphal-about tlvo women who came into his Glass

House. They were unfamiliar with the Barcelona
chairs and said, "Oh, what dreadfi:I chairs. They
must be very uncomfortable. Are they, Mr.
fohnson?" He said, "To you, they will be uncom-
fortable because youve already judged them as

uncomfortable. To me, they're very comfortable."
ARz Has product design made you rich?
MG: No, but the way it operates is completely dif-
ferent from architecture. I made that little frame up

there and I said, "Will that be there forever?" They said, "If it sells, but
only if it sells." Made us rich? No, but it does help pay for architecture. I'm
not getting rich, but I can pay my bills.
AR= What do you want to do next?

MG: More of the same. I mean, it's like your cup runneth over. You just
have so many nice things to deal with today and it's just a joy. I'm a

positive character by nature, but this is better than I could ever
have imagined. r

VI/VITVV For audio excerpts of this interview, go to

www, a rc h itectu ra I reco rd.co m
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Hanselnann Resldence
Ft. Wayne, Indlana
1967
This award-winning house for a fam-

ily of two adults and four child.en

featured Corbusian forms, which
provided no clue to Graves'future

role as one of the fathers of
Postmodemism. The house and the
space immediately an front of at

make a double square in plan and a

double cube volumetrically.

"MICHAEL'S WoRK IS P0ETIC, PERS0NAL, AND
LITERATE. HIS COMMITMENT TO DRAWING

AND PAINTING HAS BEEN TRANSLATED INTO AN
ARCHITECTURE OF INCREDIBLE RICHNESS AND

ANIMATION: GOLOR, MATERIALITY, TEXTURE,
AND FORM COMBINE TO EVOKE AN ARGHITECTURE

OF INVENTION.'' _cHARLEs GWATHMEY, FAIA

Benacerraf House
Princeton, New Jersey
1969
The Benacerraf House addition was

intended both as a freestanding
pavilion in the garden and as an

extension ofthe living spaces ofthe
original house. Shown here is a view

from the ghrden.



Snyderman llouse
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
L972
Perhaps the best example ofthe
Modernist work of Graves' early

career. Although efforts are under

way to save the house, a developer

that owns the property is plannang to

raze it. [ocroBER 2000, page 38].
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cultural

, but not

€
€Far(o-Moorhead Cultural

Center BridEle
Far€lo, North Dakota, and
Moorhead, Minnesota
L977
Fargo and Moorhead are twin cities

in the adjacent states of North

Dakota and Minnesota. A cultural

center, which was planned but not

built, would have linked the two

communities. An art museum was to

span the bridEie, connecting a concert

hall and public radio and television

stations with a history museum-

.,IN MY HUMBLE OPINION,
MICHAEL GRAVES IS ONE

OF THE MOST TALENTED
ARCHITECTS ON THE PLANET

TODAY. HIS CAREER HAS

BEEN ONE OF HIGH RISK
TAKING, AND I BELIEVE

THE PAYOFF HAS

BEEN EXTRAORDINARY.''
_FRANK O. GEHRY, FAIA

Gunwyn Ventures
Professional Office
Princeton, New Jersey
LS72
The upper three floors of an existing

19th-century office building were

renovated for a capital investment

firm. Major sections of the structure

between the second floor and the

roofwere removed, and an indepen-

dent system of columns and beams

was erected.

05.01 Architectural Record
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,,HE ATTEMPTS TO REACH A WIDER
AUDIEI{CE AND TO COMMUI{ICATE BY

THE WAY Iil WHICH HE RELATES HISTORY TO THE PRESENT MOMENT,

MAKING US LOOK AGAIil AT

OUR PAST WITH REI{EWED

IIIITEREST AND RESPECT.''

-RIGHARD METER, FAIA

Michael G. Garlos Museumt
Emory Unlversity
Atlanta
1993
The museum is a 35,0oo-square-

foot expansion of Emory's ancient

art and archeoloEy museum. ft is

connected to a historic 1916 build-

ing on Emory's original quadrangle,

featuring a steel frame, Georgia

marble, and a clay tile loof,

Iajima Office Bulldlng
Iokyo
1993
This nine-story corporate office

building for Tajima is located on the

banks ofthe Kanda River in TokYo.

ln addition to Tajima's corporate

offices, the building contains a

showroom for the company's tile
product line. The upper portion of

the building as composed of a

stacked colonnade with a pattern

of blue and white tiles.
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The Humana Buildingi
Louisville

company. The 525,O00-square-foot

building includes two parking levels

below grade, retail shops on the

firstfloor, and offices and a confer-

ence center above. Above: the

entrance lobby.

A 26-story office tower in downtown

Louisville, Humana is the headquar-

ters for an American healthcare

..I.IT5 F*WERFEJL EARLY ARCI4TTECTURE SENT SHOCK

WAWHS TF{ROIJGH THE PROFESSTON ANN OPENED

THH gYg$ SF AL[. YSUNG ARfiHITECTS TO A WHOLE

NEW {Af,\tn fiL*} W0Rtil THAT WAS 0IfERWHELMINGLY
ffiXffiF{ Xru trPPffiffiTIJNTTTES, HSPECTATI-Y IN

USru;PARIs*ru TO THg CINE T*AY HAA} BEEN TAUGHT

WAS THHtrR TEMIT-'':DAVIF M. CHIL*S, FAIA

Walt Disney World Resort
Swan Hotel/Dolphin Hotel
Lake Buena Vista, Florida
1990
The 1,500-room Dolphin Hotel faces

the 12-story,758-room Swan Hotel

across a large man-made lake. Both

hotels contain extensive convention

facilities. restaurants. and retail

shops. The 2-million-square-foot

project features a reinforced-

concrete-and-steel superstructure

and EIFS with painted murals.

Sunar Furnitule Showrooms
Multiple locations
1980-1986
Graves designed 11 furniture show-

rooms and offices for Sunar,

including spaces in Chicago, Dallas,

Los Angeles, New York, and London.

The Houston showroom (above) was

organized to offer a variety of spa-

tial sequences, accommodating

various pieces offurniture and

office systems,

05.01 ArcllitccturoL Record L77.
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Denver Central Library
Denver
1996
The winning design in a competition for

the renovation and exoansion of

Denver's landmark library building,

designed in 1956. Above right: interior

of the Western History reading room.
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The Charles E. Beatley Jr.

Central Library
Alexandria, Virginia
1999
This 60.200-square-foot library fea-

tures a multipurpose community

meeting room with 154 seats set up

auditorium-style, a full-service

library for the blind, data ports at
carrels for personal laptops, chil-

dren's storytelling and quiet reading

room. and an outcloor courtyard for
reading and storytelling.

- '.::-.,

Miramar Resort Hotel
El Gouna, Egypt
L997
A five-star resort on the Red Sea

consisting of more than 400 guest

rooms and public spaces built

us,ng traditional Egyptian construc-

tion methods and materials.

' - .- -i:::+'**..=,,= r --.-:; 1g$,,-

El Gouna Golf Hotel
El Gouna, Egypt
1997
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A 122-unit golf hotel and club, with

numerous single-family villas orga-

nized around a lagooned 18-hole golf

course in a resort on the Red Sea.
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425 Fifth Avenue
New York Gity
Under construction/
Anticipated completion 2OO2
Graves' firm is completely redesigin-

ing the building facade and interiors

of this ss-story mixed-use tower. The

building contains offices and 176

residential units on the corner of sth

Avenue and 38th Street.

PRODUCTS: (Reading clockwise) Alessi kettle, cream pitcher, and sugar bowl,

1985; Alessi mantel clock, 1986; Carpet designs for the Dialog collection by

Vorwerk, Germany, 1987; Oculus chair, manufactured by Atelier International,
1989; Watch fol Markuse, produced by Pierre Junod, 1992; toaster from

the Michael Graves Design collection for Target, by Black & Decker, 1999;

clock radio for Target, 2000.

Museum of the Shenandoah
Valley, Winchester, Virginia
Schematic design/
Anticipated completion 2OO3

The museum is currently under

design and will welcome visitors to

the Glen Burnie estate and gardens.

The site contains 25 acres ofgar-

dens and 264 acres offarmland.

Rice University: North campus
master plan for three
residential colleltes, Houston
Under construction/
Anticipated completion 2OO3

Master plan for a new residential

college within a framework that pro-

vides for the upglade and expansion

of two existing colleges (below).
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Marlteting Today: Balancing

By Jane Kolleeny and Gharles Llnn, AtA

strengths and weaknesses of the marketing education offered to the cur-
rent generation of architects.

Your Web site and Internet resources
The reality today is that if your firm does not have a Web site, you don't
exist. If a potential client knows your name, he or she is likely to look
first on the Web before contacting you. Cynthia Kracauer, managing
principal in Swanke Hayden Connell Architects' (SHCA) New York
office, says, "Historically, architectural firms have had their work
exposed most publicly through specialty publications. The Internet cre-
ates a platform where even a sole practitioner can gain worldwide
exposure for his or her work."

As a business investment, the establishment of a Web site is
one of the most cost-effective marketing tools available to a firm in
terms of reach and exposure to potential clients, It works 24 hours a

day, seven days a week, 365 days a year. It allows others to learn about your
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arkcting and communications in architectural firms have

been profoundly influenced by the phenomenal growth of
the Internet. We now see firms performing considerable
market research online and usins their Web sites to attract

potential clients. Their geographic reach has been vastly expanded, so

that a two-person firm can appear to be a 200-person firm. People are

bypassing conventional information sources for the convenience and
speed of the Internet: Notices for upcoming projects and awards pro-
grams are announced on Web sites; online architectural Web-zines are
proliferating; and e-mail has become the established form of communi-
cation for almost everyone. As a paperless, timesaving vehicle for giving
and receiving information, the Internet has changed the way marketing
people do their work, but it hasn't lessened their importance.

We don't think we'll ever see clients who actually buy architec-
tural services online, any more than they would from a telemarketer. "If
that happens," says Lisbeth Quebe, director of marketing services at
RTKL in Chicago, "we've sunk from being an idea-driven service to a

mere commodity."While the Internet, which has forever changed the way
services are sold, demands the attention of marketing people and archi-
tects alike, it still has its strenghs and weaknesses. In this final installment
of our marketing series, we address this subject, as well as the issue of
finding and training qualified marketing staff and understanding the

8O Architectural Record 05.01



//VIERNEI-BASED TECH NOLOGY HAS BECOM E

DE RIGUEUR FOR MARKETING, A/VD IHERE /S

MUCH TO KNOW ABOUT IT, YET, IN THE

FORESEEABLE FUTURE, THERE /S SI/LL /VO

SUBSI/TUTE FOR SHARP MARKETIIVG SIAFE

WHY /S IHERE SUCH A SHORIAGE OF IHESE

PEOPLE, AND HOW DO YOU FIND THEM?

People and Machines
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firm at their leisure and is one of the most polite, noninvasive forms of
marketing today.

According to Elizabeth Geary-Archer, president of Out of the Box

Marketing Strategies in New York Ciry "The perfect Web site will be easily

updated in-house; it will contain a resource library of information that
could include discoveries, case studies, new products, and/or creative solu-

tions that are usefirl to your clients; recent news about your firm; a
recruitment page; a referral form for those who would like to receive infor-
mation about you; a page for projects that will soon be bid; a portfolio of
past and current work; and a password-protected portal to access an

intraneUefiranet site where clients can view the progress of their project,

consultants can make updates, and projects are managed and documented."

Web hlnts for archttects
By Guy Esberg

1. Develop your site design with the Web in mind. A beautifully printed

graphic design can be disappointing as a Web site, since the Internet

is inconsistent with traditional graphic-design parameters, such as

colors, fonts, and the high resolution that graphics and photography

demand.

2. Test your site on the most popular screen sizes (15, 17, and 19 inches)

and commonly used resolutions. Color and contrast can range signifi-

cantly. Also, there can be pronounced differences between Macintosh

and PC systems, even with the same monitor.

3. Test your site on the most popular browsers, such as Microsoft,

Netscape, and AOL. The look and performance can differ radieally from

browser to browser, so don't expect that others will see what you see.

Guy Esberg is a marketing consultant with his own firm, Guy Esberg

& Company, in Marin, Calif.

82 Architectural Record 05.01

As a communications vehicle, the Internet is limited by its
immense size and content. How does a firm grab an audience when the

audience and competition are unfathomably huge? Geary-Archer suggests

spending minimal time registering your site on search engines, focusing
instead on listing your firm in directories, or placing links to your site in
strategic locations on the Internet where your clients may look. Focus on
building an informative Web site that clients will return to again and again.

Steve Goldberg, FAIA, partner at Mitchell/Giurgola Architects of
New York Ciry says his firrns Web site seeks to establish interactive Web
relationships with clients and to employ the advantages of Web media. "By
linking the projects on our Web site to the client's Web site, we allow poten-
tial clients to better understand the context of the building. Similarly, a

potential client searching our current clients'Web sites will be linked to our
site, where they will see further examples of our work." Mitchell/Giurgola
uses Web-media exposure, encouraging readers to explore the subject of an

article in greater depth by following links, embedded in the text, to the
firm'sWeb site.

GAVEAT: Although a Web site has great potential as a tlvo-way custom
communications tool for firms, many remain one-way mass communica-
tion vehicles. Karen Courtney, director of marketing at NBBJ in Seattle,

points out, "The next challenge in making a firm's Web site an ef[ective
marketing tool is to understand a few specific objectives that your audience

wants to achieve and respond to them exceedinglywell, This means sharing

ideas, having opinions, and creating usefirl information for your audience,

not just posting project information." Nancy Fishman, marketing principal
atZimmer Gunsel Frasca Partnership, in Portland, Ore., echoes the senti-

ment: "We all need to remember that in a world already overwhelmed with
information, the solution is not to shout more and louder, but rather to
focus the message and the audience."

Getting work electronically
Particularly among institutional clients, Web sites are becoming the most
widely used means to communicate with architects and consultants inter-
ested in working for their institutions. Such clients conduct consultant
prequalification processes electronically and request that proposals be

submitted via the Web; they outline their capital campaigns and building
projects. Some describe what projects are under way and upcoming; others

publish shortlists and winning firms or illustrate the status of work in

4, Design your site to work well for users with slower connections. A

number of people still use dial-up modems, and corporate users with T1

or T3 lines are often saddled with slow performance due to heavy volume

on their networks.

5. Keep your files small-the larger your files, the longer they take to

load, and the more likely that people will lose interest waiting. Keep your

pages and individual graphic images as simple as you reasonably can.

6. Avoid unnecessary plug-in software. Unlike casual and consumer Web

users, business users want fast, easy-to-access information, Plug-ins

slow down the user, take extra hard-drive space and memory and users

without the plug-in or the version you've used will have to download new

software. Considerably interesting and useful effects can be achieved

without plug-ins.

7. Choose a Web host with the speed and storage capacity required for

your current and anticipated needs. Look for around-the-clock technical

support, a client control panel, and the abilrty to download reports on

your site traffic.
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YET, fl/EN SOLE PRACTITIONERS CAN GAIN

WORLDWIDE EXPOSURE FOR THEIR WORK.
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behind a curry glass partition, hl1 the center of the floor. Though each

levei corresponds to a "different mode of communication between people
or between people and different types of media," says Ito, within each
floor functional borders are blurred and fixed barriers are few.

Hybrid public buildings are not uncommon irr Japan, but the
process of realizing Mediatheque was unique becau"c programmir-rg,
design, and construction took place simultaneously, not sequentially.
While design professionals, city officia1s, and concerned citizens were up
in Sendai debating what Mediatheque ought to be, Ito was down in Tokyo

MHNIATHEOUE'S GREATEST SfINTRIBIJTIMN
MAY SE TO 5E? HIGHEH STANTIARDS
FOR CIVIC ARfiHITECTURE IN JAPAN-

trying to design it. But even as late as a year bcfore the completion of con
struction there was no deflnitive program. "Up until now, r,vith everl'
building I've ever designed I ah,r.ays thought I could see how it rvould
come together," says Ito. "This time, however, there was no teiling whcre
the project was going till the very end."

In response to the city's call for a building so fcrrward-lookir-rg
that no one could quite dehne it, Ito pared down his architecture to three
fundamental elements: plates, tubes, and skir.r. He developed these ele-
ments ir.rto a building system consisting of honeycomb slabs, hollow tubes
that run irregular vertical courses through the building, and transparent or
translucent exterior rvails. Interior partitions, doors, elcvators, and stairs

were plugged in as the project evolved from an abstract con-rpetition entry

L92 Architectttral RccLtrd 05.01

to an actual building. " fhe intent I of this svstenr I is not necessalilr. tot irrd

an industrial productivity or spatial uniforrnity, as rvith Le (lorbusier or
Mies, but rather toward a site-spccific uniquencss," explains lto.

Visuall,v, Mediatheque's most extraordinarv featurc is its 13

structural tubes that hold up the cntire building. Inspired bv thc image of
seaweed buffeted by underr,vatcr currents, thc tubes-erch diff-erentlv
shaped and irregularlv placed-seen.r to undulate as they lhrcad betr,veen

floors. As they rise, the tubes contrrtct and exprncl in *'idth and their cen-
ter poirrts shift fiom side to sidc, causing ther.r.r to tilt this t'av irnd that.
The antitheses of conventionai solicl-section columns. the hollot- tubcs
range from 7 to 30 f'eet ir.r diameter;Lnd are cor.r.rposed of rvhitc, steel pipes
5 to 10 inches in diameter, ringing tl.reir perinretcrs. lto arrangcd the pipcs
ofthe four tubes closest to the building's corncrs in trusslike triangles to
counteract seismic firrces, '"r,'hile those of the rcntaining tubcs carrv onlv
vertical loads and stand in straight but slantcd lines.

Determining the precise profi1e ancl Position of each tube rr.as a

challenging puzzle that entailed balancing structural 1oads, inrpact or.r tl.rc

surrounding space, and functional roles. Front roof to basentent, thc
tubes retain their airy, fluid image, but most clouirle as conduits for verti
cally circulating air, water, electricity, people, rrncl even light. Capped bv
rotatir-rg, mirrored pirnels on tl-re roof, trvo tubcs guide shafis of davlight
dorvn into the center ofthe building. But glass eltcases these tubes anC thc
others that cut through floor platcs to create firc sepirratiur-r z-ones.

Designir.rg the tubes, though, rvas practicallv a cakew'alk com-
pared to designing the floor plates. Like the tubes, these surfaccs a1e not
consistent throughout the building. Composecl of trvo thir.r steel panels
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While the main eleva-

tion on the south side

ofthe building beck-

ons the public inside,

the east (opposite)

and west elevations
(above) offer varying
degrees of privacy and

tra nspa rency.

An unorthadox structure
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The audiovisual center

on the seventh floor
has furniture by Ross

lovegrove (left), while

the llbrary features

clover-shaped seating

on the second floor by

Kazuyo SeJlma (below),

A stail climbs one of

tho building's 13 struc-

tural tubes (opposlte).
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Iocal citizens, who must figure out ho*,best to use their ne$' $ 100 million

facility. This marks a clean break t'ith the set programs of manv recent

libraries, museums, communitv centers, and other public buildings com-

missioned bv various Japanese go\-ernment agencies over the past 10 vears

in an effort to jump-start the country's flailing, postbubble economv

\\4ri1e many of these buildings have been cr iticized for being poorlv man-

aged and underutilized after gala opening events, thev laid the groundu'ork

for this building bv identifving potential pitfails. It is hoped that, bv

endor,r'ing the public r'vith the freedom to use and modulate the building as

they see fit, Mediatheque rvill har.'e a lastir.rg impact on the next generatior.r

of lapan's public architecture. r

i

I

'!n{l li

articulate casual seating areas. Bv contrast, Karim Rashid's bright yellow

seating for the art gallerv and brilliant red reception desk on the first floor
are rvhimsical sculptural pieces that guide visitors through the building
rather than mark territory. And Ross Lovegrove's eye-popping, chartreuse

chairs, tables, CD-listening stations, and screened video-viewing booths

for the audiovisual center help identifu certain functional areas rr'hile also

creating circulatior.r paths. Together rvith different materials and lighting
on each floor, the furnitr.rre helps establish a unique identity for each level.

This stratihcation is projected onto the building skin as well.

"We cut a\{a,v a llS-foot-high cube from the space of the city and

exposed the volume in cross-rectit,r-t." explaius lto. Indeed, the building's

east and north elevartions are composed of horizontal stripes of trans-
parent and semitransparent glass and metal, exposing the diverse

activities on each floor, But the south-facing facade has trvo lavers of clear

glass u..ith a three-foot-rvide air space that ir.rsulates the building's interior
in \vinter and drarvs hot air up anci out in sut-nmet. The rvest side, on the

othel hand, is cor.npletely obscured by a lightn'eight metal, louvered

screen, rvhich conceals egress stairs racing up the side ofthe building and

a concrete rvall bel.rind. The roof, rr.hich is treated as the building's fifth
facacle, is bedeckecl n'ith a lour,ered rnetal scrccn that hovers or.erhead as

if to contain the tr,rbes jutting out from belon.
Even though construction is finished and the building opened in

Januarr,, N'Iediathccluc is stil1 in clesign. But non'the job is in the hands of

s

Sources

Ef evators: Mitsultishi Electric

Corporatiott

Efectrical installation: Yrrtec (0.

Ltd., Taihei Denki Co. Ltd. urrd

Tohzan DerLki Co. Ltd. joint vettture

Electrical signal line: NlpP{)/r

I)ertsetsrL Kogl o Co. Ltd.

Lobby reception desk and

furniture on fifth and sixth floors:

Korint Rashid

Tables, wheeled chairs, and clover

seating: Kazut' o S e t i nn C As,.ocinte,s

Wood-and-steel library benches:

K. l. .\rcltitectrre

CD-listening stations, tables, and

chairs: Ro-s-s Loycgrove

.:.1:. ',::..:'= For more information on

the people and products involved in

this project, go to Projects at
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Ettiott+Associates creafes & ry&:*rag* **hlue 
box'o

f*r ACKERMAN MCOUEEN ADVERTISING
that nubrofieleasts'* the c*rxpmr:y's €r:roer wcr&{ir:gs

By Davld Dlllon

ight is both the medium and the message at

Ackerman McQueen Advertising in Tulsa-
natural light, artificial light, light as insight and

idea. This is the ninth project that Elliott +
Associates Architects has designed for the agenry, and it is
easily the most ambitious, combining sophisticated
telecommunications technology with inventive and fre-
quently playful details.

Ackerman McQueen occupies two floors of an

ornate 1917 office tower in downtown Tirlsa with l8-foot
ceilings, massive concrete beams and braces, and dramatic
skylights. In a 1992 renovation, Elliott + Associates turned
the l2th floor-originally a drafting room for the Getty
Oil Co.-into a laboratory for creative play.Visitors see the

company logo projected on the beams and columns as they

approach the front door. A path of carpet winds from the
reception desk through the offices like an unfolding idea,

with the adjacent walls serving as a gallery for the

agenry's work. And in the center of everything sits a large
videoconference room where clients and ad directors turn
raw concepts into polished marketing campaigns.
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The 12th-floor spaces were attractive and serviceable but were
invisible to the public and lacked the heightened visual punch that Angus
McQueen wanted for his agency. "Our clients want theater," he told his
architects, "so let's blow this [new] space out."

In 1999, Elliott + Associates translated the mandate into a trans-
parent studio, stage, and videoconferencing center that resembles a large
Minimalist TV set without dials or buttons. They located their "blue box"
on the first floor, at the foot of the building's escalators and next to a wide
public corridor that runs from the main lobby to the parking garage.

Offices and small conference rooms line one side of the corridor, the blue
box plus executive offices and a library line the other, with the curious
public strolling in between.

Ackerman McQueen produces many television commercials
(Leap Frog toys and Six Flags amusement parks are among its accounts) so

theywere comfortable with the concept of a gigantic TV set. It also satisfied

the desire for theater by blurring the line between inside and out, observer
and participant. Every day, the corridor audience peers through blue glass

walls-created by sandwiching a blue gel between clear glass layers-at

clients, ad directors, and others playrng out a high-tech drama in front of a

lO-screen video wall that throbs with images and information. The result is

a surreal blend of video game and The Today Sft ow. The video wall is backed

with enough electronic gadgetry for a moon shot, including a cyclorama for
projecting real scenes behind talking heads. Blackout shades are available for
privary, but they are rarely used.

'Ackerman McQueen is in the idea business," explains Rand

Elliott, "and this space is designed to communicate the power of ideas. It
demonstrates how they can surprise, soothe, or move you to action. It shows

the inside of an idea."

But getting inside an idea is only part of the story at Ackerman
McQueen. Through clever lighting and creative use of materials, Elliott +

Project: Ackerman McQueen

Advertising executive offices and

v ide o co nfer en cing cent er, Tul s a

Arch itect: Elliott + Asso ciates

Architects-Rand Elliott, FAIA, princip al

Associate architect: BilIYen, AIA

Engineers: Flynt 6 Kallenberger

(mechanical and electrical) ; Eudaley

En gineer in g ( str uctur al )
Generaf contractor: Iaisiter Richey Co.

05.01 Architectural Record 2O3
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L. Waiting

2. Reception

3, Kitchen

4. Copy

5, Lounge

6. Work station

7. Video/film editing

a. Office

9. Secretary

10. Files

tL Lightbox

L!2. Ad gallery

73. Conference

M, Audiovisual

15, Video conference

78. Public corridor

1-7, Public escalator

, o 20Fr.N<-'-------i' 6M.

Associates turned the entire space into an ad.

Flanking the blue box is a row of small offices,

separated from one another by gray fiberglass

scrims that provide a soothing counterpoint
to the fireworks on the video wall. An
exposed-steel column and a rerycled revolving

door serve as reminders that these ryberage
quarters have been carved out of a historic
building. The bathroom, a slick gray-on-gray

affair, contains a stainless-steel prison toilet;
printed backwards on a facing wall and

reflected in its mirrors are aphorisms from
chairman McQueen, such as "the most expen-

sive advertising is advertising that doesn't

work." Such wry details undercut the preten-

sions implicit in the phrase "corporate communications," suggesting that a

successfi.rl company is one tiat doesn't take itself too seriously.

But it's the big "blue box" that makes the design. The combina-
tion of light, color, movement, and reflection creates a memorable kinetic
portrait of an ad agency promoting the next new thing. r

In the blue panels (this

page and opposite, top), a

colored gel was laminated

between sheets of glass.

The office area is gray-on-

gray (opposite, bottom left)

with riveted steel columns

(above, right) original to the
1917 structure, The video

wall (opposite, top) is the

videoconferenci ng center-

piece with a control area
(opposite, bottom right)

tucked behind it.

Sources

Curtain wallt Kawneer

Gfazing: Bendheim, Glass Pro, Saflex

Windows: Vimco

cf ass doors: Alpha Glass

Hardware: Corbin, Hager

Paints and slains: Sherwin

Lighting: ELP, HaIo, Lumiere,

2O4 Architectural Record 05.01

Lith onia, Artimede, Co n cealite,

Tub elighting, Sup er v i sion, C on- Tech,

Norbert Belfer

V\|WllV For more information on

the people and products involved

in this project, go to Projects at

www.arch itectu ral record.com
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ffimm#y ffirffiil€*,x exposes rgth-century brick walls
and inserts a co[lage of inventive elements

at the POULS0N/KJELDSETH AD AGENCY

The ffices of two advertising agencies-Poulson/Kjeldseth in Sioux City, Iowa, and Ackerman

McQueen in Tulsa, Okla. [page 2l}]-provide a striking study in contrasts. Each of the two

spaces, by Randy Brown Architect and Ellion + Associates, respectively, was inserted into a late-

19th- or early-20th-century office building, but they differ dramatically in architectural language.

By David Dillon

'm in a hurry and don't have a dime. What can you do for
me?"Architects hear this bleat from clients all the time and either
throw up their hands or rise to the challenge of making something
out of nothing.

Omaha architect Randy Brown got such a call from
Poulson/Kjeldseth, a small advertising and public relations firm in Sioux
City, Iowa, looking to convert a downtown corner loft into new offices.
The space in a l9th-century building measured barely 1,500 square feet,
and had passed previous lives as a warehouse, brothel, and communal
wastebasket. By the time these new owners got hold of it, its historic char-
acter had nearly vanished behind decades of dirt and makeshift
partitions. The renovation budget was a miserly $75,000.

Brown's solution was obvious but sensible given the constraints:
Peel the existing space back to the studs and float a collage of contempo-
rary elements within it to create a dialogue befiveen old and new, whole
and part, order and apparent disorder. He exposed the brick walls and
wood flooring, replastered the ceiling, and rebuilt the tall, double-hung
windows that had once flooded the interior with light. An original, flared
steel column now marks the entrance; panel joints and screw-head pat-
terns serve as spare decoration.

Within the third-floor shell, Brown created four zones-studio,
office, conference room, and reception-separated by half-walls and thin
fabric panels that travel in shallow tracks suspended from the ceiling.
With canted partitions and strategically placed slots and cutouts, provid-
ing views across the room and out to the city, space flows continuously
from one zone to another. The interplay of many different materials, tex-
tures, and geometries creates privacy without isolation and a general
sense of improvisational energy.

"People tell me they expect to see spaces like this in New York
but not in Sioux City," says Kevin Kjeldseth. "They assume it must have
been very expensive. I reveal nothing." (Until now, that is.)

Sioux City is hardly a center offashion. It is corn-and-cattle coun-
try, where people pore over seed catalogs. But much ofthe freshness ofthe
Poulson/Kjeldseth offices resides in simple custom details that owe more to
Agway than to trendy design magazines. Brown's design celebrates manual
labor and making do the way Elliott + Associates'Ackerman McQueen

David Dillon is the architecture critic of theDallas Morning News and a con-

tributing edito r o/ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.
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agency in Tulsa I page 2 1 0 ] celebrates high technology.
"Every chance we got to create a new detail, we took," says

Brown. "It was a way to explore and enrich the design, but without
spending a lot of money. Here, we were able to continue the design
process through construction. You dont get to do that when you're
working only on paper."

To control costs further, Brown fabricated most of the furniture,
cabinetry and hardware in his Omaha studio and trucked it to Sioux Ciry

I
trlt:

Project: Poulson/Kjeldseth Ad Agency

+ Graphic Design, Sioux City, Iowa

Architect: Randy Brown Architect-
Randy Brown, AlA, principal-in-
charge; Matthew Kruntorad, Geoff

DeOld, Cory Hoelker, project team

Clienl: Jan Poulson, Kevin Kjelilseth,

Terri Kjeldseth

General contractor: WA Klinger,

Inc., John Gleeson

05.01 Architectural Record 2O7
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where he and the owners and their families

installed it over three weekends. Wood doors

were edged in steel and turned into desks and

tables; plumbing pipe was used to support

tables, bookshelves, and light fixtures. The win-
dow shades were constructed from burlap, steel

rods, pulleys, and other hardware-store items.

And in a witty, low-tech turn, the television
monitor in the conference room sits at the end of
a simple steel-and-wood arm counterbalanced

by a weighted galvanized bucket. Like the window shades and fabric par-

titions, the arm must be raised and lowered by hand instead of by switch.
"We all enjoyed blending old-fashioned technology with neq"

Brown explains. "It maintains a sense of continuity." And it also confirms
the role of limits in good architecture. Poulson/Kjeldseth is a small project

with a miniscule budget in an old building in the middle of the prairie.

Within these unlikely circumstances, the architects created a space that
serves the client, enhances the building, and in small but significant ways

expresses the pragmatic spirit of the place. r

Wood doors with
plumbing-pipe legs

became desks (oppo-

site, top and bottom

right). A simple contrap-

tion, counterbalanced

by a weighted bucket

(left and opposite, left),

adjusts the W height.

Sources

Dootsz Brite Vue (frameless glass)

Hardware: Blum (cabinet hinges

and door slides); Johnson Hardware

(sliding-door track)

Paint: DiamondVogel

Stain: C I e ar p oly ur e than e

seating: Cassina, Herman Miller

Lighting: Metalux

Drywaff: Tecktum

Vl/VVVi/ For more information on

the peopte and products involved in

this project, go to Proiects at

www. a rc h i tectu ra I re c o r d. co m
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TEN Arquitectos visua[ty trar:sfmrrns the
PRINCETON PARKING GARAGE

by wrappimg it in e v*it mf stainless Eteetr

By Sarah Amelar

ike great venetian blinds, hanging scrims of sheer stainless-steel

fabric sheathe Princeton University's newest parking garage.

Though rather simple, the wrapper changes character with
weather, light, and season-rippling in the breeze, appearing

opaque and glowingly metallic when struck by intense rays of sun, glinting
through icicles in winter, and becoming veil-like when backlit at night.
While the underlying structure is straightforward, the skin transforms it.

But before the outer membrane was even considered, the univer-
sity set out to create 740 parking spaces efficiently and economically.
Accordingly, it hired Walker Parking Consultants, rather than world-famous
architects. Some l0 years earlier, Princeton had engaged architects Machado
& Silvetti for all phases of a parking structure, but that project had to stand
amid historic campus buildings-and ultimately carried a sizable price tag.

This new site, by contrast, borders railroad tracks, with an
indoor hockey rink, physical plant, and office structure nearby. At
Princeton, however, even the railway station is picturesque-and while
the property was unencumbered by the architecturally sensitive issues fac-
ing the earlier garage, Walker's structure would have high visibility from
the quaint one-car train that brings passengers here. When the univer-
sity's trustees and members of the Grounds and Buildings Committee
caught sight of the consultant's scheme for an ordinaryJooking precast-

concrete garage with 53,000-square-foot floor plates, they balked.
And so, enter stage left: architect Enrique Norten, Hon. FAIA, of

Mexico City's TEN Arquitectos. Norten was already well known at
Princeton School ofArchitecture, not only for his designs, but also as a

guest lecturer. He soon accepted the commission to wrap a skin around
the building and stair tower.

The architect also had ideas about siting. Rather than place the
garage beside the hockey rink, Norten convinced his client to shape a future
green space (an area currently used for outdoor parking) with a building-
the hockey rink, ofiice building, or garage-on each of its three sides.

But sheathing clearly offered the greatest opportunity for inven-
tion. TEN Arquitectos had long experimented with visually light building
skins, including the glass envelope of Hotel Habita in Mexico Ciry [MARCH
2001, page 1061. For this garage, the firm initially considered a range of
materials, including perforated metal and stone, and various meshes. A code
issue influenced their choices: To meet the requirements for an open park-
ing structure (one without, for example, sprinklers), the outer shell would
need open areas on at least 20 percent of its overall surface, and the total

length of those openings could measure no less that 40 percent of the

building's perimeter. "We knew we didn t want punched openings," recalls

Norten, "and so, we decided to look for a material that would comply with
this formula at every square inch." Thus, they found a microsolution that
simultaneously resolves the macrocondition.

The durable material TEN selected is a German-made stainless-

steel fabric that hangs from steel "curtain rodsj'attached to precast-concrete

spandrel panels at the top. Embedded steel brackets prevent the curtains

I
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Project: Princeton Parking Garage

Architect: T EN Arqu i t ect os-
Enrique Norten, Hon. FAIA, Bernardo

G 6mez- P imienta, p rincip als ; lulio
Amezcua, Francisco Pardo, Rubdn

Garnica, Martine Paquin, Miguel

Rios, project team

Architect of record: Walker Parking

Consultants

Client:. P r in cet o n U niv er sity
Engineer: Walker Parking

Consultants

05.01 Architectural Record 2l,l



Steel beam

Stainless-steel support -

Round steel column

Steel fabric

Neoprene pads

Precast tlange -

Stem

Stainless-steel cables

Galvanized steel tube

Stainless steel support

Steel beam

Stainless-steel supporl

Foundation

The stainless-steel from billowing out fully. Elegantly simple

skin changes with the spring connections at the bottom hold the fab-
quality of light, appear- ric fairly taut while allowing it to ripple. As the

ing more opaque and material moves, it casts shadows, creating a

glowingly metallic as gauzy moir6 effect.

the illumination inten- To keep the prefab structure as trans-

sifies (left). spring parent and airy as possible, the size of exterior

connec'tions fasten it at openings was maximized. The architects also

the bottom (opposite). tinted the concrete black, allowing the precast

members to recede optically behind the steel veil.

Norten wanted to place the stair within the garage's main vol-
ume, but for security reasons, his client asked him instead to finesse the

details of a prefabricated, separately articulated stair tower. "The stair, like

much of the building," he says, "came right off the shelf." The architects

enveloped the tower in clear glass, layered with steel grate. An adjacent

bus shelter, also by TEN, will have an orange glass canopy.

TEN's original design called for wrapping the building's four
faces in steel fabric, but Princeton ultimately economized and left one side

uncovered-a place where, Norten hopes, a screen of hy will eventually

grow. The uncovered face now offers a compelling contrast between the

bare structure and the sheathed elevations, which manage-by remark-

ably simple means-to take on visually greater lightness.

"We found it amusing that such a big building could be, more

or less, unloaded from a truck," says Norten. "In the end, we were pleased

to give it such a metamorphic skin." r

Sources

Structuraf system: Precast-concrete

beams and columns

Cfadding: GKD (stainless-steel mesh)

V!|WW For more information on

the people and products involved

in this pro.ject, go to Proiects at

www, a rc h ite ct u r a I re c o rd. co m
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ffiisir:g fr*r:r Ets ind*str$al settiffiffi, Caruso St John's
WALSALL GALLERY is talq$ng Ccal Britannia

tm the **untrbr-s *nglam*r*ils l\$idlands

By Penny McGuire

he town of Walsall lies a half hour's train journey north of the
unlovely but prosperous city of Birmingham (cars, trade fairs,

Bourneville chocolates), in Britain's Midlands. It is probably
safe to say that most people in Britain have not visited Walsall

and, until the advent of Caruso St John's New Art Gallery, had no inten-
tion of doing so.

In the 19th century, the town was a leather-working center with
factories linked to a great nerlvork of canals that still threads the country.
These days, long after the decline of manufacturing, the town of 263,000

suffers from a host of economic and social ills, including the highest mor-
tality rate in the country and a shortage of doctors. Although most of
Walsall's factories stand idle, a few still operate, including the gallery's

neighbor-a massive, redbrick building with the characteristic big windows

and shallow rooms needed to bring daylight to l9th-century workers.
"We're interested in the direct and awkward character of indus-

trial buildings, the very abrupt volumes," says Peter St John. "They're
purely functional but also adjusted over time so that you get rich volumes

and compositions." St John and his partner, Adam Caruso, an American,
are based in London and won the Walsall commission in a design com-
petition in 1995. The format for the competition (which called for only
tlvo sheets of text and four drawings) discouraged large firms from enter-
ing and allowed the talents of a youthful practice, hitherto unknown, to
rise to the top.

Arriving by train, visitors can see the gallery's broken profile as

they pull into Walsall. With its five-story tower rising from a main block,
the gallery emerges from the town's untidy streetscape, Above a stainless-

steel-clad base, the building is uniformly covered in overlapping
terra-cotta tiles and perforated by a random arrangement ofglazed open-
ings. At first glance, the gallery resembles the stacked volumes scattered
around the Midlands, so that for a second you are in familiar territory.

The entrance to the gallery, which stands on axis with Walsall's
Victorian canal, is at the west end of town, off a new square (whose

paving is painted in broad, flat stripes by artist Richard Wentworth).
Along its north and east sides, the square is flanked by prosaic buildings
for Woolworths and British Homes Stores. Visible from afar, the gallery

Penny McGuire is senior editor o/Architectural Review in London and has writ-
ten for architecture and design publications such as Domus and Abitare in Italy
and Belle in Australia.
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anchors the top of the high street and corresponds with the town's other
landmark, the parish church of St. Matthew.

On the town side, the gallery's facade is formally strong, "like a

sphinx," says St Iohn, so it stands up as a focal point for the disparate col-
lection of buildings around it. In spite of its distant monumentality, at

close range the exterior has a textural, at times even a chameleon, quality.

The silvery gray tiles are composed of different mixes of clay, so their
color varies subtly, and the building's skin, sensitive to changing temper-

Project: New Art Gallery,Walsall,

England

Architect: Caruso St John

Architects-Adam Caruso, Peter St

lohn, Laurie Hallows, Alun Jones,

Martin Bradley, Andres Martinez,

Sih,ia Ullmayer

Engiineers: Arup (structural, services,

facade, acoustic)

Consuftants: David Bonnett

Architects (access); Bruce McAllister
(art handling); Michael Nash and

Jane Chipchase (graphics); Lynn

Kinnear (landscape) ; Andy

B a skeyf eld, D av id Yo ung ( s ecur ity )
Project managel: Citex-Simon
Whelan

Contractor: Sir Robert McAlpine Ltd.
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L. Entrylobby

2. Children's gallery

3. Loadingdock

4. Bookshop/cafe

5. Staff offices

6. Garman Ryan Collection

An all-concrete struc-

ture, the building

combines poured-in-

place and precast

members. Timber

cladding plcks up the

board markings of
poured-concrete walls

(opposite left). Wood

adds warmth to large

spaces, such as the
grand stairway (oppo-

site right). Daylight is

brought in from

clerestory windows in

many gialleries (below),

THIRD FLOOR



ature and light, turns black and cold on a dark day, almost red in the
evening. As the tiles diminish in size toward the top, they create a modest

optical illusion: walls seem to depart from the vertical, their outlines
blurred by the jagged silhouette of overlapping scales.

"We chose a material that had some connection with the tradi-
tion of clay-brick buildings in the Midlands, that would not make

everything else feel dowdy," says St |ohn. "For the same reason, we wanted

the building to be ambivalent, almost familiat and didn't want it to be

immediately legible. We're not interested in architecture in which func-
tions have diagrammatic clarity. We tried to create a building that was like
an awlcvrard friend, somebody who's not easy to get on with, but who,
once you know him, is a friend for life."

A showcase for two women's passion for art
The gallery has generated a great deal of public excitement-a response,

in part, to the client's intention to create a contemporary civic building in
l9th-century tradition, constructed for the benefit of local people to
celebrate a local bequest. Commissioned by the town's Metropolitan
Borough Council, funded by the national arts lottery and European
Regional Development Fund, and run by an inspired young director,
Peter Jenkinson, the gallery houses the Garman Ryan Collection. The art-
work was left to the town in 1973by Kathleen Garman, a local resident

and wife of the sculptor facob Epstein. Garman had assembled the col-
lection over a period of 14 years with her friend, the artist Sally Ryan.
There are no grand works, but the collection is a beguiling testament to

personal passion. Along with Epsteins sculptures and works by friends
and relations such as Augustus John and Lucian Freud, there are also inti-
mate studies and drawings by Rembrandt, Monet, Degas, Constable,

Modigliani,Van Gogh, Durer, and others.

The history and personal nature of the collection, as well as the
small size of many of the works, encouraged the architects to look to the

English country house for inspiration-in particular, Hardwick Hall, a
late-16th-century mansion in Derbyshire, by Robert Smythson. "It's one

of my favorite buildingsi'St John explains.'At the time, it was technically
very innovative. It had more glass than any other house in Britain, tall
windows onto the landscape, and a fantastic roof and profile. We felt that
the image of [this] house was something people could relate to."

The building is replete with diverse references, some more
obscure than others, drawn from English medieval and l9th-century
industrial architecture, the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence, heroic
Modernism, and Louis Kahn's precepts on spatial hierarchies. Not all of
these references are immediately recognizable, but they contribute rich-
ness to the gallery's austere composition.

From such models the architects derived the Walsall Gallery's

distinctive scale, character, and rich variety of spaces. In addition to gal-

leries for the permanent collection, the architects had to provide flexible
gallery space for temporary exhibitions, educational facilities, shops, and

a restaurant. Like an Elizabethan house, the Walsall Gallery is tall and
compact, with a complex arrangement of intersecting volumes that vary
in size. Staircases run through the building, linking the main exhibition

05.01 Architectural Record 2A7
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spaces with stacked mezzanines on the south side, which are devoted to
offices and accommodations for staff, educational programs, and a resi-

dent artist. On the first floor is a house-within-a-house containing the

Garman-Ryan Collection. Here, a double-height hall is surrounded on
two levels by a sequence of small rooms in which works are arranged the-
matically. From the main staircase on the third floor, visitors get a

tantalizing view of the hall and a balcony overlooking it; but, in a teasing
fashion, they must descend to get there.

Intimately scaled on the lower floors to accommodate the

Garman Ryan Collection, the museum's interiors expand on the fourth
floor into a sequence of high-ceilinged exhibition rooms with translucent
clerestories. On the fifth floor, the spaces stretch once again-into a

double-height restaurant with windows on the east and north.
Throughout the building, the simple glazing is sparely framed in stainless

steel and inserted flush with the cladding. The placement of windows fol-
lows an interior logic, articulating the functions of rooms and spaces,

rather than any exterior compositional scheme.

Pattern, material, and texture work with scale to define the char-
acter of the various spaces. Within the building's poured-in-place
concrete shell, each floor asserts its own identity-heroic in places, inti-
mate and embracing in others. The essential monumentality of the large
public spaces is toned down by wood. Exposed concrete displays the
imprint and grain of wood forming boards; concrete joists animating
ceilings recall fine timber construction. A more obvious echo of tradition

is present in the wainscoting of Douglas fir that continues the ghostly

traces of the concrete formwork and in the wood that entirely lines the

modest spaces of the Garman Ryan Collection. Here, Douglas fir underfoot

replaces black-tinted concrete used for floors in the rest ofthe building.
The museum's physical presence, dignity, and neighborliness

work together to create what is now a hit with the public. Local people

come here in droves, together with visitors from other parts of the coun-
try and, now, from abroad. An essential part of the project's success stems

from Jenkinson's social vision and determination. "There are 263,000

people here and we wanted our museum to be accessible to the broadest

section of the community, especially to lottery-ticket buyers," says fenkinson.
"We weren't going to cut corners and compromise. We were determined to
get a building that was world-class, not second- or third-class." r

Sources

Terra-cotta tiles: NBK Janinhof
Poured-in-pf ace conuete: Code

Stainfess-steel roof: TR Freeman

Ffat roof: Shrewsbury

lnterior stainless steel: A.

Edmonds and Co.

fronwork: Allgood; FSB

Precast-concrete fire stair:
Birchwood

Precast-concrete stair treads:

Evans Concrete

Fire-stair balustrades: Metallic

Fabrications

Spotlights: Erco

WVl/l/V For more information on

the people and products involved in

this project, go to Proiects at

www. a rc h ite ctu r a I re c o rd,co m
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csplar-rade, EDC's commercial rcal-estate arm sclected the Guggenheim

Museum to proceed rvith a devclopnent plan for land including Piers 9,

I 1, 13, and 14. Thc onlv trouble is that Gehr v's hugivama scheme er.nbraces

(sha1l we sav swallorvs?) tl.re territorv on rvhich the ferry ten.r.rinal sits. The
EDC states it cannot reallv preclict u,hat rvill happen to the nervly built
termir.ral, since cletails of the Guggenheim schene are still being nego-
tiated. It rvill onl,v sav for the recold, "The design will incorporate a

ferry pier."
Mear.rrvhile, the -570,000-square-foot Guggenheim project has tcr

pass the envilonmental ar.rd traffic hurdles recluired in the approval
process. The situatior"r is irn.rbiguous, to say the least. In the best of all
worlds, Gchry's Guggenheim-the latter-day equivaler.rt to Lincoln
Cathedral-ancl Smith-Miller * Harvkinson's fenv terminal-the latter-
day bicycle shed-r,vould both be recognized as'Architecture" vital to the
public realn.r. After all the elfort to upgrade public architecture, the ager.rcy

that gar.e us both schemes miglrt end up virtuallv taking one away. As

they say, only in Nerv York. r

1.

2.

3.

4.

Entry gate

Terntinal ptrvilion

Outtloor settting

Ferry slips

Sources

Metal-and-glass curtain wall:

Katttteer

Aluminum windows and doors:

Kdtv neer

Terne-coated steel roof:

Follansltee Steel

Hangar door: Flcning Steel

Gf azing: PPG Irrtlustries

Locksets: Mortise Scltlage

Hinges: NlcKirtnty, Rixson

Lighting: Zumtobel, Edison Price

'usar'i.oirfS'g For more information on

the people and products invotved

in this project, go to Projects at
, o 30FrN<- *=i

9M
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of the earth and to er-rgage the ealth-as if it tvas absolutelr. meant to be

within the shade of a seemingly sacred circle of rvhite pinc trees.

Predock rvanted the buildir-rg to relate to the lin-rc.t,)ne uutcr(r|Pinss
around the campus, left from glaciers that receded. He rvould have loved
to have clad the building in stone, but the construction budget firr thc
30,000-scluare-lirot ntuseurr was a mcre 58.2 million, limiting the
palette of possible building materials. A ferv aspects of Prcdock's origi,
nal design, including vegetation on at lcast one of the sloping roofs,

'"r.ere ultirnately omitted.
Still, Predock made the nost of fairlv convcntional building

materials, such as concrete t-nasonry block and steel. Concrcte milsonry
units were used for exterior ciadding and masorrrv bearing rr.alis, u.hiie a

fairlv straightforrvard steel structure \ras used for specific poltions of the
building, such as the main gallery, which are clad in r.r.retal panels. \Vith
these rather ordinary building materials, Predock off'ers an cxantple of
hor'v the art of architecture can transcend munclane building construc-
tion. "For a modest-scaled budget, we put together a prettv impressivc

buildingJ'said Tang director Charlcs Stainbeck. "Our rrholc point u,.as to
redehne u'hat a museum could be."

Stair.rbeck is thrilled to direct a museum that is driven bv ideas,

not by artifacts or collections, and one that offers possibilities for learning
throughout. Exhibitions are held in trvo galleries! one on each floor, but
artwork car-r be vielved elservhere as well: Ground-floor storage spaces, for
example, have rvindows to the outside, ar-rd selected rvorks in storacc, such

as pottery, are placed in the windorvs as a kind of shorvcase.

On the interior, rvindor.r's offer viens and permit davlight to
filter from the trvo-story lobby to exhibition spnces, a second floor print
room, and office spaces, allorving traditional museulrr hierarchies to
break dor.vn. "It's a kir.rd of demystification of the nuseun," Prcdock
says. "That unexpected moment is reallv fabulous." r
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Sources

Masonry: Cu sto rr r b lend split- lit c e

C.\1 [' n-< s r t p pli e d It,t' D a,,t o str no

Build i ng Blocks, S chen ectady, N.Y.

Metaf/gf ass curtain wall: Kavvtrcer

I 600 CurtoirrutnI I syste tr t, Supersky

Pro dtLcts t sl op etl glazittg)

Metaf roofing: O v e rly M anu.facturin g

Cotttparty ( prectsiorr profile-ntetnl
clddding)

Steel windows: Olerll' (-ii,stolr SS
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Transparency within the

building allows views

from a second-floor
gallery space (left) to a
pedestrian bridge and

the lobby below. From

the staircase in the

lobby (right), one can

see into galleries on

both floors. The ladder

and phones were part

of an exhibit on sound.

Afuminum windows: Knwneer 45lT
f nterior f ightingz Light o I i er, \'o rkl ite,

Concealite, LSI

Exterior fighting: Bronzelite, Exceline,

Clrdco, Hadco, Celestial Lighting

For more information on

the people and products invoLved

in this project, go to Projects at
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HOTELS

Roomswith aViewpoint

THE PROLTFENATION OF HOTELS WITH A AESIGN-CONSCIO$s
APPROACFI IS FEEDINS A GROWING PUBLIC APPETITE FSR
FANTASY ANN FORM AS VVELL AS FIJNCTIT}N.

ry
f,

"Lc
Lucerne, Switzerland

Paris architect Jean Noutel plays two-

dimensional and three- dimensional

effects against each other in his design

for The Hotel.

*fue
Sedona, Arizona

The New York frm of Gluckman

Mayner brings its minimalist
imprimatur to the design of Mii
amo spa and casitas,

s
Su
Miami Beach, Florida

Jordan Mozer of Chicago shows how

you can create a quixotic, Iow-budget

getaway by the sea at the Royal Hotel.

#
'?*
New York City

The French designer Philippe Starck

once again gets the joint jumpingfor

hotelier Ian Schrager at Hudson.

www
For additional hotels and more information on the people and products

invotved in the fottowing proiects, go to Buitding Types Study at

www. a rc h itectu ra I reco rd.co m

By Suzanne Stephens

t has been a good year for "designer" hotels. True, 1998 was the

peak year for all hotel construction, when $9.1 billion was spent

for over 93 million square feet, according to figures provided by

the F.W. Dodge division of the McGraw-Hill Companies. While
the figures recently have been dropping, due to overbuilding of the lim-
ited-service storage-bin-type hotels, other more comfortable forms of
accommodation, including resort, central-city, and convention-center
hotels, are still on a roll. Current projects for this year come to a total of
$7.6 billion for 69 million square feet of hotel construction-not bad

compared to the recession-hobbled 16.4 million square feet built in
1991. As can be seen from the selection on the following pages, and

additional ones on architectural record's Web site, www.architectural-
record.com, designer hotels are arguably the most visible and seductive

element in this economic picture.
In the hands of Jean Nouvel, a small building in Lucerne,

Switzerland, has been transformed into a hotel by a three-dimensional
manipulation of section and plan, augmented by a two-dimensional
exploration of reflective surfaces and cinematic imagery. In the case of a
really low-budget renovation, the Royal Hotel in Miami Beach, Fla., by

Jordan Mozer, custom furniture is made to do most of the architectural
work. At the Enchantment Resort in Sedona, Ariz., a complex of new
buildings by Gluckman Mayner takes advantage of the landscape, dra-
matically integrating indoor and outdoor spaces. And, as demonstrated
so vividly by Philippe Starck's design for Hudson, the mega-hip ( 1,000-

room) hotel in NewYork Ciry space, scale, material, and quirky objects,

combined with a certain madness, are all you need.

In terms of raising architectural awareness with the American
public, all this is good news. But more architects and designers need to
be attuned to the functional (as well as aesthetic) desires of their multi-
ple clients. We may be willing to have a tiny ship cabin for a room, but
we want a counter for toiletries in the bathroom, and storage drawers

somewhere to unpack (and find) things. In terms of ambience, it would
seem obvious that color, lighting, and scale of furniture need as much
attention as spatial planning, but often architects seem too wary of
being decorator-y to take risks. That is why this selection of hotels
emphasizes bold furniture design, eccentric objects, idiosyncratic colors,
and unusual or exotic materials. Much of the architectural opportu-
nity-particularly with hotels in renovated buildings-is on that level.

It does make the difference. r
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The lobby's stainless-
steel reception desk
(top) is flanked by a

backliEihted film still.
ln the restaurant

downstairs canted mir-

rors reflect light and

scenery thanks to the

windows upstairs.

Viewing the bar (oppo-

site) through the

windows on the street

increases the sense of
spectacle within,
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walls to look something like blurred

afterimages of the film stills above.

The abstract effect adds a rich efful-
gence to the dark walls, without

detracting from the ceilings,

Downstairs, Nouvel opened up

the public spaces by having the lobby

occupy one-halfofthe ground floor
with the bar and restaurant in a

stacked arrangement on the other

hatf: The bar occupies a mezzanine

overlooking the lobby, while the
restaurant is carved oW of the lower

level. Entering the lobby you can peer

down into the restaurant through a

low glass window; however, the mez-

zanine bar is concealed behind a

high, black parapet wall. Instead you

see the reflection of a backlighted

film still mounted on the wall behind

you (see photo on page 239).

The subterranean restau rant,

with its black pigmented walls,

receives a striking amount of day-

light via vertical slots of space

around the perimeter that extend up

oast the mezzanine bar to the dou-

ble-height ceiling. At street level,

Nouvel installed fl oor-to-ceiling win-

dows, which are canted inward.

Below grade, the windows are opti-

cally extended by two mirrored

panels placed at angles to both

refract daylight into the restaurant,

as well as reflect fragments of the

outdoor scenery above,

Gommentary
The small hotel is easily identifiable

as you approach it by night, since

the ceiling murals, uplighted by the

sconces, turn it into a vibrantly col-

ored cinematic lantern. Entering the

lobby, you can appreciate-without
being disoriented-the masterful

spatial and visual effects that
Nouvel creates through his sectional

composition, framed views,

refracted light effects, and reflective

surfaces. The tiny elevator and plain,

gray corridors purposely suspend

the mood, giving little hint of what

awaits behind the closed doors.

Entering, you are virtually thrust into

a dark commodious guest room

(you might need a flashlight to find

the buttons operating the lights and

blinds) where calm, luxury, and

voluptuousness rule, r

Nouvel designed the

bar on the lobby's mez-

zanine (above) with

angular stainless-steel

elements worthy of the

film, "Dr. Caligari's

Cabinet." His guest

rooms (right) exude a

Miesian minimalism

and luxuriousness,

owing to the stainless-

steel and Jatoba wood

furnishings,
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1. Lobby

2, Reception

3. Bar/Lounge

The walls are painted

atmospherically to
look like blurred after-
amages of the film
stills on the ceiling,

The rooms have large

plank floors and auto-

matic blinds on double

Eilazed windows-some
ofwhich pivot open to

small balconies.



Miiamo Spu
Sedona, Arizona

GLUCKMAN MAYNER ARCHITECTS i.i!,
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By James S. Russell, AtA
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Architect: Gluckman Mayner

Architects-D ana Tang Gregory Yang,

project architects; Marwan Al-Sayed,

Mark Fiedler, Carolyn Foug, Alex

Hurst, Antonio Palladino, Nina

Seiraf, Michael Sheridan, lulie Torres-

Moskovitz, Dean Young, project team

Clienl: Sedona Resort Management

Engineers: Rudrow 6 Berry, Inc.

( structural) ; Clark Engineer s ( SW,

MEP ) ; Sh eph ar d-We snitzer ( civ il )

Consuftants: Ten Eyck Landscape

Architects (Iandscape) ; Sylvia Sepielli

( sp a consultant ) ; Wat er Technolo gy

(pool consuhant)

Generaf contractor: Linthicum

Constructors

Sizez 24,000 square feet (spa building),

10,000 square feet (casitas)

Costt $7.2 million (total construction)

Soulces
Masonry: Mexican fired adobe brick

EIFS: Sto Corp.

Venetian-style plaster: ARD, Lime

Rasato plaster

Efastomeric (TPO) roofing: Carlisle

Syntec Systems

Aluminum windows and doors:

Western Insulated Glass; Brite-Vue

Skyf iElhts: Therm - O - Weld sy stem;

Velux-America

wwlM
For additional hotels and more

information on the peopte

and products involved in this project,

go to Buitding Types Study at

www. a rc h ite ctu ra I re co rd. co m
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The situation
Just about any holistic, mind/body

treatment you can name is available

in Sedona, Ariz. The therapeutic

energy emitted by its red-rock gor-

geousness is said to have been

recognized by Native Americans. You

can see a myropractor (as the Los

Angeles Rams do), commune with

crystals, or be treated Ayurvedically.

Beyond the town's faux Santa Fe-

style shopping strips Iies Boynton

Canyon, an intimate, small-scale

recapitulation of the area's craggy
splendor. Rock formations tower
over a scrub-shrouded resort called

Enchantment. Striated in a rainbow

of reds and earth tones and carved

into jagged ravines, looming
promontories, and needlelike towers,

the rocks present a preternaturally

still snapshot of millions of years of
primordial geological violence.

Sedona Resort Management,

which owns and operates the resort,

wanted to recognize the unique

beauty of the landscape and at the

same time tap into the healing

capacity of the place by adding the

deluxe mind/body Mii amo Spa. So

they hired Gluckman Mayner, a firm

known for museums and galleries in

urban settings.

Huh? "We wanted architecture
that was simple and sensuous,"

explained George Lidicker, the

company president. "With Gluckman

Mayner, we were impressed by the

retail connection [the flrm has

designed stores for Helmut Lang



Adobe-brick towers

containing two-level

treatment areas project

above the roof (right).

Quiet evocations of

regional traditions are

evident in the casitas

(opposite, bottom) and

the catu (below). The

drumlike crystal grotto

greets clients at the

entrance (opposite top).

and othersl and the museum orien-

tation-especially the sensitive

treatment of light."

Lidicker envisioned a facility

catering to a sophisticated clientele

seeking both pampering and heal-

ing. lt would perfectly fit the

locality's holistic, therapeutic orien-

tation while also widening the

appeal of a resort built for tennis in

the early 1980s that had failed to
Irve up to the potential of its unique

setting. Within its 24,000 square

feet the spa needed treatment
rooms to house a wide range of
therapies. The program included

both indoor and outdoor pools, as

well as an exercise room, yoga

room, library, cafe, demonstration

kitchen, and outdoor area for tai

chi and stretching, while accommo-

dating customized programs

ranging from weight loss to drug-

and-alcohol detoxification (a

three-day package can range from

$1,890 to $2,790).

The solution
Perched atop a tall ladder, arranged

to simulate the position of various

rooms, Dana Tang, of Gluckman's

office, took photo after photo to be

sure spaces within the building

focused on key elements ofthe
landscape, such as the Kachina

Woman, a dramatic eroded-rock

needle (top right). "We were anxious

to push further than they may have

expected;' commented principal

Richard Gluckman, FAIA. The firm
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High-walled outdoor

courtyards offer pri-

vacy and diffuse the
powerful local light
within the bamboo-

floored casitas
(below). A wood-

floored bridge leads

to the cylindrical

crystal grotto-the

earth-f loored spiritual

center of the spa-
anchored in its own
pebble-lined pool

(above).

calculated sun angles and tapped
Sedona's rich trove of New Age

therapists to advise on auspicious

arrangements, particularly of the
drum-shaped Crystal Grotto, an

earth-floored, templelike central

space containing a backlighted pet-

rified log and small fountain, and
quartz crystals aligned to cardinal
points. Recognizing the spiritual
nature of the place while avoiding

what Lidicker called "the spaceship-

taking-people-away aspect" made

finalizing a design take much longer

than anticipated. But the delibera-

trve process created precisely the
facility he sought. Open only three
months, occupancy already exceeds

expectations. he said.

The complexities of site and
program might have resulted in a

sprawling, informal layout. The archi-

tect instead created an exceptionally

disciplined plan, respondingto both a

small site and the firm's own design

proclivities. From a central north-

south corridor that stretches the
entire length ofthe structure, treat-
ment clients enter a dressing area

with lockers, sauna, steam room, and

whirlpool. They ascend within adobe-

brick-clad towers to the upper level,

where they are greeted by their
assigned therapists, who conduct

them to one of 16 treatment rooms.

The simplicity of this organizatton,

which disguises the numerous
ancillary preparation spaces, is

appreciated by clients who are not

made uncomfortable wandering

down winding corridors wearing only

a robe. Skylights open onto the cliffs
looming above. The pool deck

opens to a cinemascope-sized

canyon panorama.

Clients come to this "destina-

tion" spa for three- to seven-day
experiences and stay in one of 16
casitas-handsomely appointed
rooms opening to a shared patio or
to intimate courts or decks.

Elegantly striated stone counter-
tops quietly echo the geologic

drama outside. Sunlight dapples
deep tile-clad tubs, and, diffused
by the enclosing walls of the out-
door spaces, spreads evenly over
wood cabinetry and woven, striped

caroet runners.
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Gommentary
The biggest surprise here is the
spa's introverted nature-it is

organized for contemplation, not

exclamation. The rigid rectilinearity of

the plan evokes the modular rigor of

a Japanese temple. And, as in such

temples, the careful framing of views

enhances the appreciation ofthe
setting. The architecture is so soft-

spoken that it's easy to overlook the

calibrated evocations (never quota-

tions) of regional precedents in

touches like the tint of the stucco

cladding (over concrete block) or the
vigalike wood-ceiling framing, and

the contemplative cool of the pol-

ished-concrete terrazzo. The

monastic calm is oerfect for those

seeking to keep a clamorous,

demanding world at bay. r

A corrador runs the

enfre length ofthe spa,

dividing the treatment

areas (in the adobe-

brick-clad towers) from

the cafe, lounge, and

pool areas.

7.. Entrance court

2. Reception

3. Crystal grotto

4, Cafe/lounge/ indoor pool

5. Library

6, Corridor

7, Treatment

8. Fitness/yoga

9. Tai chi lawn

LO. Outdoor treatment
1L. Outdoor pool

7.12. Casita
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Clemente mural on the ceiling that

suggests carpet and a light grid on

the floor that suggests an office ceil-

ing. The whimsy, including Starck's

solid acrylic urns that serve as tables

or stools, conjures a playful, free

spirit. Casual placement of eclectic

inherited furniture-mismatched

Starck, Droog, Versace, fl ea-market

flnds, and other pieces-suggests an

informal, found elegance throughout

the public spaces and the garden

planted in the courtyard ofthe U-

shaped building.

Upstairs, 2l floors of dimly

lighted corridors painted dark gray

lead to the guest rooms, which,

though resembling ship cabins, are

cheerfully lrghted oases, rosy with

cherry-stained makore-wood-

paneled walls and jatoba-wood

floors. With just enough room for a

queen-size bed and two small bed-

side tables (with an urn stool tucked

underneath). the standard rooms

are highly efficient. Televisions and

sound systems are stowed in built-

in cupboards, and ashtray-like

fixtures affixed to one wall provide a

catchall for keys, loose change, and

other pocket-fillers. The proportion-

ately small bathrooms are done in

The guest rooms ofthe 1,00o-toom

Hudson are paneled in plain quartered

makore wood (above); the Hudson

Cafeteria (left), an open-kitchen-style

restaurant, has refiectory tables.

7.. Entrancelobby

2. Bar

3, Librarybar
4. Courtyard cafe

5. Cafeteria

nurse's white, and the wall between

the tub and bedroom opens up with

a curtained interior window that lets

light into the bath and simultane-

ously seems to expand the space of

the bedroom.

The crowning elements of the

small rooms are twofold: A sheer

white drape, like a piece of protec-

tive gauze, separates the entry from

the room; and bedside lamps fea-

ture Clemente paintings of sweetly

odd faces, giving each room a

unique version of the reouisite hotel

art without touching the walls.

Gommentary
Just inside Hudson's street lobby, the

warm bath of chartreuse light gives

the hotel instantly cool karma. Two

white cocoon forms interrupt the

rectangular space, from which

guests step onto an escalator that
glides up a yellow trough of light to
the lobby. The massive reception

desk is carved with tree trunks and

branches that seem to suooort the

bower of ivy covering the glass roof

overhead, This enchanted forest is a

childhood fantasy, where cocoons

and treetops suggest everything

sweet about being young. The tidy

rooms, already compared to ship

staterooms, can also be seen as a

children's place-either neat, cozy

nurseries or rooms in the attic, as

Andrei called them. The layers and

layers of decorative detail amuse the

eye and cleverly conceal what is still

basically a mundane brick dormitory

building. But in offering a lifestyle for

the young who don't want to face

growing old, Schrager and Starck

have struck a lucrative chord. r
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Here's the Dirt on Green Housekeeping

TO ENSURE THAT THE INDOOR ENVIRONMENT REMAINS HEALTHY OVER A BUILDING'S LIFE CYCLE,
ARCHITECTS SHOULD CONSIDER MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES AND INCORPORATE MONITORING SYSTEMS.

By Nancy B. Solomon, AIA

ost architects enter the profession

because they are enamored with
design and fascinated by materials,

technology, and systems. Never-

theless, the issues involved in making healthy
buildings can be equally compelling, especially

if you consider the benefits of proper pollution
prevention, cleaning, and maintenance on the
ongoing health of a building and its occupants

and, ultimately, on the financial health of the
client. According to International Performance

Measurement & Verification Protocol, pub-
lished by the U.S. Department of Energy's
(DOE) Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy in October 2000, analyses of existing scientific litera-
ture and calculations based on statistical data indicate that improvements
in indoor environmental quality could potentially yield cost savings and
productivity gains of $30 billion to $170 billion nationwide. And basic
housekeeping plays a critical role in this endeavor.

In the past few decades, the profession has heard a lot about
indoor air quality and sick building syndrome (the puzzling condition in
which a majority of occupants experience a variety of health or comfort
problems linked to time spent in a particular building, but for which no
specific illness or cause has been identified). And we have learned about
the many ways to design a healthy building, from minimizing materials
that release volatile organic compounds (VOCs) to providing adequate

Contributing editor Nancy B. Solomon, AIA, writes about computers, buililing
technology, and practice topics of interest to the architectural community.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After reading this article, you should be able to:
1. Describe ways to maintain healthy buildings.
2.Explain the importance of building commissioning.
3. Discuss the benefits of selecting materials according to their
cleaning needs.
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ventilation and lighting. But how does the architect ensure that a building
that was designed to be healthy will stay that way once it is occupied?

"It's a real-world problem," admits Ben Kishimoto, AIA, of
Kishimoto/Gordon Architects in Mclean, Va. What good is carefi.rl design

if, within months, occupants are tracking in lead-contaminated soils,

cleaning crews are mopping floors with VOC-emitting products, and the
maintenance workers can't access the drain pans to see if mold is growing
in the mechanical system?

The nitty f,ritty
One man who has studied housekeeping issues closely is Stephen P.

Ashkin of Healthy Housekeeping in Bloomington, Ind. Ashkin consults

with architects and organizations on how to design buildings that can be

cleaned efficiently and safely.

"It's well documented by the EPA that cleaning and maintenance
affect the health of the building and its occupants," says Ashkin. In recent
years, the government agency has produced a number of resources, includ-
ing Building Air Quality: A Guide for Building Owners and Facility Managers

and IAQ Tools for Schools Kit,to address these issues.

With regard to general housekeeping in a new building, people

can get sick from exposure to particulates or biological contaminants that
have not been adequately removed or to VOCs and other toxic compo-
nents in the cleaning compounds themselves. "If we use pollution
prevention strategies," explains Ashkin, "we can reduce people's exposure
to harmful materials."

By implementing these techniques during the design of a build-
ing, the architect offers the client a double bonus. In addition to the likely
gains in worker productivity, the building owner will rcalize very clear
savings in annual cleaning costs. In a typical NewYork City office build-
ing, for example, the maintenance savings alone could amount to about
$46,000 per I 00,000 square feet, ye ar after year.

sources, white papers, and products, go lo www.architecturalrecord,com
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Johnson Gontrols
Brengel Technology
Genter, Milwaukee
The Brengel Center (top

left), which opened in

March 2000, was one of

the first buildings to
receive a silver rating from

the U.S. Green Building

Council's LEED Green

Building Rating System.

From the beginning of the

design process, the

inhouse architect and

facility manager worked

closely with the architect

of record, Zimmerman

Design Group. Ample day-

light and views of
downtown Milwaukee and

Lake Michigan enliven

meeting areas (left).

Mechanical equipment is

located over circulation

spaces so as not to dis-

rupt workstations (above).

of which are compatible with the dry maintenance of carpet. Vinyl com-
position flooring, on the other hand, would require wet maintenance,
which could create a messy and, therefore, potentially unhealthy condi-
tion at the carpet edge.

IestinEl and educatinE
A discussion of healthy building design is not complete without mention
of building commissioning. Tiaditionally, commissioning referred to the
testing and balancing of the mechanical system to ensure that it worked
properly after installation and that the operations and maintenance crew
understood its requirements. As the movement toward sustainable design
has advanced, the term is frequently used to describe a broader mission.
According to architect Ronald Gobbell, AIA, and engineer Steve Hays, of
Gobbell Hays Partners in Nashville, the intent of a building commission-
ing plan is to "organize efforts to integrate design, construction,
operation and maintenance, and also to provide guidelines for future
managers and maintenance personnel." Ideally, all building systems

should be commissioned-from mechanical and natural ventilation to
lighting controls and exterior wall performance.

264 Architectural Record 05.0j

The educational portion of commissioning has many dimen-
sions. At the basic level, the design team and building operators should be

in communication early on regarding program goals and design vision.
Operations and maintenance staff, for example, should participate in
design meetings.

Maintenance and operation manuals should be provided to clients

at project completion to serve as permanent records of the needs of various

systems. Komorowski and other facility managers have come to expect a

maintenance manual for the mechanical and electrical systems, but they
would like to see a similar manual for the architectural finishes. "How do
you clean them?" he asks. This is especially critical for the more innovative
materials that are often specified by environmentally conscious architects.

The education and training process can take other forms as

well. For the Philip Merrill Environmental Center, the Chesapeake Bay

Foundation's headquarters in Bay Ridge, Md., the SmithGroup of
Washington, D.C., specified a modified exit sign, with the words oPEN

wlNDOwS in red lettering against a white background, to be mounted on
the wall eight feet above the floor in each of four open-office areas. When
the HVAC system turns off, the words light up and the occupants, a
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Sh*dding New Light on S*i*ntlfic Rex**ts.* t

RAFAEL vIfrOIv HAS REINVENTED THE RESEARcH LABoRAToRY WITH NATURAL LIGHT AND

FLEXIBLE WORK SPACES AT A NEW CANCER RESEARCH FACILITY IN GRAND RAPIDS.

By Barbara Knecht

f you ask New York architect Rafael Vifloly,
FAIA, to describe his design for the labs in
the Van Andel Institute for Education and
Medical Research in Grand Rapids, he

almost apologizes for the simplicity of the plan. It
is a blunt solution on the surface. but it has been

carefully detailed and enclosed in dramatic forms.
The clients, Amway founder layYan Andel and his
wife, Betty, created the institute to improve peo-
ple's health, with a major focus on cancer research,

Because the building was commissioned at the
same time the institute was formed, Vifloly was

conscious from the beginning that the new facility
would be a tool to recruit high-caliber scientists.

Phase I, a $42 million, 150,000-square-foot facility
completed in October 1999, will house 180 to 200
scientists when fully operational. The building is

anchored to the sloping, downtown site by a

poured-in-place concrete spine. You enter at the
third floor, and the lower two floors are pushed up
against the slope of the site. A state-of-the-art
auditorium for scientific lectures and an open area

for gatherings occupy the entry floor. Above it are three laboratory
floors, and below it are the vivarium and loading dock.

Evolution of the modern laboratory
Medical research labs are a relatively new building type. Once a subordi-
nate university function, they evolved as separate institutions only in the
20th century. Louis Kahn defined the type in his Richards lab at the
University of Pennsylvania and the Salk Institute in La ]olla, Calif. At
Richards, the services run in vertical shafts and serve small, stacked floors
of lab benches and offices, whereas at the Salk, services run to labs hori-
zontally through the ceiling. Whether they are vertically or horizontally
served, labs have generally followed one of these two designs. The work-
station model then becomes an immobile bench connected to utilities in
a fixed partition.

Vifroly visited Kahn's laboratories and others in the U.S. and
abroad, noting that they invariably adhered to this rigid layout. But
when he talked to scientists, he discovered that, despite the services and
utilities provided, these environments were too "fixed" for their work.

Barbara Knecht is an architect and principal of a New York City-based consubing

frm. She writes about architectural technology, design, and housing policy.

WWW For more about buitding science and digital technotogy, as well as

links to sources and products, go towww.architecturalrecord,com

Laboratory investigations require specialized equipment, light- and
temperature-controlled rooms, and numerous utilities, but space and
equipment needs vary with each project. Scientists are acutely aware of
the spatial and functional limitations of their work environments.
"Scientists tend to be hands-on, and they are constantly tinkering with
their work space, modiffing and reconfiguring their lab tables," says

Vifloly. Furthermore, principal investigators work with teams of scien-

tists, and their needs grow and change depending on grants and
research direction. A new grant and the arrival of a new investigator are

typical triggers for major, and potentially costly, lab reconfiguration
and renovation.

Vifloly organized the lab floors into three zones, ranging from
permanently fixed services to the infinitely flexible. The smallest zone
includes the public corridor, meeting spaces, and principal investiga-
tors' offices. The support zone contains most of the fixed, or "hard,"
functions, such as walk-in freezers, tissue culture, and electron micro-
scopes. The third zone is located under the dramatic cascade of
translucent roofs, where open, daylit research spaces are equipped with
movable lab benches and alcoves with sinks and fume hoods, some of
which use flexible, or "soft," connections to the services. Special equip-
ment hookups run in an interstitial space over the support zone (and

sink alcoves); data, electricity, telephone, air, and gas lines run under
the floors in a similar space all the way out to a raceway at the perime-
ter of the building. These, in turn, are fed by vertical shafts in the spine.
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The translucent curving roofs create a dramatic silhouette in downtown Grand Rapids.
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The spine (right) is

exposed, poured-in-

place concrete and

houses offices, public

corridors, and fixed

lab spaces. The pro-

jecting lab floors
(above) are constructed

of aluminum-clad steel

frames and clear side
panels, with a fritted
glass roof.

any combination or direction. Using only a custom-designed dolly and

a wrench, two people can disconnect, move, and reconnect a 12-foot
long bench.

Sheddingi light on lesearch
Laboratories are energy hogs. Not only are they occupied 24 hours a

day, but the work requires high levels of illumination, and air is never

recirculated. Much of this energy use is unavoidable and not easily cor-
rected by architectural design. However, one of the most distinctive
architectural elements of the buiiding, a trio of curving, translucent
roofs, contributes to a decrease in energy consumption. The glass pan-

els are fritted with ceramic patterns fused to the surface of the low-e
coated glass. Although fresh air is constantly heated and circulated, the

fritted glass with a low-e value of .2 and shading coefficient of .31

increases human comfort and delivers exceptional light quality, often
reducing the need for electric light during the day. Bargmann

272 Architectural Record 05.01
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The president's office
(top) and the research

space (above) receive

abundant natural light.

The custom lab

benches are made of

bacteria-resistant phe-

nolic resin and can be

easily dismantled and

reconfigured,



hTeI trlrII frl ttrI D Achurchinacasinotown intheNevadadesertgetsasustainablefettowship
halt . Architects are discovering the design potential and efficiency of tilt-up concrete construction

c Briefs

A fellowship hall in Reno rises above honky-tonk with splendor and sustainability
Reno, Nevada, calls itself the
"Biggest Little City in the World;' but
it still plays second fiddle to its
southern neighbor, LasVegas, when

it comes to casinos and kitsch, lt
does have the natural advantage of
being located at an altitude of 4,4OO

feet in the spectacular landscape of
the Sierra Nevada range east of

Lake Tahoe. On the edge of town,

ffau Architecture of San Francisco

is building a fellowship hall for the

Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of
Northern Nevada (UUFNN) that is
both serene and sustainable.

Phase 1 of the $1.25 million

project, scheduled for completion in

October 2001, consists of a 3,000-

square-foot great room at the heart

of the building and meeting rooms,

offices, and an entrance gathering

space located adjacent to the great

room at the east side. Although

squeezed from the north and east

by the freeway, casinos, and strip

office development, the site is

buffered to the south by land slated

for wetlands park development and

walking trails, and it boasts spectac-

ular views of the mountains to the

south and west.

Charged by the client to build

sustainably, principal Peter ffau
and project manager Marcos

Ancinas organized the siting, mass-
ing, and building systems into a
functional composition that will do

little environmental harm. Systems
and materials were designed and

selected in part for their contribu-

tion to the goal of net-zero energy

consumption. Radiant heating and

cooling in the concrete floor slab is
delivered by tubes filled with dis-
tilled water stored in a 10,000-
gallon reservoir on the west side of
the building. A supplemental fan-
coil system, also fed by the heated

and cooled tubes, works in con-
junction with the ventilation in the
great room. "Reno is the ideal cli-

mate-high altitude with dry air

and temperature extremes-for
this kind of mechanical system;'

explains Ancinas. Building-use pat-

terns also support the selection of
such a system,

Typically, religious buildings are

not in operation every day; however,

most mechanical systems perform

better with regularly scheduled fluc-

tuations. With a radiant system, the
floor temperature in the 24-fool-
high great room can be maintained

at a baseline of 59 degrees in win-

ter and 69 degrees in summer with

little energy expenditure necessary

to raise or lower it for comfort. The

concrete floor slab and water pro-

vide the thermal mass to maintain

an even temperature, and perimeter

insulation prevents heat loss. Since

the reservoir is partially underground,

all it takes to heat the water in win-

ter is a swimming-pool heater,

located in a mechanical soace on

the west side of the great room. In

summer, the water is cooled as it
passes over a fan-coil unit in the
cooling tower above the reservoir.

A water cooling system called

Night Sky, developed by the Davis

EnergyGroup, consulting engineers

for the project, will take advantage

of cool summer nights and the
metal roof. Instead of relying on the
cooling tower, reservoir water will be
pumped up and sprinkled over the
cool roof, collected in the gutters, fil-

tered, and returned to
the reservoir, Nevada

has recently instituted

net-metering, a system

whereby a building can

return unused energy
to the power grid and

net out the electrical

use at other times. Phase 2 (a

library and additional energy

components) will include the
installation of photovoltaic (PV)

panels integrated into the stand-

ing-seam metal roof. Given the use
pattern, they will be able to gener-

ate more electricity than required

to operate the building, "One of
the engineers also pointed out

that Night Sky will have the added

advantage of cleaning the PV

panels;' remarked Ancinas.

Preventing thermal gain is the
best way to ease the burden on the
mechanical systems. ffau and

Ancinas designed sun shades for
the south, west, and north sides of

the building so that solar gain to the
interior can be claimed in midwinter,

when it is beneficial. Deeo and

Ihe hall roof (above) has south.facing photovoltaic panels. A

chlller sits on top of a 10,000-gallon water reseryoir, The interior
(left) is bullt of recycled log columns and cedar gtulam beams.

widely spaced, the louvers are

placed to preserve the all-important

view of the mountains, Consistent

with the desire for minimal impact on

the environment, finish and struc-

tural materials are the same and

were selected for health, beauty,

and sustainability. High fly-ash

concrete block, which is less

energy-intensive to produce, is

used in partitions and decorative

applications. Other finish materials

include reinforced concrete and

medium-density fiberboard (MDF)

manufactu red without formalde-

hyde. Structural woods are

certified forest glulam trusses and

log columns, handpicked by mem-

bers ofthe congregation from a
nearby mill that cuts standing dead

wood under a fire protection pro-

gram of the Forest Service. With all

this attention to sustainable sys-

tems, the Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship of Northern Nevada
promises to reflect the grace of
the natural environment and rise

above the local kitsch and clutter.
Barbara Knecht
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Refinement and engineering have expanded
the benefits of tilt-up concrete construction
Fastl That has always been the

attraction of tilt-uo concrete con-

struction. Recently, however, a trend

towards more aesthetic experimen-

tation is rapidly leading to a greater

appreciation of the versatility of tilt-
up construction. Invented early in

the 20th century, the building sys-

tem slowly found application in

industrial and utilitarian buildings

during the second half of the cen-

tury especially in southern

and western states. Tilt-uo

buildings are erected from

reinforced concrete wall

panels that are precast at
the job site. The panels

are formed in a horizontal

position by casting the
panels on top of the build-

ing's floor slab or specially

prepared casting slabs,

After the panels cure, they

are tilted and lifted into
position by cranes. They

are then temporarily

braced and used as load-

bearing supports for the

building's roof and floor

decks, Because the oan-

els are cast at ground

level, labor can be used

more efficiently and safely,

and the cost of scaffolding

and vertical formwork can

be eliminated.

cial buildings, and even residences

are now being constructed with the

tilt-up method.

Two design directions dominate

architectural tilt-up today. In the
first, tilt-up replicates the appear-

ance of more traditional buildings

and materials, such as the
425,000-square-foot Mount

Pleasant Town Center retail develoo-

ment recently completed near

lmprovements in engineerinEiallowed the headquarters of Incyte

Pharmaceuticals to have larger openings in its tilt-up concrete facades.

Software developer Tibco used tinted concrete

and reveals in its tilt-up construction.

Nonconductive dowels are used

to sandwich two withes of concrete

and a layer of rigld insulation.

the storeftonts are the antithesis of

the big boxes typically associated

with retail applications of titt-up con-

crete construction, the developer

found the system offered favorable

economic and scheduling benefrts.

In California, a cluster of pro-

jects in Silicon Valley demonstrates

a second approach. Here, tilt-up has

become the system of choice for

Netscape, Echelon Software,

Genentech, Incyte Pharmaceuticals,

and other high-tech firms. Their

buildings and corporate campuses

showcase the emergence of tilt-up
as a new structural medium with
potential for fresh architectural

expression. The large size and scale

of tilt-up panels, ease of creating

fenestration, plus freedom in creat-

ing relief, distinguish this system

from others. This new tilt-up is char-

acterized by explorations into the

olastic nature of concrete to form

moldings, rustication, reveals,

curved panels, textured surfaces,

and ornamentation. On many pro-

jects in the region, the concrete is

integrally colored and abraded to
expose the concrete aggregate,

resulting in a material with visual

depth and rich, animated surfaces.

New technology has also con-

tributed to the broader acceptance

of tilt-up. No longer limited to single-

story buildings, tilt-up has been

used successfully on mid-rise build-

ings and for panels up to 91feet
tall. lmproved engineering has also

made it Dossible to increase the size

and number of openings in panels,

so that some tilt-up walls can

accommodate 50 percent fenestra-

tion. Large tilt-up panels provide

outstanding shear resistance, a

desirable feature in areas prone to
hurricanes and earthquakes.

Lessons from the Northridge earth-
quake, which led to the development

of better structural connections

between a tilt-uo wall and the roof

diaphragm, have improved the seis-

mic performance of tilt-up buildings.

The tilt-up industry has

matured as it has gained experi-

ence. A growing cadre of contractors

throughout the country is capable of

the quality assurance required to
work within the tolerances required

for architectural projects. As

momentum gains, tilt-up construc-

tion is fast becoming an accepted

addition to the architectural palette.

Go to www.tilt-up.com or

www.tilt-up.org for more information.

Michael Chusid

In the past decade, however,

there has been a surge oftilt-up
activity with a 1OO percent increase

in the past five years alone and

penetration into every region of
North America, according to the Tilt-

Uo Concrete Association. Much of
this boom is the result of the refine-

ment of tilt-uD for use on

architectural projects. Architects

have started "breaking out of the

big-box tradition" by designing tilt-
up structures that transcend its

origins as a construction technique

for factories and warehouses.

Schools, offices, churches, commer-
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Charleston, S.C. Strict zoning and

preservation guidelines required the

architect to mimic the look and feel

of the community's historical com-

mercial district. Each of the project's

56 storefronts received a unique

architectural treatment to create a

streetscape spanning the spectrum

of 20th-century commercial styles,

from late Victorian and Art Deco to
Main Street Modern. The architect

accomplished this task by employ-

ing variations in setbacks,

fenestration, and roof lines, and by

finishing facades with thin-brick

veneers, tile, paint, and EIFS. Although
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out of the box
You're an architect. You think differently

from other people. You think out of the

box. ArchiCAD is ready for you right out

of the box. lt's not an add-on to a draft-

ing package. ArchiCAD is built from the

ground up for architects. And with over

100,000 architects worldwide using

ArchiCAD's 3D parametric object tech-

nology, we have the experience it takes

to help you break out of the 2D drafting

box. lt's timc you looked at
ArchiGAll. ltts architecture, out

of the box.

/r,
F7

(ittAt)l il50t, t' i

Tc get a free ArchiCAD Demonstration eO. gc to www.arclricadisbuiltiing.com
or vislt r:s at ihe Al9' Natir:nal C**ve nti*n in Denver May 1 7- tr 9, Sooth 1 I 26 cIRcLE r3t 0t{ INeuIRy GARD uu$rw,graph:soft,*nm



Digital Architect

By Jerly Lalserln, FA|A

f"
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One definition of architecture,

attributed to Le Corbusier, is the

rendering of forms in light. CAD and

computer visualization did not exist

in Corb's day, but he would have

appreciated the use ofcomputers to

study the effects of light, to design

with an awareness of light, and to
document the results.

Today, digital archrtects have at

their disposal a wide range of soft-

ware tools that enable them to design

solutions to lighting problems for both

daylight and electric light, to simulate

lighting effects with mathematical

accuracy and render those simula-

tions with visually persuasive realism,

and to create the requisrte drawings,

specifications, and schedules to

ensure that their lighting designs are

properly implemented. Software is

also available for specialized lighting

tasks, from solar shadow-casting and

lighting-effi ciency calculations to

designing custom luminaires and con-

trolling theatrical effects such as

dimming, flashing, and color changes.

Architects may not need to
master or own every lighting soft-
ware tool, especially if they work

with lighting consultants and

designers, but they should at least
be aware of the tools available, the

way they work, and their strengths

and limitations,

Co nt ribut i ng edito r ler ry Laiser i n,

FAIA, provides strategic consulting

seryices to architects and their tech-

nology providers.

W\rrlA,V For more information on

technology for architects, including

reviews, vendor lists, and links,

go to Digitat Architect at

www. a rc h itectu ra I record,co m

Llghtlng and shadlngl
Lighting design and analysis soft-

ware simulate, or model, the
physical behavior of light as it inter-

acts with forms and surfaces of
varying shapes, textures, and colors.

For analytic or design purposes,

software procedures, or algorithms,

are applied to the geometry of a

building or interior space to calcu-
late the light energy falling on a

surface from any light source,

whether the sun or a lighting fixture.

Electric lighting must often be

designed to meet an acceptable

level of illumination appropriate for

the use of the space in question. For

example, to achieve a desired level

of uniform task illumination on 30-
inch-high desktops, software would

help the designer determine the
number, intensity, and spacing of
luminaires to be used.

Such calculations rapidly esca-

late in complexity as the number of
lighting sources increases and their
light radiation patterns vary. Also,

different materials reflect light in dif-

ferent ways, Surfaces such as

mirrors and polished stone reflect
light directly, while others such as

brick or painted wood diffuse it. The

total light energy impinging on any

surface includes both light radiating

directly from light sources as well as

light reflected from other surfaces.

The initial result of such lighting cal-

culations is an unwieldy listing of
computer-generated photometric

values that predict or correspond to
what a light meter would read at
each point in a physical space.

These results can be more readily

understood and assessed ifthe
mathematical values of lighting
intensity are plotted on a CAD

model by color gradients or'Talse

color," with warmer colors such as

red and yellow corresponding to
brighter light. The important distinc-

tion here is that mathematical

accuracy in lighting simulation is

seoarate from what most architects
think of as realistic visualization in

a rendering.

Architects and their clients

rightfully expect not just mathemati-

cally accurate lighting designs, but

also visually believable images of

those designs. In the past 15 years,

the shading algorithms built into

lighting and rendering software have

shown steady improvement in their

ability to display light effects realisti-

cally, Flat shading, the simplest

approach, is capable of showing

only direct light from a single

source. A flat-shaded sphere looks
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HOW TO PROPERLY gPECIfY MAPLT AT}ILETIC FLOORS

SPECITYING A MAPLE SPORTS

FLOORING SUBFLOOR SYSTEM

Now comes the hard part deciding what subfloor sys

tem to specifr for your pmject. MtrMA mandachrers

have spentyears testing and developing ahost ofsubfloor

systems to meet the needs of athletes and other users.

There are three basic subfloor desigrs: floating sys-

tems, fixed qystems, and anchored resilient systems.

Floating systems are exactlywhat they sound like -
they "float" over the concrete substrate and are not

mechanically fastened to the concrete slab in aqy

way. Fixed systems are mechanically fastened by

some method (anchor pins, screws, adhesive, etc.)

directly to the concrete substrate. Anchored resilient

systems are mechanically fastened to the concrete

substrate, but have a combination of components

that allow varying degees of additional resiliency

within the subfloor system.

There are benefits and drawbacks to each basic

design category depending on the unique parameters

ofyour project.

Start your specification decisions by asking questions:

* Who will be using this floor?

. What activities will be performed on the surface?

. How often will the facilitv be used in an

average year?

. Is the facility going to be subjected to long

idle periods?

. What is the climate in the a^rea of the installation?

' What types of IIVAC systems can I specifu for
the space?

. Is the installation below-grade, on-grade, or
above-gade?

Answers to these and other questions will help

you to eliminate subfloor designs that are inappro-

priate for your project.

PROPRIETARY AT{CHORED RESITIENT
SUBFLOOR SYSTEI,t DESlGf{S

Multiple combinations of steel, wood, composite

metal, plastic, neoprene, and rubber are signatures

of most anchored resilient subfloor systems.

Manufacturers have created proprietary menus of

combinations from which to choose, Anchored

resilient subfloor systems combine features of both

floating and fixed systems.

PROPRIETARY FIXED A}ID FLOATII{G
SUBFLOOR SYSTEM DESIGI{5

MFMA Manufacturers offer a variety of propri-

etary fxed and floating systems that they have

developed in some cases for specific applications.

Each has unique features and beneftts, Keep in
mind that some of these subfloor systems have

been designed for particular site conditions or

expected uses (i.e. below-gtade installation, instal-

lation in an area of widely-varying humidities, use

in an aerobics facility, use for modern dance stage).

"GENERIC" FIXED AND FLoATTNG
SUBFLOOR SYSTEM DESIGNS

Most proprietary anchored resilient, fixed and

floating subfloor system designs have evolved over

the years from the designs of a number of "generic"

subfloor systems. Eaeh ofthese systems has been on

the market for many years, and has been success-

fully installed in hundreds of facilities worldwide.

We refer to them as "generic" because the basic

designs are not patented by one manufacturer, and

each rystem is generally available from all manu-

facturers. The following is a short desoiption of

each of the "generic" MFMA subfloor designs:

Cushioned Sleeper System * The cushioned

sleeper floating-floor gntem consists of 2" x 3'k 4"

(nominal) kiln{ried hemlock, spruce, pine orfu sleep-

ers installed over 3/t" xZ r/t" x3" ot 5/s" x 2 l/a" x 3u rub-

ber or neoprene pads. The pads are mechanically

fastened to the bottom of the sleepers and are gen-

erally spaced at l-ft intervals on the sleepers. The

sleepers with pads are installed end-to-end at right

angles to the direction of the finished maple sur-

face with endjoints staggered 24" in adjacent rows.

Sleepers are spaced between 8" and 16" o.c.

depending on the thiclmess and grade ofthe maple

flooring surface and the resiliency required for the

project, The surface maple, sleepers and pads are

irctalled over a seam-sealed 6 mil. polyethylene

vapor barrier.

Cushioned Sleeper with One Layer of Plywood

System - The cushioned sleeper with plywood

Iloating.n6ga system consists of 2" x 3" x 4" (nomi-

nal) hln-dried hemlock, spruce, pine or fir sleepers

installed over 3/e" x2 t/4" x 3" or 5/8" x 2 3/,r" x 3" rub-

ber or neoprene pads. The pads are mechanically

fastened to the bottom of the sleepers and are gen-

erally spaced at l-ft intervals on the sleepers. The

sleepers with pads are insta"lled end-to-end at right

angles to the direction ofthe finished maple surface

with end joints staggered 24" in a{iacent rows.

Sleepers a.re spaced 12" 0.c., and a layer of t6lrz" x 4"

x 8" APA rated, 4ply CDX plywood is installed over

the sleepers at either a 46 or 90 degree angle to the

direction of the finished maple surface. The surtace

maple, plywood, sleepers and pads are installed over

a seam-sealed 6 mil. polyettrylene vapor barrier.

Doubte Plywood System - This low proflle

floating floor system consists of two layers of l5Az" x

4" x 8" APA rated, 4-ply CDX plywood generally

installed at 45 and 90 degee an$es to the direction

of the finished maple surface. 3/au xZ r/q' x 3" or 5/8"

xZ th" xS" rubber or neoprene pads are mechani-

cally fastened to the underside of the trottom layer

of plywood and are generally spaced at one foot

intervals (32 per plywood sheet). The surface

maple, plywood and pads are installed over a seam-

sealed 6 mil. polyethylene vapor barrier.

Nait-in-Channel System - This fixed system

consists of maple flooring installed over steel chan-

nels with a PVC, plyruood or hardwood core nailing

channel. Each nailing channel is set into 5/ro"

grooves spaced 12" o.c. in t/2" ot E/8" thick fiber-

board or closed-cell foam underlayment, and the

steel channels arc fastened through the underlay-

ment and into the concrete slab using 5/ro" head

diameter steel channel anchors. The maple flooring

is anchored to the subfloor materials using 2"

barbed cleats or 15 gauge coated staples, which are

clinched as they are driven into the core of each

steel channel. The entire system is installed over a

seam-sealed 6 mil. polyethylene vapor barrier.

Channel and Clip System - This fixed system

consists of maple flooring installed over 16 gauge

steel channels using 16 or 20 gauge steel clips to

fasten the flooring to the subfloor components.

Three different clip designs are available, and are

usually specified with a particular thickness of

maple flooring (clip-over-tongue design with 25lsz"

or 33/n" thick maple, clip-under-tongue design with
33/ilz" thick maple, or backwards-clip design wiih
27/n" thick maple). Each fastening channel is set

into 5/re" grooves spaced 12" o.c. in l/2" or 5/r" thick

fiberboard or closed-cell foam underlayment, and

the steel channels are fastened through the under-

layment and into the concrete slab using 5/ro" head

diameter steel channel anchors. The entire system

is installed over a seam-sealed 6 mil. polyethylene

vapor barrier.

QUESTIONS YOU SHOULD ASK WHEN
SPECIFYING A SUBTLOOR SYSTEM DESIGN

Ask questions of the manufacturer(s) of the sys-

tems you are considering, such as: Why did your

firm develop this subfloor design? Are there partic-

ular site conditions or end uses for which this sub-

floor design is particularly well suited? Are there

particular site conditions or end uses for which this

subfloor desigl is i]l suited?

Advertising supplement provided by The Maple Flooring Manufacturing Association
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5PEC|FYING A MAPLE sPORTs
TLOSRING SURFACE

There are several fupes of maple surfacing prod-

ucts from which to choose. Maple flooring comes in

three basic configurations: random-length strip (the

most popuiar and most common), finger-jointed

strip, and parquet. Each of these surface materials

can be insta.lled in a single direction, or can be laid

in patterns such as a checkerboard, chewon, etc.

Here are basic descriptions of each type of flooring:

Rarrdom-L*ngth Strip - Individual pieces of

flooring, typically 1 r/2" or 214" wide, with lengths

between 9" and 8". The mosi common ihickness

specified is 26ltz", but lBlcz" thick random-length

strip flooring is also available. This surface mate-

rial is installed like a horizontal brick wall, with
each piece being overlapped with agacent pieces

and fastened inio the subfloor with cleats, staples

or steel clips, depending on the subfloor chosen

for the project.

Fi*g*r-Jsixted $tr!p - A number of random-

length strip segmentsjoined together at the manu-

facturing plant to form a consistent length board.

The most common thickness specified is 25ls2", but
317;2" thick finger-jointed strip flooring is also avail-

able. This surface material is also installed like a

horizontal brick wall, with each consistent-length

board being overlapped with adjacent boards and

fastened into the subfloor with cleats, staples or

steel clips, depending on the subfloor chosen for

the project.

F*rquet - Hard maple parquet flooring is manu-

factured in square and rectangular panels in a varieff

of dimensions. Individual picket widths range from
i/ir" to lrls", and picket lenghs range from 5 t/2" to 12".

Minimum thickness of MFMA parquet flooring is
5/r0". Individual pickets, assembled into panels, are

eitherjoined together bywire, mesh, or tape on the

back of the panel, or paperface on the front (or sur-

face) of the panel. Parquet flooring is typically

installed directly to the concrete substrate using

adhesive/mastic, or over subfloor systems that con-

tain conthuous subfloors (plywood or similar).

SAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS FOR
MAPLE FLOORING

Random Lengh Strip flooring is the surface mate-

rial most frequenily specified for sports flooring

applications. When writing the specification for

Random Lengh strip flooring, speciff as "MFMA -RL
(Random Length) strip flooring," and tist the

required species, grade, and thickness. A tlpical
specification should appear as followsr

2.1 Materials

A. Flooring shall be MFMA-RL (Random Length)

Northern Hard Maple, 2%r' thick x 2rlr" wide,

Second and Better Grade; T & G and EM; grade

marked and stamped as produced by an MFMA

member manufacturer.

Finger Jointed strip flooring is specified in a similar

manner as Random Lengh strip flooring, For exam-

ple, when ordering Finger Jointed strip flooring,

speci$ as "MFMA-FJ (Finger Jointed) strip floor-

ing," and list the required species, grade, and thick-

ness. A typical specification should appear as follows:

2.l Materials

B. Flooring shall be MFMA-FJ (Finger Jointed)

Northern Hard Maple, 25li:" thick x 214" wide,

Second and Better Grade; T & G and EM; grade

marked and stamped as produced by an MFMA

member manufacturer.

Parquet flooring is specified in a similar manner

as Random Length Strip flooring. For example,

when ordering MFMA Parquet flooring, speci$ as

"MFMA-PQ (Parquet) flooring," and list the

required species, grade, thicliness and picket size.

A fupical specification should appear as follows:

2.1 Materials

A. Flooring shall be MFMA-PQ @arquet)
Northern Hard Maple, 5/re" thick, Second and

Better Grade; fastened together in panels using

mesh, tape or wire backing 0r paper facing; grade

marked and stamped as produced by an MFMA

member manufacturer, E

Aaour rHE fifiApLE Fr-sonlNs Mer*urncruRERs AssoctATtoN {nnFMA}
The Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association (MFMA) is the authoritative source of technical and general information about maple flooring and relat-

ed sports flooring systems. MFMAs membership consists ofmanufacturers, installation contractors, distributors and allied product manufacturers who sub.

scribe to established quality guidelines. Through cooperative member programs, MFlvlA establishes product quality, performance and installation guide-

lines; educates end users atrout sa"fety, performance and maintenance issues; and promotes the use ofnorthern hard maple (Acer saccharum), yellow birch
(Betula alleghaniensis) and beech (Fagus grandifolia) flooring products worldwide. To contact the association: MFMA, 60 Revere Dr., Suite b00,

Northbrook, IL., 60062. U.S.A. Phone 847-480-9138. Fax 847-480-9282. Website wwwmaplefloor.org. Email mfma@maplefloor.org.
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LEARNTNG OBf ECTTVES:

After reading this section and answeringthe seil-test questions at the end, architectswill be able to:

. Describe the various categories ofwood sports flooring system subfloor configurations

. Describe the various types of wood sports flooring surface materials

. Cite the most critical specificatimconsiderationswhen deeignfu atlrleticfacilityfloors

Befer to the learning objectives aborrc. Complete the que$tions below. Tten turn the page upside down and check your answers. Fill out the self-report

on page 382 and submit it or use f,lte Continuing Dducation self-report form on Rncord's Web site, www,architecturalrecord.com, to receive one

Learning Unit including one hour of health safety welfa,re credit.

Quesrous:
l. What makes northern hard maple a better choice than synthetic

material for sports flooring?

2. What are the surface configurations available in maple flooring?

3. When writing a specilication, what information should be included?

4. What are the differences between the three basic subflooring systems?

5. What performance characteristics are important considerations in

selecting a floor system?
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www.maplefloor.org
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Use the learning objeca below to focus your study as you

rerd Positiae Pressure Rippks Through tbe Door Industry.

To earn one AIA/CES learning Unit including one

hour ofhealth safety welfare credit, answer the ques-

tions on page 296 and follow the reponing instructions on

page 382. Or use the Continuing Education self-report

form on RecordiYleb site 
- 

www.architecturaltecord.

I.[IRI{II{G OEJEGTIYES:
. Explain why positive pressure fire testing is being

adopted by local building codes.

. Describe the differences berween traditional fire test
ing and positive pressure fire testing.

. Discuss the expected changes in door and window
assembly construction.

The Window and Door Manufacturers
Association N7DMA) recognizes the com-
plicity of compliance with the new code

requirements and has issued the Tbchnical

Bulletin: Positiue Pressare Fire Doors.This
document guides architects, specifiers, code

officials, and manufacturers through the new
language surrounding positive pressure. In
addicion, \7DMA continues to be an excel-

lent resource for technical information on all

aspects of the door and window industry.

ldoption of Positive Pressure Godes

First, some badrground. For more than a

decade, there has been a consistent call fiom
some fire protection experts to revise the fire

door test standards, requiring them to be

conducted with positive pressure. The most

notable advocate of this change was John G.
(Gus) Degenkolb, a fire safety consultant

based in Carson Ciry Nevada, who was the

chairman of the National Fire Protection
Association's NFPAS 80, Sandard for Fire

Doors and Fire'S7indows.

Degenkolb, and others, argued that posi-

tive pressure represents a better simulation
ofthe conditions that occur in real fires in
real buildings than the traditional negative

or "neutral" pressure fire test. At the same

time, the positive pressure test is practiced

internationally through such codes as ISO
3008, BS 476,andJISA 1311.

Basically, during a fire test, pressure is

dweloped in a furnace. Positive pressure forces

air out of the furnace. Negative pressure acts

to pull air into the firrnace.

In traditiond fire door and window tests,

the fi.unace pressure at the top of the assembly

is maintained slighdy negative relative to the

1f, fter a decade ofheated debate, positive
Fl pressure testing fire testing is a reality.

It is pro.iected that by 2003 most state and
local building codes will mandate positive
pressure testing versus the traditional neutral
testing methods. Yet, controversy still sur-
rounds the issue, because the uansition from
the former way of testing fire doors has wide-

spread implications for architects, specifiers,

manufacturers, and code officials. At issue

are the exact specifications required, how
manufacturers anticipate fire door products
will change, and how specifiers can be assured

of product compliance.
Yet, the situation is even more compli-

cated, due to the current debate over dre con-

solidation of building codes in this country.

As the transition conrinues, debate in the
code communiry does too, over requirements

for testing, certification, labeling, and instal-

lation. all of which can affect the ultimate
design offire doors.

ambient environment. This means that cool
ambient air will tend to be drawn into the
firrnace through any cracks or openings. This
keeps some areas cooler than they might
otherwise get or it may cause combustibles
to burn faster due to an increase in air supply.

The positive pressure test requires that the
"neutral pressure plane" be established at 40
inches above the sill for door assemblies and

2/3s down from the top of window assemblies

within the first five minutes of the test. This
c:ruses a positive pressure to be created above

these locations. There will still be negative

pressure below these points, but the magni-

tude of the pressure difference will be smaller

and, thus, any airflow into the furnace at the

bottom of the assembly will be less than in
neutral oressure tests.

uBc 7-2-1997. ULr 0C. ASTM 2074
-PQSITIVE PRESSURE TEST-

AFTER 5 MINUTES

-.u -.6 0-0 -o5 .10

FURJ{AOE PRESSURE 0NCH WC,)

Positiue Prcsure Fire Chamber
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(ASTM E152, UL1OB,
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..1A ..05 0.0 .ta J0
FURNACE PRESSURE {INCH W.C.)

Negatiue Pressure Fire Chamber

More importantly, hot furnace gases will be pushed out
through any cracks or openings in the assembly located above the
neutral pressure plane. This could result in failures. \7ood-edged
doors may have the wood burn along the edges to the outside
face, causing flaming on the exposed face, constituting failure.
'Wood frames may do the same. Gases evolved from door cores

may also ignite and burn like gas rorches on rhe unexposed face
of the assembly.

In this country positive pressure testing methods were dweloped
and adopted into Volume 3, Standard 7-2 of the Uniform Building
Code (UBC) in 1977.In addition to "flaming criteria," part one of
the UBC positive pressure test includes a "cotron pad ignition tesr" to
evaluate the passage ofhot gas through the assembly. The cotton pad
test, which applies only to remperarure rise rated doors, uses a swatch
ofcotton gauze is held an inch from any suspected hot gas leakage

poina. If the cotton ignites in 20 seconds or less, the assembly fails.

Part Two of the 1997 UBC 7 -2 code concerns the smoke and
draft conuol assemblies. This test requires measurement of the air
leakage rate through the assembly at both ambient (i.e. room tem-
perature) and elevated (400 degree F) temperatures. The tesr proce-
dure requires leakage measurements at pressures of 0.05, 0.1,0.2,
and 0.3 inches water column at both 75 degrees F and 400 degrees

F; a total of eight measurements. Acceptable performance is defined
as less than or equal to 3 cubic feet ofair per minute per square foot
of assembly area at 0. l0 inch water column pressure. Assemblies

qualifying under this standard will include an "S" designation on the
fire-rating label.

The group responsible for the UBC document (ICBO-Interna-
tional Conference of Building Officials) was rhe first agency in the
United States to include and adopt positive pressure fire door tesring.
During the development of the 1997 version of the UBC, debate
ensued on a couple oftopics (as it had for the entire decade).

The first was challenging the need for the change to positive

pressure in the test method. Current neutral pressure-tested fire door
assemblies had performed nearly flawless for many, many years. The
argument being, that if something is working, why fix it? Secondly,

if we were going to become like the rest of the world and change to

positive pressure testing, we needed to drop the hose srream portion

rosrTtuE ?rrssu[[ nt??tEs rfinf0el r[E r00n riilsTnY

of the neutral pressure test. This is where a fire door assembly is

subjected to the cooling, erosion, and impact ofa fire hose stream

of water, for a specified duration immediately after the fire endurance

portion of the test. If the combination of the positive pressure fire

test and the hose stream test were included in the code (which it
eventually was), it would make the new test method the most diffi-
cult to pass in the world.

Meanwhile, the International Building Code been written, also

requiring testing under positive pressure conditions. Where ICBO

wrote its own test standard, the IBC adopted a heretofore neutral

pr€ssure test standard, NFPA 252, and converted it for positive

pressure use through code language. By 2003, most of the states in

this country are expected to be using some version of the new IBC,

which may replace the 1997 UBC.
The use of positive pressure testing in Europe and elsewhere has

lead to the manufacture of fire doors that incorporate "intumescent"

seals. Intumescents are special components that have the ability

to swell or foam when exposed to high temperatures and are an

effective method of preventing hot gases from leaking. These

materials are incorporated into the edges of the doors, frames,

or in applied gasketing systems. (See photo below.)

Inturnescent Seals

lc;crcrrriorr .r l.rrfrot$rr3
Manufacturers, specifiers, and architects have been uncerrain as ro

the how the change in the code would affect the manufacturing of
fire doors.'Would all fire doors and windows need to be retested?
'Would existing designs pass the revised test? How soon would these

products be needed on the market? How would building ofiicials,

architects, specifiers, and builders know which products, or systems

comply with the new requirements?

As the codes are being implemented over time, the transition can be

difficult rough. Here is how producs are expected to change.

. WOOD DOORS: The challenge of re-engineering wood doors to meer

the requirements of positive pressure is to protect against excessive

charring and flaming along the edges and at the rop where positive

pressure will force 1,700 degree F smoke and gases from the furnace

through the test assembly. Also, any penetration ofhardware or vision

Iites that occur 40 inches or above on rhe door require re-evaluation.

Mvenising Supplement Provided byVindow and Door Manufacurers Association
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POSIIIVT PRESSURE RIPP1ES IINOUGH IIIE IIOOR ITDUSIRY

IilNf,IXG OIJEGTIUES:

. Explain why positive pressure fire testing is being adopted by loca.l building codes.

. Describe the differences between traditional fire testing and positive pressure fire testing.

. Discuss the expected changes in door and window assembly construction.

IlISTf,UGTIOlIS:

Refer to the learning objectives above. Complete the questions below. Then turn the page upside down and check your answers. Fill out the self

report form on page 382 and submit it or use the Continuing Education self report form on Record'sweb site - www.architecturalrecord.com -

to receive one AIA,/CES Learning Unit including one hour of health safety welfare credit.
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l. Why is positive pressure fire testing being adopted?

2. What is the difference between traditional fire testins
and positive pressure fire testing?

3. What was the result of the use of positive pressure testing
in Eurooe?

4. What is being done to help manufacturers comply with
positive pressure testing?
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5. How will door assemblies be redesigned to pass positive
pressure testing?

For additional information about the Vindow and Door Manufacturers Association contact:
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and slass benefits a Canadian elub

Judicious lighting institutes an open, friendlier backdrop for true-life episodes of L.A. Law

Not far from the illuminated land-

scape encircling Los Angeles

International Airport, the glowing

exterior of a new branch facility of

the LA County court system creates

its own striking presence in the

night sky. And when facing court

appearances during daytime hours,

citizens might find the transition

from bright California sunlight to the

sequestered halls of justice less

foreboding than if they entered a

dark courtroom, Collaborating

architects Ellerbe Becket and

Mosakowski Lindsey Associates

(MLA), aided by the Mintz Lighting

Group design consultants, have cre-

ated a contemporary, public-friendly

civic building,
"The county administrators and

planners wanted an environment

that signaled courthouses have

changed from what they were a

hundred years ago;'says Rey

Tuazon, MLA design principal. "They

didn't want the courthouse to seem

massive, insular, or bunker-style, but

instead more welcoming to visitors

and the professionals who work
here. The lighting design is an exten-

sion of that more open policyJ'

"Of course, citizens come to
courthouses to be prosecuted and

sentenced, but some people also

enter to get licenses and permits or
to pay parking tickets;' observes

principal lighting designer David

Mintz. "We didn't want everyone

accessing public services to feel as

though they were going to jail."

To create less intimidating

backdrops for real-life episodes of

L.A. Law,lighting was carefully inte-

grated within architectural forms

and well-detailed materials. The

entrance to the 12-story courthouse
resembles the look of a high-end

commercial office tower, rather than
a gateway to the judicial branch.

The curving glass facade wraps a

two-story lobby gallery lit with

metal-halide fixtures that evoke a

feeling of openness. The lighting

helps to provide a smooth transition

illurninating the halls of justice CIn th* West Ccast
* A futuristic model residence is wrni:p*el with the

fabric-wrapped acoustical panels

along side walls. The perimeter light-

ing helps to compensate for the

absence of windows inside the

courtrooms and allows low levels of
ambient illumination when overhead

lighting is lowered during audio-

visual oresentations.

The design team faced the

challenge of providing versatile light

levels to accommodate daily court

activity as well as dimming for a

variety of audiovisual needs. Budget

limitations. however. overruled

installation of a preset dimming sys-

tem, so the lighting team opted for

a cost-effective alternative. "Our

solution was to install compact

fluorescent downlights with lamps

that are individually ballasted and

circuited for individual switching;'

explains associate principal lighting

designer Kenneth Douglas.

At the request of the design

architect, recessed compact fl uores-

cent fixtures were installed at ceiling

oanel intersections within the court-

rooms to leave the curved

ceiling sections free of
additional perforations.

Judges' chambers feature

compact fluorescents.

DirecVindirect linear

fluorescents illuminate

hallways, which offer views

outdoors via the glass cur-

tain wall. "There is always

a high level of tension and

emotion in courtrooms,"

explains Mintz. "When peo-

ple take a break ftom these

courtrooms, it is a nice fea-

ture to have a bright, open

space to walk inl'

Set on time-clock con-

trols, the direcvindirect
linear fl uorescents keep

the facade of the court-

house shining as a civic

symbol during off-hours.

Leanne B. French

05.01 Architectural Record 3O5

. Backlighting wooci
right white light

from outside to indoors. ltalian
porcelain-tile flooring is comple-
mented by walls of marble and

polished granite, which are accentu-

ated with metal halides. The curved

glass wall leads circulation toward

an expansive inner lobby, where a

35-foot-high vaulted ceiling further
reinforces openness. Fluorescent

uplights wash the ceiling to empha-

size its height. HID metal-halide

downlights provide general illumina-

tion, accompanied by metal-halide

wall washers and custom fixtures

mounted in a staggered arrange-

ment to wash the floor evenly.

Compact fluorescent downlights illu-

minate elevator lobbies.

Within each courtroom, a

semicircular judge's bench is angled

in a corner to allow for optimum

viewing by the attorneys, jury, and

public gallery. A makore-wood-clad

wall behind the judge's bench is

accentuated by linear fluorescent

cove lighting, while compact fluores-

cent fixtures set in soffits highlight
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The facade glows from within (left). Corridors

fuature daylight and views (top), Compast

fluorescents light courtrooms (above).



r Creative Uses

A translucent bar and overhead light box
generate ambient illumination at Bamboo
Calgary, Canada, might not seem

like an obvious locale for a
Polynesian tiki bar, but Bamboo

accomplishes the latitude adjust-

ment with "surf's up" playfulness.

Designed by McKinley Dang

Burkart, the 2,000-square-foot

nightspot caters to a young clientele

of clubgoers and lounge lizards lin-

ing up for Bora Bora punch served

in coconut shells topped with dry-

ice fog
When creating an energetic

backdrop for the cocKail crowd,

principal designer Walker McKinley

says he wanted to evoke a retro,

South Seas look "without crashing

into a wall of kitsch. The bar was

conceived as an abstracted version

of a Westernized tiki lounge from the

1970s. We wanted to create appro-

priate imagery in broad strokes,

interior elements that could be

appreciated even when the bar is
packed with patrons standing shoul-

der-to-shoulder."

McKinley and project designer

Tony Leong wrapped the space with
natural flnishes-a maple floor,

zebra-wood paneling with bamboo

inserts, and a back bar featuring a
wenge wood top. Brin$ng the room

to life is ambient lighting that
stretches out in several directions.

"The client, Victor Choy, of the

Concorde Group, wanted the lighting

levels to remain relatively low,"

McKinley says, "but we needed to
create enough ambient illumination

so that patrons won't feel closed in

when the room fills up. We created

three main threads of light that run

the length of the room along differ-

ent planesJ'

A crashing blue wave rolls

across the front of the bar. Silk-

screened onto glass panels, the

image is backlit by linear fluores-

cents. Behind the bar, additional

fluorescents light bottles set along
glass shelves within a rectangular

niche, which is backed by mirrors.

Overhead, a 2S-foot-long deco-

rative rafter is constructed of Lucite

sheathed in a thin pine veneer.

Dimmed incandescents backlight

the wood grain to create a warm
glow. "The light box is suspended

from a slot in the ceiling so it

appears to float above the bar,"

McKinley says. Two vintage pen-

dants, Modernist classics designed

by George Nelson, are focal points

at one end of the bar, Inset along an

adjacent wall, three Polynesian

totems-fi berglass set pieces-are
backlit by red-gelled incandescents.

William Weathersby, Jr.
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A shoe store outpaces
the competition with

high-contrast accents
imparting a youthful glow

By Leanne B. French

igh atop a hill in Hollywood, Universal Studios Citywalk is

a street of dreams-if you are a die-hard shopper or love the
nightlife. With a master plan by Jerde Partnership International,
the cacophonous retail and entertainment complex made its

debut in 1993. A 1,500-foot-long pedestrian promenade serves as a cen-
tral spine that connects the three anchors of Universal's vast movie
studio complex: an amphitheater, 18-screen cinema, and theme park.
The boulevard blends shops, restaurants, bars, nightclubs, and arcades-
all housed within a collage of buildings constructed from a fancifirl kit of
parts. Decorative towers and neon marquees are juxtaposed with color-
ful walls, layered grids, and playful signage. It's an architecture of
compacted, exaggerated forms meant to attract and entertain, with light-
ing cues leading the way along the street.

Part of a recent expansion to the complex, Skechers USA is a
new retail arrival. Rather than try to outshine its competitors with maxi-
mum wattage to attract attention, the 2,500-square-foot shoe store puts
its best foot forward in a streamlined environment tailored with high-
contrast illumination by Lighting Design Alliance (LDA).

Collaborating with MPA Architects and retail designer ME
Productions, the lighting design team aimed to underscore Skechers'
youthful image by taking what is-considering the frenetic context-a
relatively less-is-more approach. "CiryWalk is an overt,'visually loud' area

where every retailer is competing with its neighbors for attention," says

LDA senior designer Archit Jain. "Most retailers here light their stores

brightly to draw customers inside, but we didn't want to blast light out
onto the thoroughfare or along every interior plane. Instead, we chose to
lure people inside by creating an integrated interior that features avariely
of high-contrast illuminated surfaces."

A California-based footwear companyknown for its casual shoes

Leanne B. French, a freelance writer and editor based in New York City, special-

izes in architecture and entertainment design.

Project: Skechers USA,

Hollywood, Calif.

Architect: MPA Architects

Retail designer: ME Productions

Lighting designer: Lighting D esign

Alliance-Chip Israel, IALD, princi-
pal; Archit Jain, Frank Feist, designers

Sources

Adjustable downlights: Lightolier

Multihead f ixtures: Translite

Compact f luorescents: Wila

Dispfay fixtures: Premier

Track lighting: Alkco

Neon: Promotional Signs

M/WV\/ For more information on

the people and products involved in

this project, go to Lighting at

www.a rc h itectu ra l reco rd,co m
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Track fixtures fitted

with halogen infrared

PAR lamps spotlight

merchandise (this

page and opposite).

Multihead, low-voltage

fixtures light additional

displays. Compact fluo-

rescent downlights

fitted with louvers pro-

vide ambient lighting

for circulation routes.
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and edgy designs, Skechers was looking to establish an upgraded three-
dimensional brand identity that could be adapted to other locations.
Viewed from the entrance, the interior is bathed in the signature hue
"Skechers blue." tanslucent walls undulate with blue neon backlighting,
rising toward a reflective silver ceiling. Niches enveloping footwear displays
also are backlit with blue neon. The design team met with the display man-
ufacturer to conduct mock-ups, determining the space required between
the neon tubes and the cases so that the lighting elements are not visible
and displays are evenly illuminated. The tops of the neon boxes have also

THE COMBINATION OF FLUORESCENT
AND INCANNESCENT SOURCES ENSURES
THAT THE VIBRANT COLORS OF
THE SHOES ARE REI-IDEREII ACCURATELY.

been Ieft intentionally open so that the ceiling receives additional bounce
light from the linear runs of neon. Video walls with multiple monitors rein-
force the theme of "inner gloq" but were left unlighted to create contrast
spill light depending on what images are showcased on-screen.

"Because backlit display units create the illusion of a brighter
area and the silver ceiling picks up the blue sheen of the walls, we were
given the latitude of reducing ambient lighting levels on the sales floor to
a minimum," Jain says. Rather than the higher baseJevel lighting of a typ-
ical retail environment, LDA dimmed ambient levels at Skechers to
between l0 and 15 foot-candles, using 32-watt high-color-rendering
compact fluorescents. By contrast, adjustable low-voltage spots with a 50-
to 60-foot-candle output draw attention to the backlit displays. "We cre-

<
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ated between 5- and l0-to-l ratios between the actual displays and cir-
culation areas around them so that the store doesn't appear very bright
overall, but the merchandise is very punched up," Iain explains.

In another departure from traditional shoe-store lighting, LDA
downplayed track fixtures. Accent lighting is partially concealed within a

stepped ceiling that accommodates 60-watt halogen infrared PAR fix-
tures, which downlight displays along the perimeter of the store. To save

energy, HIRs were specified instead of standard halogen lamps. Two dif-
ferent beam spreads are employed for flexibility: floods light the tops of
displays while spots showcase the lower sections.

In the center of the store, high-color-rendering compact fluo-
rescent downlights fitted with louvers provide ambient illumination that
aids circulation. Accenting central displays, multihead, low-voltage
spotlights also are integrated into the ceiling. Each fixture combines six
low-voltage, narrow-spot MRl6s in a design that hides wires within the
fixture frame. A combination of fluorescent and incandescent lighting
sources throughout the store ensures that the frrll spectrum of Skechers'
multicolored shoe line is rendered well. "The fluorescents helped high-
light the ranges ofblue and green, and the incandescents helped with the
yellow and red tones," Jain says.

The CityWalk Skechers has served as a protoq?e for new stores
in New York City, London, Dusseldorf, Paris, and the company's home
base of Manhattan Beach, Calif. fain attributes the adaptability of the
design to the close collaboration between the interior designers and the
architects, fixture fabricators, and Iighting team early in the design phase.
"Lighting was valued as an element that could enhance the curvilinear
forms and fixture detailing in addition to showcasing the product," he
says. "The high-contrast illumination unifies the signature ambience." I

a
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Lighting supports a ftexible work environment
and polishes the image of a public broadcast studio

by Nayana Gurrimbhoy

hiladelphia's sister public radio and television stations, operating
under the call letters WHYY, are broadcasting a new image on the
city's historic Independence Mall. Housed for more than a

decade in a building constructed in 1975 as a civic museum com-
memorating the Philadelphia bicentennial, the broadcasting corporation
recently commissioned a renovation to upgrade studio facilities and
recharge its community identity. Redesigned by Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann
Associates/Philadelphia, in collaboration with the Lighting Practice, the
54,000-square-foot complex incorporates advanced digital broadcast
technologies within flexible work environments.

The canted planes of the new facade, with a cantilevered metal
roof stretching above a double-height grid of windows, appear like com-
ponents of a giant laptop popped open within the historic district. "The
facade is composed of simple, abstract elements so that the building,
much smaller than its neighbors, would not seem diminutive," says pro-
ject architect Michael Oei, AIA. "Tiansparency is used as a metaphor for
democracy, accountabiliry and openness-reflecting the station's new
vision of itself as a visible, accessible, and cutting-edge operation."

Constructed of nonreflective glass and articulated by thin mul-
lions, the facade invites visitors or passersby to peer inside at the station's
inner workings. "The building is like a television screen or personal com-
puter; you look through a two-dimensional surface to see the
three-dimensional space within," says Alfred Borden, IALD, principal
lighting designer. "To emphasize the station's openness and varied depart-
ments coming together, we uplighted the ceilings and illuminated all
vertical interior surfaces that are visible from the plaza."

Along the exterior, small metal-halide accent luminaires are
mounted within the landscape to highlight the metal-clad edges of the
building. Inside the lobby, an 80-footJong and two-foot-high electronic
ticker tape flashes a continuous amber-character display announcing
news and information. Four stainless-steel screens set on a sliding track
depict relevant graphic images. The panels can be used to obscure the
interior broadcast studios when privacy is required.

Behind the facade, glass walls front ground-floor studios and
control rooms, allowing observation of live broadcasts. Because interactiv-

Nayana Currimbhoy is a New York City-based writer specializing in design and
architecture. She is a frequent contributor to REcoRD LrcHTrNG.
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Showcasing the illuminated interiors of the two-floor complex, the glass-wall

facade acts as a beacon, proclaiming the station's public missaon.

ity is a byword within the new station, also visible is the Technical Resource

Center, the technical heart of the enterprise that houses broadcast equip-
ment. "Basically, we turned the station inside out," Oei says. "We brought
the working elements of the building up to the line of the glass elevation."

The interior volume is configured into separate radio and televi-
sion studios, conference and meeting spaces, and office areas on two floors.
The high-tech imagery of the facade continues inside, with exposed struc-
tural beams complemented by finishes including glass, metal, and
fiberglass. The corrugated metal of the roof sweeps inside as a canopy.

Perforated aluminum materials clad ceilings, wall dividers, and stairway

Project: WHYY Studios, Philadelphia

Architect: Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann

A s s o ci ate s / P hiladelp hi a-Mi ch a el

Oei, tt,+, project architect; Adrienne

Ca r r u t h, project inter ior d esign er

Lighting designer: The Lighting

Practice-Alfred Borden, IALD, prin-
cipal designer; Erin Friar

Sources

lnterior downli$htsi Co op er

Lighting, Lithonia

f ndirect f ighting: Corelite, Neoray

Glass pendants: Delray Lighting

Cofd cathode: National Cathode

Cable f ighting:, Tech Lighting
Exterior accent lights: BK Lighting
Bollards: Sellrx

VI/VVW For more information on

the people and products involved in

this project, go to Lighting at

www. a rc h itectu ra I rec o rd.co m
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banisters. Textured-glass partitions and sliding panels provide flexibility
and a degree of privacy for broadcasts.

"Besides creating a flexible work environment, we also wanted to

offer a sense of drama," says project interior designer Adrienne Carruth,
"There are frequent public tours of the studio, and visitors expect to see the-

atrics." The studio walls are painted with saturated colors-blue (a subtle

reference to video monitors) for television studios and green for radio

rooms. Three-sided trusses support broadcast cables and lights, while studio

E}IERGY.EFFICIENT OFFICE ANII DISPLAY
LIGHTING WAS A PRIORITY FOR THE
PUBLICLY FUNDED TV AND RADIO STATION.

Fresnel fixtures have been refitted with compact fluorescent lamps with
color gels. Although not bright enough to be functional, the lamps give a

theatrical sheen to public areas. A performance studio, used for recording

radio broadcasts and small-scale musical performances, is equipped with
maple-veneer acoustical panels and a fabric-covered wall. Ceiling-mounted,

300-watt halogen pendants are equipped with counterweights so they can be

lowered for versatile, scenic looks during live performances.

The central lobby and circulation route, referred to in-house

as "the avenue," can also accommodate special events and musical per-

formances. A steel track running above glass-enclosed studios and

conference rooms is used as a channel for carrying lighting cables and

equipment wiring. Here another grid of refitted theatrical fixtures adds

an air of studio excitement overhead.

3'.:6 Architectural Record 05.01

In a circulation lobby

known as "the avenue,"

theatrical fixtures have

been refitted with

gelled compact fluoles-

cents to evoke the

ambience of live broad-

casts without requiring

high energy consump-

tlon (above top). A

reception area employs

ceiling-inset compact

f luorescents f itted with

blue rings (above).
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"Because the station is a nonprofit, publicly funded organization,

we had to make the lighting very energy efficient," Borden says. Cold-cath-
ode cove lighting washes the face of the radio studios on the first floor, while

evenly spaced pendant fixtures fitted with T8 compact fluorescent lamps

were specilied on the second floor. Indirect lighting fiom the lobby and pub-

lic spaces creates layers oflight, producing a glow behind the glass facade.

A floating ceiling dropped above workstations in the open office

areas on the second level serves as an acoustical and light buffer. Suspended

by steel cables from trusses, the painted ceiling called "the cloud" by work-
ers features a jagged edge around its perimeter, ailowing a glimpse of the

DIRTCTIINDIRSCT T8 FLTJORESCENTS

ILLUMINATE OPEN OFFICE ARTAS WI.IILS
METAL HALINES AGCENT BRIGHT WALLS-
uppermost metal roofing. Combination down/uplight pendants htted with
T8 fluorescents accentuate the dropped ceiling and provide ambient illumi-
nation for workstations. Above the floating ceiling, metal-halide floods are

focused to accentuate the blue wall enclosing the television studio. A row of
windows set within the enclosure is aligned with the offices and workspaces

to provide lines of sight.

To further step up public outreach, WHYY plans to enhance the

public plaza at its doorstep with additional lighting and media elements.

Proposals include the installation of l0-foot-tall projection screens to

showcase interactive videos, in which visitors would be able to n-ranipulate

their own closeup-ready images. I
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Within the second-floor

office areas, runs ofTS

fluorescent pendants

provide both ambient

and task illumination
(right). Above the
jagged-edged dlopped

ceiling, a row of metal

halides washes the

blue wall that encloses

the broadcast televi-

sion studio (right and

below). Lighting works

in tandem with architec-

tural form to open the

workings ofthe studio to

the public realm.
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The uplit Lake Robbins Bridge acts as a nighttime
gateway to a new River Watk-style devetopment

By Gharles Llnn, AtA

rom a distance, the 600-foot-long, 120-foot-tall bowstring truss
that spans Lake Robbins at The Woodlands, Tex., appears to
support a bridge. In fact, the arc ofsteel really serves as a visual
gateway to the commercial center of this new town and doesn't

support anything but itself-the bridges that have been constructed on
both sides of the truss are supported by concrete piers.

Whybuild such a large, elaborate sculpture? To answer the ques-

tion, it is necessary to know something about ongoing development at this
highly successfi:l planned community. Planning for The Woodlands, which
is located about an hour's drive north of Houston, started in 1969 as part of
the New CommunityAct, and construction began in 1973. The idea of inte-
grating home, education, retail, and clean industry within a planned

development worked, and today the town of 65,000 is thriving.
Lake Robbins is a reservoir constructed when The Woodlands

was first developed. A former drainage ditch that runs between Lake
Robbins and nearby Lake Woodlands is now being transformed into the
Town CenterWaterway, a new commercial and retail development that is

The steel members of

the Lake Robbins

Bridge are illuminated

from below so their

interior surfaces are

grazed, while theil
extedor surfaces ate

kept in shadow. This

silhouetting helps pre-

serve a sense of the
dimensionality of the

truss, whereas flood-

lighting would have

given the structure a

flattened appearance.

intended to be reminiscent of San Antonio's River Walk. This lZ-mile-
long development will include shops, restaurants, offices, and linear parks

and will be served by public and waterborne transit. The Lake Robbins
Bridge is a critical piece of the master plan because it will anchor one end

of the waterway. It already marks the entrance to the commercial district
from nearby Interstate 45 and has become a local landmark.

Designer John Bos, principal of Bos Lighting Design, explains

how the shape ofthe bridge evolved out oftle design process. "The first
iteration was a real bowstring truss bridge. But when the designers

THE ILLUMINATED BOWSTRING TRUSS OF
THE BRIDGE PROVIDES VISUAL EXCITEMENT
RATHER THAN STRUCTURAL SUPPORT.
found out what it would cost, they value-engineered it into two self-

supporting bridges. They liked the image of the boq so they kept the
shape but made it nonstructural. The concrete abutments were con-
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structed first, followed by the large top arch. The apexes of triangular
web members were then hung from the top arch, and a light inverted

arch was suspended from the bottom corners ofeach web triangle.
"The original idea for lighting the sculptural truss was to mount

pole lights on the inside lane of each bridge and floodlight it," Bos con-

tinues. "We argued that it would flatten the appearance of the structure,

because with the inside and outside of the bridge lit equally, you d see all

the members, but you wouldn't be able to see the volume space captured

by the structure."
Bos turned the problem inside out by uplighting the inside sur-

faces of the structural members from below and letting the outsides go

into silhouette. "In this way,'he explains, "you're always seeing through a

dark foreground to a lit background, which gives a lot of depth." The

metal-halide floodlights were mounted on steel beams that cross the 50-

foot-wide open space betlveen the bridges. To accommodate the variations

in height and width of the structure, 24 fixtures were used, with various

beamspreads and lamp wattages ranging from 250 to 400 watts.

Steplights with 70-watt metal-halide lamps are mounted into

326 Architectursl Record 05.01

The truss is installed in

a 50-foot-wide space

between two bridges.

The metal-halide fix-
tures uplighting the

sculptural truss are

centered on steel

crossbeams that span

this opening (above).

the handrails of each bridge to send beams of light skimming across traf-
fic lanes. "They're really markers and run the entire length of the bridge,"

says Bos. "Therefore we were able to avoid using poles on the bridge'

which would have interfered with the appearance." Beyond the bridge, the

roadway picks up with shoebox-t1pe street lighting. I

Project: Lake Robbins Bridge, General contractol: NGB Constructors

The Woodlands. Texas

Owner The Woodlands Corporation sources

Architect:Ford,Powell,and Exteriorfloodligihts=Sterner/Infranor

Carson-Boone Powell, FAIA; Roadway steplighting: Cole Lighting

DavidAchterbers sconces: Poulsen

Lighting desi€iner: Bos Lighting

Design-lohn F. Bos, Becky Bowen

Structural engineer: CBM

Engineer s-J o e Collo si,Wally Fo r d

Construction managet: Carter {.
Burgess

V\rVlnl/ For more information on

the people and products involved in

this project, go to Lighting at

www. a rc h ite ct u r a I r e co r d. co m
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by William Weathersby, Jr.

olumbus, Indiana, is a Midwestern mecca of 20th-century

architecture. Buildings by Pritzker Prize-winners Meier, Pei,

Roche, and Venturi share the cityscape with works by

Modernists including Gwathmey Siegel, Pelli, SOM, and

Saarinen. A graceful new bridge now provides a prelude to this concen-

tration of architectural richness. Illuminated at night, the structure's

sweep of cables are like strings of light fanning out in civic pride.

Designed by I. Muller International with Iighting by Schuler &
Shook, the Second Street Bridge welcomes motorists on their eastward

approach to downtown. The axis of the cable-stayed suspension bridge is

aligned with the 1874 Bartholomew County Courthouse and Saarinen's

First Christian Church Tower of 1942,two milestones in the city's design

timeline. Traffic is routed one-way across the four-lane bridge, leading

from a state highway to a central city thoroughfare. "The bridge is a pri-
mary conduit into Columbus," says principal lighting designer Robert

Shook. "Lighting the bridge was an opportunity to establish a strong first
impression for motorists. The bridge serves as a guidepost that signals the

city's vested interest in civic design."

REcoRD contributing editor William Weathersby, lr., is a writer based in

Westport, Conn. He frequently reports on lighting design.
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The goal of the lighting plan was to accentu-
ate the structural design of the bridge. "Light shines up
the cables in the same way as the structural load is car-
ried," says designer fim Baney. The superstructure is

fully suspended from a single quadripod pylon by two
inclined planes of 40 stays, Blue marker lights designate

the juncture where each cable stay engages the bridge
deck. The stays and four pylon legs are grazed from
below by metal halides to emphasize their verticality.

Illuminating the cable stays evenly required
custom fixtures, lenses, and mounting brackets. With one luminaire set
between every two stays, the fixtures are fitted with aluminum reflectors.
An internal spread lens interrupts the beam to focus light for two pur-
poses; A seven-degree portion of the beam grazes the top of the stay while
a 5O-degree beam spread illuminates the stay's lower section. Custom
metal mounting brackets integrate the fixtures within the bridge deck and
allow locked fixture aiming. Because all stay and pylon accent lighting fix-
tures are mounted below the elevation of the roadway, the concrete
side-barrier walls shield fixtures from view With precise optical control of
the fixtures and low ambient lighting requirements, each stay lighting fix-
ture requires only a 70-watt T6 ceramic metal halide lamp. r

Project: Second Street Bridge,

Columbus, Indiana

Bridge desiglner, civil engineer:

J. Muller International-D aniel

Burroughs, P.E., Eddie He, Jeff
Borgsmiller

Lighting designer: Schuler (t
Shook-Robert Shook, IALD, princi-
pal; Jim Baney, IALD, Emily

Klingen smith, de si gn e r s

Ef ectricaf enganeer: Rotz Engineers

Blue marker lights indicate the con-

nection of cable stays to the roadbed,

while metal halides follow the lenglth

ofthe cables (opposite and above).

Two high-pressure sodium luminaires
mounted at the top of the pylon legis

light the roadbed. Vandal-proof lumi-

naires are mounted in metal brackets

to lock-in the fixture focus (left).

Sources

Stay and pylon fixtures: ARC
Lighting

Marker fixtures: Pauluhn

Roadwayfixtures: GE

Vl/Vl/W For more information on

the peopte and products involved in

this proiect, go to Lighting at
www. a rc h itectu r a I rec o rd.co m
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Custom luminaires

mounted on the facade

of the Whitaker Center

were inspiled by the

historic lanterns of

local bridges (below).

"The architec'ts wanted

the fixtures to appeal

almost transparent

during the day, so we

fabricated them with

two layers of perfo-

rated metal," says

lighting desiEner

Francesca Bettridge,

The fixtures house

standard wet-location

fluorescents, Gracing

the walls of the main

lobby, sconces set in a

grid comprise fluores-

cents and acrylic dasks

layered atop copper

mirrors (opposite),



Combining venues for theate[ film, and scienc€,
a new civic center features tively tighting

that serves as a decorative and unifying element

by Wllliam tVeathersby, Jr.

s it science or art? At a new civic complex in Harrisburg, Pa., the

answer to that perennial question is, "Both." Designed by Hardy
Holzman Pfeiffer Associates with illumination by Cline Bettridge
Bernstein Lighting Design, the Whitaker Center for Science and

the Arts combines under one roof a science museum, 600-seat perform-
ing arts theater, and 200-seat IMAX cinema.

"The center encompassed an unusual mix of programming,"
says project architect Stewart |ones, AIA. "The city sponsors and develop-

ers wanted to build both a science exhibition and commercial theater

within a modest budget, and the IMAX cinema became the economic
engine that made the plan feasible. The challenge was to support the var-
ied functions within a building that presents one cohesive sense of place."

Lighting at the 130,000-square-foot center establishes a signature
Iook. While architectural lighting assignments often require designers to
recess or mask fixtures within architechrral forms-in effect making lighting
elements disappear-here the design mandate was the converse. "Working
within a tight budget, the design team decided early on that lighting would

It- |
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play a very visual, decorative rolej'says principal lighting designer Francesca

Bettridge. "Rather than use expensive finishes or grand fixtures, we had to be

creative with affordable lighting eflects to add excitement to public spacesi'

Lighting cues the interconnection of the theater, science exhibition, and cin-

ema, yet gives each area a distinct look. "There is a consistent motif
throughout-circles of light playing off rectilinear forms," Bettridge says.

The distinctive facade's sloping roofline helps the Whitaker

Center address the context of varied building heights along Market Street.

Mottled sandstone, a local material, clads the main sections of the com-

plex. Punctuating the building's mass is a central rotated cube, which is
clad in slate combining gray, green, and red hues. This three-storyvolume

serves as a joint lobby for the separate domains of the complex. Large

windows offer views to passersby and occupants and allow the building

to become a glowing landmark at night. Custom-illumined lanterns,

inspired by the historic lighting fixtures ofthe nearby bridges crossing

332 Architectural Record 05.01

The theater vestibules

and corridors show-

case "halos of light,"

Custom ceiling-

mounted rings studded

with low-voltage lamps

are suspended at three

heights to create a

sense of movement.

"The fixtures foreshadow

the circular motifs inside

the theater," Bettridge

says. Additional halo-

gen strips illuminate

surfaces such as perfo-

rated-metal banisters,

the Susquehanna River, accentuate the street-facing elevations.

Within the main lobby, a brightly patterned carpet is framed by

a multi-wall grid of sconces. The fluorescent fixtures comprise layered

disks of transparent and translucent acrylic mounted atop square coPPer

mirrors. By day, a scrimlike, metal-mesh ceiling appears transparent and

CIRCLES OF LIGHT ARE JUXTAPOSED WITH
RECTILINEAR FORMS THROUGHOUT.

allows daylight in. At night, the lobby becomes a warm gathering space,

with recessed accent fixtures within the perimeter soffit highlighting the

interior. Dimming allows varied lighting levels for special events'

For a sense of movement and theatricality within the corridors

Ieading to the auditorium, overlapping rings of low-voltage lights are

suspended at three different heights. Additional halogen downlights, wall
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washers. and floor-recessed fixtures create ambient illumination.
Within the auditorium, red perforated-metal wall panels are back-

lit with low-voltage strip lights. Balcony fascia, featuring patterns of colliding

circles, are embellished with outcroppings of low-voltage fixtures on stems

of three lengths. "The fixtwes are an abstract homage to the fancifirl fixtures

found in Art Nouveau theatersj' Bettridge says. r

Project: Whitaker Center for Science

and the Arts, Harrisburg, Pa.

Archltect: Hardy Holzman Pfeffir
Asso ciates--Hugh Hardy, rlut, p artner-

in-charge; Stewart Jones' ArA, project

director; Ionathan Schloss, ArA, Pro'
ject architect

Associate architect: MurPhy (t
Dittenhafer

tighting deslglner: Cline B ettridge

Bernstein Lighting De sign-
F r an ce s ca B ett r i dge, p r in ciP al ;

Michael Hennes, Iules Gim

Sources

Metaf -halide downliEihts: Lightolier
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Metaf -halide upliglhts: Rambusch

Accent lights, wall washers: ISI
Clrcular track-mounted accent

llglhtst Bruck

Suspended ring llghts: Sentinel

PAR38s: Kirlin, Li ghtoli er,

Miroflector

Low-voltage strlp lights: Ardae

D6coratlve f ixtures: Light Pr oj ect

Lobby sconces: luro
fMAX fobby pendants: Poulsen

VI/WW For more information on

the peopte and products involved in

this proiect, go to Lighting at

www, a rc h itect u ra I rec o rd.com
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Master
Control

E nha nce aestheti cs, add conven ience,
and increase security with
retrofittable home lighting control.

. ldeal for both remodeling projects and new
construction, wireless technology is easily installed
at any time.

o Enhance your designs with coordinated dimmers,
switches, wallplates, phone and cable jacks, and
receptacles-all available in 20 designer colors.

Lutron's simple-to-use systems add the security
and proven technology that your clients want.

Wireless Home
Lighting Control

Enrich your designs with RadioRA.
For a free information packet
Call 1-877-2LUTRON.
Ext. 3002.

lutron,com/radiora
LUTRON.
lnnovations in Lighting Control
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Gtobat Changes Wit[ Affect Buitding Design

UTILITY DEREGULATION, ENERGY PRICE HIKES, AND GLOBAL WARMING WILL EVENTUALLY
AFFEGT BUILDING DESIGN. HERE ARE SOME POSSIBLE SCENARIOS.

By Llndsay Audin

ecent crises caused by utility deregulation and
energy price hikes, and even changes in the earth's
climate, indicate that potential long-term changes in
building design and architecture are on the horizon.

Here is a survey of what is already happening and what may be

in store in the future.

Energly prlces: what a lonEl, strange trip lt's been
Now that the energy-price roller coaster is again accelerating
upward, we are hearing renewed calls for conservation, alter-
native energy sources, and more gas and oil exploration and
production. The past 30 years have seen some energy prices
rise by more than 500 percent, fall again, spike during the Gulf
War, then flatten out for nearly a decade. During this same

period, however, we have seen a number of changes in the way
buildings are designed and managed. For example, cheap
microchips have enabled development of many kinds of energy
management systems; tougher codes have reduced energy use

in new structures; a variety of more efficient power generation and con-
version technologies has appeared; and advances in lamp and luminaire
design have changed the ways we illuminate our environments. But the
powerfirl forces that wrought these changes are really only beginning their
work. Now that we are firmly entrenched in the new millennium, archi-
tects can expect many other developments.

Small.scale generatlng and load harveotingl
Right now a lot of money is being invested in strategies that are intended
to prevent, or at least lessen, the effects of the peak demand conditions
experienced recentlyin the West. Building owners are taking advantage of
these temporary energy crises by looking for ways to use their facilities as

"power plants" that can sell energy back to local utilities when the price is
right. In California, Pennsylvania, New York, New England, and the
Midwest, there is already a rush to install new on-site generation both to
avoid localized blackouts and to sell power back to utilities when whole-
sale prices spike.

Other building owners "harvest load." The amount of power
they conserve is a real commodity that can be sold on the market, the
same as generating capacity, when peak demand outstrips peak supply.
Product vendors are hawking everything from lighting controls to pho-
tovoltaic glazing as possible sources of saved capacity that owners can
"bid to the grid," selling it either to an independent service provider, a

power marketer, or utility that either needs the capacity to balance sup-
ply with demand or wants to resell it to others in need of power. State
energy agencies are offering grants and other incentives to speed up this

Lindsay Audin is the president of Energywiz, Inc., an energy and technology

consulting firm (www.energywiz.com).

process. Makers of dimming products have assumed a leading role in
promoting ways to take advantage of daylighting as a potential source of
harvested load.

As a result of the power crunch in various parts of the country,
new buildings, such as 4 Times Square in New York City, have ignited
the public's imagination by incorporating fuel cells, photovoltaic panels,

and microturbines-miniature generators, 100 kW or less, that can use

natural gas, untreated coal gas in open fields, methane from landfills,
and other fossil fuels to generate power on-site. A New York power
cooperative, lst Rochdale, has gotten into the act by becoming a retail
power provider as well as a promoter of the tiny generators, fuel cells,

and photovoltaics.
The incorporation of such options into new buildings and

major renovations will surely be subject to the same cost analyses as any
other option, but some major corporations also see this issue as a way to
polish their corporate images. How often does one of the Fortune 1000s

get a chance to show off how it's saving the environment supporting the
local utility in its time of need, while, of course, turning a profit?

How many BTUs are locked in your building's materials?
ln 1977, architectural pioneer Richard Stein wrote Architecture and
Energy, a book that examined the amount of energy used to manufacture
building materials. From Stein's perspective, structural design was often
a source of energy waste because it used too much concrete and steel,
materials that require a great deal of energy to manufacture. His imagi-
nation led him to propose a number of intriguing structural changes to
reduce that waste. Among his solutions were columns that tapered as

they rose instead of being uniformly cylindrical. Such ideas never caught
on, probably because the cost of those materials remained low and it was
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difficult to change traditional engineering and construction practices.

Today, the volatile pricing of power has actually led some alu-

minum and cement processors in the western U.S. either to shut down or
to cut back production because the cost ofthe power they had bought in
advance for their factories was greater than the value of the products they
were making with it. Could this occasional situation trigger higher, or
even seasonal, prices for some basic construction materials that are elec-

tricity or natural-gas junkies? If so, it may be time for architects to recall

Stein's ideas and either rethink which materials are used or reengineer

them to conserve the use of materials. It may become routine to substitute

OCCASIONALLY THE COST OF POWER TO

MAKE CEMENT AND ALUMINUM HAS BEEN

MORE THAN THE MATERIALS ARE WORTH.

high-strength composites for other conventional materials, and if the
prices of these composites continue to decrease and demand increases, a

technology revolution could result.

It should be no surprise that higher power costs will eventu-
ally lead to changes in the way new buildings are configured. In Europe

and the Pacific Rim countries, rising power costs and tighter supplies
have led to installation of photovoltaic glazing, wider use of natural
ventilation and lighting, and more sophisticated building control sys-

tems than previously seen in those areas. The trend is likely to occur in
the U.S. as well.

ls our future gettlng hot?
Regardless of whether or not one believes that global warming is

caused by the burning of fossil fuels, there is little doubt now that it is

happening. The question is no longer if the weather is changing, but
rather how quickly and by how much.

During a recent trip to Australia, I was startled by the coopera-

tion occurring between local government and industry over construction
of a new sea wall. They had concurred that the structure should be able

to withstand the torrents of seaborne wind and water during the worst
storm likely to occur over the next 50 years. Because climatologists had

forecast both a rising sea level and more severe storms than the area had

encountered in the past, a better-safe-than-sorry philosophy directed
the seawall to be larger than anyone had previously thought necessary.

The discussion eventually got around to how such a structure could
be made architecturally appealing, in spite of its enormous size, length,
and cost.

As accommodation of global warming replaces skepticism and

denial, we should expect other changes to the way outdoor facilities are

designed. Those whose property was unexpectedly flooded during
Hurricane Andrew have likely considered how higher-capacity drainage

systems might have prevented such once-in-a-generation destruction.
Developers of properties that will still be in use in 2020 may wish to
sharpen their vision of such a future and ensure that their buildings are

ready for it. r

Due to an error in Mr Audin's February 2001 column ["Soothing the

Pain of Soaring Power Prices," page 1951, independent system operators
(ISOs) were incorrectly identified as companies that produce power. ISOs

are federally chartered nonprofit agencies that oversee access and tariffs

for high-vohage transmission lines that interconnect utilities.
Independent power producers (IPPs) own power plants and produce

power. We apologize for the error.

Mortar Net" invented the mortar
dropping collection device and is
specified 1O-to-t over all other
devices combined!

From the patented shape of Mortar Net*-the

original mortar dropping collection device-to our

innovative Mortar Net. Block and Weep Vents,

we offer a complete, state-of-the-art drainage

solution. For trouble-f ree cavity walls

that last a lifetime, specify Mortar Net*

products every time. There's no better

way to control moftar drOppings, prevent

damming and promote drying in cavity

and CMU wall construction.

lVlortar Net.-
A 

The DiJference ls In lhe Cut.
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I Lighting Briefs

< Goncave classic
Flos has worked with Achille

Castiglioni since the inception ofthe

company in 1962. In that year, the

company introduced the Arco, Taccia

(shown), and Toio lights. The Taccia

table lamp provides reflected light

from a concave, spun-aluminum

reflector with a matte white finish.

Light is adjusted by positioning the

blown-glass diffuser. The base is

extruded aluminum in a matte black

finish. 516/549-2745. Flos USA,

Huntington Station, N.Y crRcLE 2oo

> Keeplng a low proflle
Ledalite's Soleo LP steel luminaire

offers a low-profile look for interi-

ors. In addition to white, Soleo LP

is available with a natural steel

housing finish, highlighted by

translucent endcaps available in

seven colors. This small-scale fix-

ture is available with a nine-day, quick-ship program and with a T5 high output or two

T8 lamp option. 604/888-68a1. Ledalite Architectural Products, Langley, B.C., Canada.

ctRcLE 202

< Fine import
Slide is a new indirecvdirect light-

ing import featuring a repeating

oval shape and a slim profile.

Designed for applications in lob-

bies, conference rooms, and private

offices, Slide also performs in large,

open environments. lt is available

in ceiling-suspended and wall-

mounted versions. 77 3/247-9494.

Focal Point LLC, Chicago. crRcLE 204

> Alternatlye view
Lightolier introduces nine addi-

tions to the Alter Soft Lights

series of indirecvdirect lighting

products. The luminaires feature

high-efficiency sources, such as

Bi-Tube, Triple Tube, Quad Tube,

and linear T5 and T8 fluores-

cent lamps. The lights offer eas,

> Gompact color chan€ler
The Exterior 200 from Martin is a com-

pact 150-watt, short-throw CMY color

changer in a weatherproof housing.

Equipped with a long-life 6,000-

hour lamp, the Exterior 200 can be

tucked discreetly into the architec-

tural design details of buildings or

any other illumination structure. The

light features a built-in light sensor,

memory presets, and smooth color

mixer. Martin's system sofhvare offers

flexible color programming, as well as a wide

variety of color presets for creative and simple

color comoosrtion. 954/858-1800. Martin

Professional Inc.. Sunrise. Fla. crRcLE 201

< No sleep...tlll
Brooklyn
Trained as an architect in

Venezuela, Alejo Ruocco studied

furniture design in Paris, collabo-

rated with various European

studios, and spent two years

working for Gaetano Pesce in the

U.S. The flrst collection for his

new venture, lt's an Object, is

lighting that manipulates rough

materials, such as fiberglass

papet clips, wood sticks, and

bare bulbs. Handmade in

Brooklyn, the lamps are currently

available in design shops in New

Yor k. 7 L8l 499 -7360. lt's an

Object, Brooklyn, N.Y crncLezor
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access to lamps and ballasts and are compatible with a selection of electronic dimmers

and electronic dimming ballasts. Alter Windows Recessed (shown above) has a gently

curved, square lamp shield. 8OO/215-7OOA. Lightolier, Fall River, Mass. crncu zos
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> Star Cazang
Bruck Lighting Systems

recently acquired the LED

division from CCI Lighting.

With this acquisition, Bruck

presents the Orion M Series,

which utilizes an MR16

housing with LEDs in a vari-

ety of static colors: amber,

green, blue, red, and white.

The series has up to

100,000 hours of lamp life

and can reduce energy costs

by as much as 90 percent

compared to a standard MR16 halogen lamp. The series is designed to handle

strong vjbrations and extreme ambient-temperature applications.7741424-OSOO.

Bruck Lighting Systems, Costa Mesa, Calif. crRcLE 206
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I Lighting Briefs

> | vant to llght
youl loom
Designed by Mario

Barbaglia and Marco

Colombo, Draco is a flush

mount fiKure that can be

mounted on the wall or

ceiling. The flxture is

made in opal white glass

with a prismatic diffuser

and a chrome ring. Draco

is available in al-inch and 15-inch diameters, with a choice of incandescent or fluo-

rescent lamping. Both sizes are ADA compliant, and the lights are pending Ul-listing.

203/407-8000. ll America Inc., Hamden, Ct. ctRcLE 272

ballasts are designed for one-

and two-lamp operation with

models available for T5 and

T5/HO lamps ranging from 14 to

54 watts. Applications include

indirect, pendant mount, wall

and surface mount, cove, under-

cabinet, and task lighting. The

ballasts feature a small cross-

A Linear fluorescent family
MagneTek has a new line of high-

efficiency electronic ballasts for use with

TS lamps. The lightweight, thin-profile

sectional area and a one-inch profile

height for flexible fixture design.

615/316-5146. MagneTek, Nashville.

CIRCLE 274

> Warm welcome
The Aurora Wall Mount is a

new line of hardwood outdoor

lighting from Cherry Tree

Design. The outdoor lights are

an addition to Cherry Tree

Design's line of Interior light-

ing and shoji screens. The

fixtures are offered in natural

cheny with a pearl glass

shade. The wood is protected

by a waterproofing sealant

that contains uv protection

and maximum resistance to

mildew and graying.

800/634-3268. Cherry Tree

Design, Bozeman, Mt.

CIRCLE 276

> Bee attractlve
The small threads of crystal-clear glass woven

around the Nest light's blown-glass shade create

a rich texture similar to the carefully constructed

homes of birds or insects. The art-glass shades

are made by a San Francisco Bay Area glass stu-

dio exclusively for 2thousand degrees. The standard

Nest pendant is 4}, inches wide by 7 inches

high, and the Nest sconce is 4% inches

wide by 9% inches high. The large Nest

pendant measures 7 inches wide by 12

inches high, and the large Nest sconce is

8 inches wide by 15 inches high. Several

metal finishes are available. a66/234-2O46.

2thousand degrees Inc., Richmond, Calif.

CIRCLE 277

> Under achiever
Xenix miniaturized linear

undercabinet lighting provides

dimmable incandescent light-

ing for office workstations,

reception desks, nurses sta-

tions, display cases, and

krtchen counters. The system

comprises 12-inch units that

house five 1o-watt long-life

Xenon lamps. Each Xenix module links together via tiny plug-in connectors, creating

continuous rows of low-profile horizontal (or vertical) illumination. All Xenix units have

power feeds that can be specified for hard wiring or portable, plug-in six-foot power

cords.847/451-0700. Alkco, Franklin Park, lll. cIRcLE 273

  Desk matos
The Mind Sweeper desk lamp and the

Wing Lamp are new additions to Haworth's .Jump Stuff collection. Mind Sweeper

(left), designed by Pablo Pardo, is a desKop lamp that sits on a weighted, spherical

base. The light can be rotated up to 90 degrees in either direction and can be

extended from 20 inches to 26 inches in length. When not extended, the aluminum

skeleton ofthe lamp is hidden by a soft, silicon rubber body. The height-adjustable

Wing Lamp (right), designed by Luxo Corp., was created to focus light on a specific

task, while reducing glare. 616/393-3000. Haworth Inc., Holland, Mrch. cIRcLE 275
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I Lighting Briefs

A LEDlng the way to decorative lightlng
LEDtronics introduces the latest generation of DecorLED direct incandescent

replacement lamps. With a power draw of just 1.0 to 1.7 watts, an al-year LED

operating life, and six sunlight-visible colors from which to select, solid-state

DecorLEDs provide architects and lighting professionals with the means to inte-

grate ornamental illumination into maintenance-intensive applications. A molded

polycarbonate, UV- and shatter-resistant globe protects the LED cluster from the

environment. 800/579-4875. Ledtronics Inc., Torrance, Calif. clncle zoz

percent, providing an alternative

to standard T12 lamps. Ushio's

full range ofTS fluorescents is

available in 17-watt, 2s-watL and

32-watt models with color tem-

peratures ranging from 3,000K to

5,000K. Recommended applica-

tions include lighting for retail

stores, hospitals, office interiors,

bank lobbies, auto showrooms, restau-

rants. factories. and schools.

800/838-7446. Ushio America Inc.,

Cypress, Calif. crncle zos

Af8 ls enough
Ushio introduces a new family of Ultra 8

fluorescent lamps that can reduce

energy costs with savings of up to 40

> lt etands alone
with a luminous too that does not

reduce area-lighting capability, the

Solitaire lamp, inspired by lantern-style

gas luminaires, can take on a more tradi-

tional look. A lower white acrylic lens

combines with this top to produce a jeweF

like appearance. An induction fluorescent

lamp option provides 10,000 hours of

trouble-ftee operation and instant-on

capability. 6261968-5666. Kim Lighting,

City of Industry, Calif. cIncle zos

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to www.architecturalrecord.com Advertiser 6 Product Info

tension

with versatility

The SF23 Tensioner.

l\,4ount to the floor, turn the tensioner

by hand to ensure taut cables . . .

Mount to posts and use it for balustrades

on starrs (prctured apphcation).

Attaches quickly, tensions easily.

And no more set screws.

,o,,rr"";;l::" 
w

ARAKAWA HANGING SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAT

1020 5E Harison Portland, Oregon 97214 www.arakawagrip.com
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You never know when you'll be ombushed by fire. But if you've got

portoble extinguishers, you'll be well prepored. FE-36* is universolly

of fire. lt leoves obsolutely no residue, which mokes for less cleon-up

low toxicity is good news for users ond its lock of ozone-depleting

everyone. And FE-36'" is globolly ovoiloble. For more informotion,

or visit our website, www.dupont.com /fire.

DuPont FE-36* in your

effective on every kind

ond greoter uptime. lts

properties is good for

coll 1-800-473-7790

DuPont Fire Extinguishants
Copyright O 2001 E.l. du Pont de Nemours ond Compony. All rights reserved CIRGT"E 324 01{ IilqUIRY CARD



I Lighting Briefs

> Full cutoff liClhtin€
Lithonia has introduced the

new WFL series of architec-

tural wall-mounted luminaires.

The WFL offers a full range of

rotation and reversible-mount-

ing capabilities for easy orientation

in either a lens-up or lens-down configuration. Full

cutoff lighting can be achieved in the down configuration, while the

up configuration enhances wall textures and specific archrtectural features. The

WFL is suitable for indirect, accent, and wall-mounted floodlighting applications.

77O1922-9OOO. Lithonia Lighting, Conyers, Ga. ctncre zto

V Path llnder
Teka lllumination's miniature beacon

path light is manufactured of pure cop-

per, brass, and stainless steel. The

luminaire is eight inches in diameter,

U.L-listed for wet locations, and utilizes

a 3s-watt low-voltage lamp for con-

nection to a remote 12-volt power

system. The series can be provided in

natural copper or nickel plate.

8Q5/ 434 -35!2. Ieka ll lu mination,

Temoleton. Calif. crRGLE 21r

< RectanElular recessed
BEGA introduces a series of rectan-

gular, recessed wall luminaires

featuring high-output orientation

lighting for steps, walks, and paths.

The light source is redirected through

a slotted die-cast aluminum face-

plate that is enclosed by clear,

tempered glass. 805/684-0533.

Bega/US, Carpinteria, Calif. crRCLE 2r2

l lake somo sun
Coinciding with the launch of

Solatube's commercial division is the

introduction of its SolaMaster series of

tubular skylights, a line specifically

designed for a variety of configurations

in commercial buildings, including sus-

pended-ceiling systems, fi nished

drywall ceilings, and open warehouse

specs. The 21-inch unit provides up to

12,000 lumens and illuminates up to

400 square feet. 760/597-z1400. Sola-

tube Intl. Inc.. Vista. Calif. crRcLE 2r3
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6120 DELMAR BLVD . ST. LOUIS, MO63II2
314.863. t895 . FAX 314.863 .3278

www.theOCL.com

Codes on CD
Designed to fit your needs

The 2000 International Codes thar

Architects and other design

'l*'.\ professionals use most are

available on CD as a

I money-savingDesigner

Bundle. The Designer

Bundle CD includes the

I 20oo Inrernational Building.

Fire, Resid.ential and Energt

Conseruation Cod.es. (List price $268, BOCA Member price $215).

Dont be confused by similar products. Only BOCAs Electronic

Library CD includes these time-saving features: Folio'" search

engine to search by ke1'words, phrases and sections; Bookmarls;

Highlighters to group related sections; and Sticlcy notes.

1-800-2 14-4321, e*t. 7 15
FREE and PROMPT shipping

Visit BOCA on-line @ www.bocai.org
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NoW the world's first pyrolytic
solar control Low-E on clear glass gives

you even more ways to manage the sun.

Until now, if you wanted to combine both solar conhol and Low-E thermal performance

in a single glass, you had to use a sputtered coating (soft-coat) glass.

And that could mean long and turpredictable lead times. Special handling. And potential

problems with color variations, especially after tempering or annealing.

But now, there's a new choice: Pilkington Solor F Solar Control Low-E Glass.

Because, like Pilkington Energy AdvonlogetM Low-E Glass, Solor E Glass is made by
Pilkington's advanced pyolytic technology. The solar control and Low-E properties

aren'tjust a coating, but an integral part ofthe surface ofthe glass.

That means that Pilkington 5olor E Glass offers consistent aesthetics - even after

tempering. And Solor E Glass is easily handled.

This actual photograph through
Pilkington Solor E Glrss (ight) and
without any glass f/ef) demonstrates
Solqr E Glass'clear aesthetics.

Best ofall, because the surface ofPilkington Solqr E

Glass has an unlimited shelf life, it's warehoused for
ready availability. Where you need it, when you

need it.

So now, you have even more power to manage the sun.

Contact Pilkington for details, or see for yourself

now at the Pilkington Sun lVlonogemenlTil website at

www.pilkington.com/sunmanagement.

Pilkington Building Products, North America
81 I Madison Ave., PO. Box 799

Toledo, OH 43697-0799

Telephone: 419 247 3'731; Fax: 419 247 4517

www.pilkington.com/northamerica

wwwpilkington.com/sunmanagement

0200 I Pilkington

Sobr gt GlN, EcAy Adwnbgcn clcs md Sm fionogmrfr SysEn rc hd€mds of pilkington.

Nok: Due to printing limihtions, photos may vey from glass color Please see glass smptes ftom piikngton.

It's all waiting for you at

www.pilkington.com/sunmanagement:

The exclusive Pilkington

Sun lv{onogementTM Interactive

Calculator that lets you compare

performance values for various glass

combinations and generate custom glass

specifications in CSI format

The Pilkington Thermal Stress

Calculator to determine when to heat

treat or temper different kinds of glass

The Pilkington Wind Load Calculator

to let you quickly check your design

against ASTM E 1 300 Standard Practice

for Determining Load Resistance

A photo gallery ofnoteworthy projects

A comprehensive on-line literature and

technical resource library

Frequently Asked Questions about

glass and glazing...and much more.

source for glass information.

Pilkington Building Products, North America

PO. Box 799

Toledo, OH 43697-0799

Telephone 419 247 3731;Fax4l9 247 451'7

www.pilkington.com/northamerica
www.pilkington.con/sunmanagement

2001 Pilkinston

Sun Mqnogemanf' Sy$em is a tradenark ofPilkingron.
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Lighting Briefs

v Precision floodlighting
Oculus is a precision lighting system available in small and large models. The lamp

features a parabo[c reflector system and axial lamp orientation and is suited for

wall-, ceiling-, pole-, or floor-mounting configurations for intenor and exterior set-

tings. Oculus comes in metal-halide, compact fluorescent, and par lamp options.

774/994-2700. Architectural Area Lighting, La Mirada, Calif. crRcLE 2r4

< Bullet-shaped flxture
Corona, a pole-top or building-

mounted architectural accent

luminarre, has an inverted illuminated

louver near the top, which delineates

the top from the shaft while emitting

a soft wash of glare-free uplight,

Corona is made of a durable die-cast

aluminum housing with a baked

enamel finish. 7 741668-3660.

Architectural Landscape Lighting,

Santa Ana, Calif. crnclr zrs
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> One for the road
Metrolux designed the traffic-monitoringisecurity

camera lowering device for integral use with all out-

door high-mast lighting poles. lt is ideal for a range of

area-lighting applications, including primary and sec-

ondary roads, bridges, tunnels, overpasses, public

and private campuses, and prjsons. The device

allows traffic or security cameras to be readily

mounted to a high-rrast lighting system. permit-

ting an unrestricted fleld of view while providing

the same easy access to cameras associated with

high-mast lightang fixtures. 847/ 451-3258. Metrolux

Lighting, Franklin Park, lll. cIRcLE 216
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> Two-lamp linear fixtute
A. a able fo' botr T5 and -8 ,in-

ear fluorescent lamps in 120 or

277 .oll,,. t'e stagge'ed Lso la-lo

linear fixture can be ad.lusted to

- r/ an qnA.pq. I ' o crtor^p :d '.St-

ment feature locks into place with

the turn of a scre\\i, perm tt ng

lamps to overlap and elimrnat ng sochet shadows. The T5 comes with a high-olrtput

ballast option. while the T8 s ava lable with a h gh output. emergency, or dimming

ba last. 7141848 0892, Bartco L ghtrng, Hunt ngton Beach, Ca if. crRcLE 2u

< Thar she Ellows
The 1209 Lighthouse bollard rs a contempo-

rary rnterpretat on of a classic I ghthouse

design. The light s available rn compact flu-

orescent and HID vers ons. and it rs

constructed in cast alum num w th a

powdercoat f n sh n a range of colors and

textures. 805i684 8626. LightForm+,

Carplnetfla, Calif. crRcLE 219

> Penny saver
Tne nel"" T8 ll tra Watt-fv1 ser slstern from GE operates at only 30 u'atts, us ng 6

percent less energy than a standard T8. Incorporatlng GE's cxclustve Starcoat tech-

no og)" tf e rre\.r T8 Watt-l,4iser has an 82 CRI lcolor rcnder n€1 ndex) af d ensures

opt mum color and I ght output. Thc system offers a three-year lamp and a five year

ballast r,'arrant\". 800'Gt LAI\'1PS. GE Ight ng, C eveland, crRcLE 218

includes f ve different

models and a choice

bet$/een output voltages

of 6 or 12 vo ts, with eithef

lead ca c lnr or nrckc

.:dmi rm h^fiarioe F\ or\/

n t rrr.' da< d :l \ 
^lt:da

input of 120i277 VAC and

a a.ir^nir e f^r 
^a 

2i.h no

  HaloElen emergency lighting
il /^+"^r,+^,telU|tro! t.sLL,to dJtsrt Irergenrr

lighting is nov", availab e through the Sure

I ro. h.)nd nf f nnnor orr'no Th^ .^/ a_ A. -'. 6, I rq )rr r)

o\,/ voltage d sconnect,

-nd hro\i nn I ontrr:Tran Tnp n I pmrr n q

d qL cl- - oJ'L -ir,e >dl bouL r. Lr I inged

)..css gl ) 9)A ROOO foooer I iphlrno

Americus, Ga. crRcLE 220
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industry, and more and more products are touting their
green pedigrees. Rita F. catinetta

define the com-
successful carpet
and aesthetics.

tures, tribal imagery, and ancient
icons. New products from Interface

Flooring Systems include the bright
(or neutral) rainbow stripes of
Chenille Warp carpet tiles. The tiles
can be installed in one direction or
quarter-turned for a parquet effect,
Bentley's new offerings, Brabourne

and Moorefield, are made from 100
percent postindustrial reclaimed 6,6
nylon and meet the LEED specifica-
tion for recycled content.

800/5-PRINCE. Prince

Street, Carterville, Ga.

crncre zzr 706/812-6156.

Interface Flooring Systems,

La Grange, Ga. crncu zzz

aOO/423-47O9, Bentley, City of
Industry, Calif. crncr-e zzr

Left to right Prince Street's

Monsters, Prince Street's Animal Ialk
Collection, lnterface's Chenille Warp,

and Bentley's Brabourne.

a ceremony held in Los Angeles.

The DuPont Antron awards recog-

nize innovative new commercial
carpet styles made of Dupont

Antron nvlon.

The judges were
equally impressed with

Contour from Atlas Caroet
Mills and Monterey Carpet's
Bukhara, and they selected

both styles as gold award

winners in the broadloom

category. Contour, part of the
Atelier collection by Atlas, is

an undulating motif with

deep dimensional effects
inspired by light and shadow.

Bukhara is a classic oroduct mod-
eled after traditional boucl6 fabric

texture. Special twist levels in the

construction make the product

appropriate for a variety of commer-

cial settings with high traffic
patterns. Pacificrest Mills was rec-

ognized with a silver award in the
broadloom category for Meridian,

and Masland Carpets was named

the broadloom merit award winner
for Patagonia.

In the modular category, Prince

Street won the gold for Farm, a

durable, stain-resistant product con-
structed of100 percent DuPont

Antron Lumena solution-dyed nylon.

The unusual design ofthe product

(50 centimeters by 1 meter) was
created to make irregular installa-

tions easier and less wasteful.

8OO / 454- 4329. Du Pont Antron

Design Award, Atlanta. crRcLE 224
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Bold graphics and colors unify a tripartite carpet family
A new series of colorful, graphic car-

pets from the Interface family of
companies will be introduced at
NeoCon 2001. Prince Street's 501
Collection includes eight new styles

in the 50-centimeter-by-1-meter
rectangular-tile format. The collec-

tion, which features oatterns such

as Monsters under the Bed, Animal

Talk, and Late Night TV, is a tribute

to natural dyes and pigments,

coarse and simple woven struc-

Two broadlooms tie for a DuPont Antron gold award
In March DuPont Antron
honored Atlas Carpet Mills,

Monterey Carpets, and

Prince Street in its third
Product Innovation Award at

Left Contour by Atlas Carpet

Mills, Above: Bukhara by

Monterey Carpets.

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to www.architecturalrecord,com Advertiser 6 product Info



I New Products

> Mesh well together
Mesh is the newest pattern from Invision

Carpet Systems. l\4esh is a small-scale,

rectangular texture created in response to

the design community's request for a

densely tufted, textured loop to accentu-

ate a variety of interiors. The pattern is

available in 144 solid colors. 800/859-
9558. Invision Carpet Systems,

Dalton, Ga.

CIRCLE 225

> Color ranEles
Inspired by the ancient city in

the mountainous region of

Andalusia, Spain, Medina

provides a complex texture

while maintaining a simple,

geometric design. New from

Bolyrl, Medina is an interloop

pattern durably constructed

with DuPont Antron Legacy

nylon in 16 colorways.

8OO/451-725O. Bolyri Contract, Adairsville, Ga. crncle zzz

Ulster introduces Eclectic Elements, a collection of four designs and a coordinating

border inspired by feng shui and the elements of nature. The collection is available in

l2-inch widths and is composed of 80 percent wool and 20 percent nylon. Balance

displays a grid pattern created by subtle changes oftone and color; Structure (above

left) reflects the image of a structured kaleidoscope; Energy (above right) resembles

"the bouncing pattern of electrons"; Harmony denotes classical curves supported by a

geometric underlay; and Bridge is the coordinating contemporary geometric underlay.

77o/574-O7O7. Ulster Carpet Mills Inc., Marietta, Ga. cIRcLE 22e

A Bards of a feather
The Aves Collection, from LotuyPeerless, was inspired by migratory birds. Aves, a

28-ounce interloop style, uses modern scroll technology to create a multilayered

effect. The other patterns, Wings and Migration, feature a plumage-like design on a

disciplined linear background. Wings employs the same tufting methods as Aves,

while Migration features the identical pattern in a 38-ounce cut-andloop construction.

AOO/457-t25O. Lotus/Peerless Contract Carpet, Adarrsville, Ga. cIRcLE 225

r Spinnin( a new yarn
Arras and March6 use a series of multicolor space-dyed yarns developed exclusively

by the Monterey design team. These yarns combine both solids and barber poles to

create individual product colorways that feature as many as 12 colors simultane-

ously. Constructed with cut pile-and-loop texture, these tufted products are crafted

from Dupont Antron Legacy. 800/678-4640. Monterey Carpets, Santa Ana, Calif.

CIRCLE 228

a checked design with

a multilevel loop.

Patchwork, also a

multilevel loop, cre-

ates a classic, quiltlike

background. Both patterns

are offered in 25 color combi-

nations and are made from 100

A Loopy patterns
Gingham and Patchwork are two new

Heirloom Series patterns by Blue Ridge

Commercial Caroet. A modern take on

the traditional cotton fabric, Gingham is

percent Dupont Legacy nylon wrth

Dura Tech for optimum performance.

77O/479-a2ao. Blue Ridge Commercial

Carpet, Ellijay, Ga.

CIRCLE 230
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t New Products

r Reliable backing
Designed for rigorous contract environments, High Performance backingfrom

Mannington is available in g- and 12-foot widths for tufted broadloom carpet. With

High Performance, broadloom products such as Carthage lll (pictured) will be imper-

vious to moisture damage, even at the seams. The backing meets the standards for

the Carpet and Rug Institute's indoorair-testing program and contains 25 percent

recycled content.aOO/241-2262. Mannington Commercial, Calhoun, Ga. crncle z:r

> Iextured sisal
Connect is a small-scale, textured

pattern fabric that can work in a vari-

ety of commercial interiors, including

private offices and lobby areas. J&J

Commercial has created Encore SD

Ultima, a new generation of fiber that

has a minimum of 15 percent recy-

cled nylon content and lifetime

fiber-performance warranties for

stain removal, wear, colorfastness,

and static. 8OO/241- 4546. J &J

Commercial, Dalton, Ga. crRcLE 232

r Life patterns
The detailed stitching found in turn-of-

the-century Amish quilts served as an

inspiration for Brisbane, Melbourne, and

Sydney, three new styles in

Pacificrest Mills' Big Cities

Collection. Like the sym-

metrical structure of a

quilt, or city streets laid out

on a grid, all three have

clean and pure geometric

patterns. The carpets are

all recyclable products,

part of Pacifcrest's One Earth, one

Chance program. 800/522-8838.

Pacificrest Mills, lrvine, Calif.

CIRCLE 233
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The Specialty Steel Industry of l{orth America (SSlllA)

and the llickel Development Instatute (lli0l) have collabo-

rated to bring you a CD-based library of information about

stainless steel in architecture.

This free CD allows you to access 54 of the an0

SSINA publications most requested by professionals in the

architectural community.

NiDI
Nickel
Development
lnstitute
(416) 591-7999
www.nidi.org

0rder y0ur FREE CD through 0ur web sites 01 by calling us directly.

SPECIALTY STEEL INDUSTRY
OF NORTH AMERICA

(800) 982-0355
www,ssina.com

-."t#.r
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Folding Doors . Folding Pqrtitions
Operoble Wolls o Relocqroble Wqlls

Suolitv
for honei

dividing producls
siei and inslilulions.

illoduflext operable walls feature manual or electric operation, sound
controlfrom STC 38 to STC 54 and N.R.C. .90. and a I Hour U.L.@ fire
rating, including intersecting walls, a wide variety of surfacing selections,
ADA compliant pass-through doors, and chalk/marker/tack boards.
Panels in steel and general purpose constructions to heights of 44'
(23441mm) are available.

Sonkwal'and Scole@ wood folding par,titions and tobricwol@ accordion
partitions feature manual or electric operation, sound control from STC
25 to STC 50 and an N.R.C. .70, a wide variety of surfacing materials,
and heights to 1B'1" (5512mm).

PrimeSpocer@ relocatable, floor
supported, portable panel walls
install quickly between ceilings

and floors without permanent
attachments and relocate with-

out loss of material. A wide
variety of surfacing materials

may be specified. PrimeSporer@

panels are available with doors,
windows, corners, and

chalUmarker/tack boards in
heights to 12' (3658mm).

Signolure@ and Stole@ wood folding doors and (riterion@ rigid vinyl (PVC)
folding doors are space saving, practicle and attractive alternatives to
swinging and bi-folding doors and make ideal room dividers. Awide
range of panel colors and textures including wood veneers, vinyl and
high pressure laminates are available in heights to 10'(3073).

Pqnelfold'
Manufacturers of: Folding Doors . Acoustical Folding Partitions

Operable Walls . Acu.rc{icalPanels . Relocatable Walls

Panel{old, Inc,, . P0Box 680.130 . Miami, Florida 33'l68
305S88-3501 . Fax 305-688-0185

See us in Sweet's Catalog and on Sweets CD. Also Panelfold Electronic Library
Version 3.1 on CD-ROM available at n0 cost upon request by lettet fax, or E-mail.

Please visit our web site at:www,panelfold.com . E-mail sales@panelfold.com

CIRCLE 341 ON INQUIRY CARD



I New Products

> Encore performance
An alternative to discarding old carpet in

landfills, the Earth Square renewable

carpet program is a three-step closed-

loop recovery process. This process

cleans, retextures, and rejuvenates used

modular carpet with contemporary

designs at a cost lower than purchasing

new carpet ti les. 8O0 /241- 4826. Milliken

carpet, Lacrange, Ga. crRcLE 235

< Lealnlng Gurve
Lees introduces the .Edu Collection

comprising Faculty lV a multicolor cut-

and-loop product; Honors Class, a

large-scale curvilinear pattern; and

Ph.D., a medium-scale grid wrth a lin-

ear aesthetic. The t2-foot broadloom

products are ideal for education, corpo-

rate, and healthcare markets.

336/379-2000. Lees Carpets,

Greensboro, N.C. crRcLE 234

< Heallng patterns
With pattern names such as Aura, Qi,

Shaman, and Amulet, Medscapes soft-

surface floorcovering was created

especially for the healthcare industry. An

alternative to the hard surfaces com-

monly used in healthcare, Medscapes

offers advantages such as reduced slips,

noise reduction, ergonomics, and mois-

ture management. A fu lly sustainable

backing system called Ecoworx 6 con-

tains no PVC or chlorine. 877I502-SHAW.

Shaw Industries Inc.. Dalton. Ga. crRcLE 235

> Revolutionary spirit
Revere is a small-scale, textured

cuvloop product crafted with BASF

Zeftron 200O nylon in 14 solution-

dyed colorways. Revere is suited

for corporate, retail, institutional,

and hospitality environments.

8O0 / 457-t25O. Ca m bri d ge

Commercial Carpets, Adairsville,

Ga, crRcLE 237

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to www,architecturalrecord,com Advertiser dz Product Info

Naturally Durable Hardwood Bridge s.

Maintenance friendly and requires no preservative tr€afing-

Customized to compliment your architectural statement.,:

L-800-328-2047

ffi"CONTINENTAL-BRIDGE-
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r Product Briefs

v Laminate cabinet
The Furniture Society is a nonprofit organization consisting of 1,000 North

American furniture artists, curators, interior designers, and architects. For the

Wilsonart lnternational/Furniture Society Invitational in Toronto, 12 society mem

bers specializing in furniture artistry each designed a piece of contemporary

furniture using Wilsonart laminate. Shown here is Judson Beaumont's Rosita

Cabinet in Gilded Marquetry and Heirloom Marquetry. Wilsonart has added 32

> lce cubes
GE offers a new line of compact refrig-

erators in unusually bright colors,

including grape. blueberry, krwi green,

1}4door shelves, a utility bin, and a mini

ice tray. 800/626-2000. GE Electric

Company, Louisville.

CIRCLE 240

tangerine, and cherry red.

Handy for college dorms,

the office desk, or the wet

bar, the compact fridges

offer 1.7-cubic-foot capac-

ity-1.5 cubic feet for fresh

food and .2 cubic feet of

freezer space. Each cube

fridge has a full-width

slide-out cabinet shell

< Aluminum door options
The Alumina aluminum door line

lncludes 10 different profiles and

three glass options. Each door is

custom-made to specification, includ-

ing predrilled holes for hinges, locks,

handles, and knobs. The doors can

be used for kitchens, closets, baths,

or the office. A variety of sliding door

panels and partitions, from light-

weight to hea\y-duty, is also

available. 336/668-0635. Exact

Finish Inc., Greensboro, N.C.

CIRCLE 241
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Product of the Month
$,i:r-i:

Offered exclusively by Surfaces+, a
Forms+Surfaces company, Aero consists

of tighuy corrugated, anodized aluminum

sheets that are flexible and formable,

Crisp folds cast deep shadows, while vari-

ations in thickness, depth, and rounded

or square retum edges paoduce different

designs. Artfully aligned, precision-engineered perforations give Aero a

breathable quality, as liglht and sound permeate the folds. Aero is ideal for a

variety of interior applications-suggested uses include retail and display

design, interior architectural accents, frirniture desiEin, and product design.

Aero is sturdy and lightweight enough to be used for ceiling and wall panels

and is malleable enough to be rolled like a carpet. 805/684-8626.

Forms+Surf;aces, Carpinteria, Calif. crRcLE 239

V Let in some air
OpenAire specializes in retractable pool-roof enclo-

sures and skylights. Although initially projects focused

on pool enclosures (shown here), the project scope

now includes water parks, atriums, restaurants, and

even an observatory. The motorized roof panels retract

to open up to 50 percent ofthe roof area. 8001267-

4877. OpenAire, Mississauga, Ontario. crRcLE 242

'tffi tn.tffi .:r't-,,;,.,:

designs to its standard line of laminate, including

Glazed lmperial, Burnished Ember, and

Windswept (below\. 254/207 -7 OOO.

Wilsonart Intl. Inc., Temple, Tex. crRcLE 23s

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or {o to www.architecturalrecord.com Atlvertiser 6 Product lnfo 05.01 Architectural Record 361
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v Play it safe
A f e!,! ne 01 ]] a\gro!t'ai ccluipment

frofir Lardscapc StructL-lres s based orr

ll'I Artf!.1 ar-.1'.rater of ch drcr'S tc e

," s ot- a.0 rtoo. fa re. The Lre cot-ts sls

.l'.., of. '. I ICLU'.\.qlIFJ.\
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rre|i s r-orl.r i:. if c cal- l)e conf gJred

lO l1 Silac€ l,rr,(1get, al'ar r dr reqU re

rncnts. 8001328 0035. Larr0scape

Sl[,ctLres rc.. Dc aro, \] rlr. cIRCLE 244
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l Woven window coverings
Conrad has addeci tnree new weaves

lo the corrpalf y s line of lraf cr,',,oven

i,'r'a]o!,, cc!0-rgs. ftlrst aIc] [lorsoo|
leilture smootlr stran0s n pa e or dccl)

tong-s 6f gr31'. and N mblrs 1s it te\ttrar

b cfd ng oi faf'd t ecr + 
1191.5 ir3.^ trp

coaronut faml \. Latrge oolf s a o!',

Corrrad to bc rsed of vlrtlal ! an),, s re

arr.r it\ e oi i. nroi,', .115 626 3303.

Corrad. Saf Frafcisco. crRCLE 243

l Trim and fit
The 48 nch lvrcic s de by s clc refrigerator/freezer (above left) wil now be offcred

fr a tr m (t nrocle or fu overla! n'rode, to blend In \r th the cabinetr!. if consumers

so cles re.rhe t' nr kt node fcatures a vs De hand e and outertr n, TheVUAR

, . ourlnl ir.c5Ldndiag t"h gerato /rbore rigr I a> Soeu d uo.e'agc -le \es

af cr a r",'ine racf. each section maintarnlng a separate tempcrature, 8881845

J6.11. \ (.9 Range Corcorat of , Greenr,^rood, \'J ss. cIRcLE 24s
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Product Briefs

< Industrial supplles
Sonrisa is increasing its focus on

the adaptive reuse of stainless-

steel furniture pieces originally

designed for hospital, school, and

other industrial uses. This reuse

allows vintage food-service racks

to become TV cabinets, narcotics

cabinets to house fresh linens,

and former dental cabinets to

display treasured posses-

sions. Details such as knobs,

hinges, feet, and locks add to

the industrial qualities.

Medical cabinets, baker's

racks, and nurse's desks offer

low-maintenance solutions for

a variety of residential and

commercial interiors. 800/

668-1020. Sonrisa Furniture,

Los Angeles. crRcLE 246

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to www.architecturalrecord.com Advertiser d" Product Info

l Rock, twist, or roll
Ron Arad, designer of the original Tom Vac chair, has created three different base

options for his original plastic shell. Tom Rock is mounted on a pair of varnished beech

runners, Tom Twist provides a stationary four-prong base with a swivel mechanism, and

Tom Roll features height adjustment, synchronized tilt, and a five-prong caster base. All

can be used In the home or office. 212539-t9oo.Vitra Inc., NewYork City. crRcLE247

< Brighter compositions
Designer Essentials is a new collection of27

vinyl composition tile colors created in

response to designers' requests for more rich

and saturated accent colors, such as Ocean

Blue, New FEgplant, Spectrum Orange, and

Fuchsia. Mannington's entire VCT selection

contains a minimum of 10 percent recycled

vinyl content. 800/241-2262. Mannington

Commercial. Salem. N.J. crRcLE 24s
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HNITNRO FLOOR SYSTEMS PROVIDE EXCELLENT AND HIGHLY CoST-EFFECTIVE FEATURES. THESE

INCLUDE FAST AND SIMPLE INSTALLATION ALONG WITH SOUNDPROOFING SOI-UTIOruS THAT MAKE

Heulno ELEVATED sLABS As MUCH AS 100% outrrgn rHAN coNVENTToNAL coNCRETE SLABS AND

hours of fire reslstance
200% oulrrgn rHAN coNVENTIoNAL wooD FLooRS. Aor FrRppRoonNc Soruuoxs wHICH HAVE

EARNED HaIasRo UL mo ULC narNcs oF up ro 3 uouRs AND you sevr BurLr-rN SoLurroxs

To YoUR PRoJECT'S SAFETY REoUIREMENTS.

OUN PROVTN SYSTEMS, ENGINEERING EXPERTISE AND MANUFACTURING FACILITIES TRANSLATE INTO

V.qrus-ENctNsrRro SorunoNs rHAT ALLow you ro REDUCE voun lno.Jlcr's coNSTRUCTToN

TIMEFRAME WHILE SAVING oN THE cosr oF MATERIALS AND LABOR. FoR N,tonr INFoRMATION, PLEASE

cALL youR NEAREST H.q.Msno oFFrcE oR oro,- filiiE6ill AND ASK ron Gnnv cor r rNs.

HeunRo MeRrerrNc MaNlcsn.

ohambro.
SOLUTIONS + SERVICE
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r Frcduct Briefs

> Better safe than sorry
Ostrich leather lining, an automatic winder

for moonphase watches, direct connection to

home or office alarm, and insurance provided

by Hiscox of London are some of the features

that put Stockinger's luxury, custom-made

safes in the $60,000-$300,000 price range.

In the 25 years Stockinger has been in busi-

ness, there have been no losses from their

safes, resulting in lower insurance premiums.

866/872-7233. Stockinger Safety First Class

Ltd., New York City. cIRcLE 250

< Harsh character
ChemArmor high-pressure laminates

are resistant to more than 100 sub-

stances, including acids, solvents,

bases, general reagents, as well as dif-

ficult stains, such as India ink. The

product carries a Class 1 fire rating.

410/551-5000. Nevamar Decorative

Products Div., Odenton, Md. cIRcLE 24e I Lucky charms
Luck Stone offers more than 280 stone materials to suit vertical or horizontal aoDli-

cations, including building stone (3 to 9 inches thick), thin stone (1 to 3 inches), wall

stone (2 to 4 inches), flagstone, dimensional stone, granite, marble, aggregates, cob-

blestones, and boulders. Shown above is Sterling Rustic building stone.

800/898-LUCK. Luck Stone, Richmond. cIRcLE 25r

< Complete gllass line
The complete line of Pilkington Texture Glass rs

now in stock in North America, including the

three newest designs: Oak, Charcoal Sticks, and

Digital. The 20 patterns incorporate various

styles, textures, and obscurity levels. 800/868-

4527. Coastal Glass Distributors LLC,

Charleston, S,C. cIRcLE 252

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to www.architecturalrecord.com Advertiser 6 Product Info
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v Holey Ellass
PerforatedGlass is a new collection of

architectural glass that js intended to

look like perforated stainless steel but

is actually a single unit of laminated

safety glass. The collection uses

opaque silver and gray tones in a

trompe I'oeil pattern with the depth

and dimension of real metal. Nine pat-

terns are available, including small

circles, large circles, ovals, slots, and

gtds. 800/275-7272. Cesat Color Inc.,

Phoenix. crRcLE 254
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l Solad tradition
For 80 years, Riva has been producing high-

quality desks, cupboards, wardrobes,

bookcases, tables, chairs, and beds from American cherry, maple, and European

oak. The Denver table (above left) features a systern that allows for a 371-inch

extension of the worktop. The San Pietroburgo bookcase (above right) is available

with a variety of drawer combinations. The cypress wood drawers have antimoth

properties. 39/031- 733094. Riva Industria Mobili, Cant[r, ltalv. crRcLE 253

A ADA-compliant shower
Delta's new slide-and-grab bar combi-

nation features an ADA-compliant slide

mechanism for easy adjustments. The

one-function hand shower has a push

button and on-off control and utilizes a

69-inch flexible hose. The shower can

accompany the Monitor pressure-

balance unit with Scald-Guard valve.

800/345-DELTA. Delta Faucet Co.,

Indianapolis. crRclE 255

l:nr ntLtre ittlitrrrtation, circlr itern numbers Lut RetLier Service Cartl or go to w||!'.architecturalrecorr].con Adyertiser 6 Product Info



I Product Briefs

> Safer setting
The Hansacobra is a touchless, infrared-

activated basin faucet that features six-volt

lithium battery operation along with tempera-

ture control that is designed to protect the user

ftom scalding. The setting control allows users

to set Hansacobra for continuous floW intermit-

tent flow or permanent off. 678/334-2742.

Hansa America Inc,, Norcross. Ga. crnclr zso

< Smart subflooring
BarrierFloor HP flooring is treated

with the SmartGuard Process that

uses a borate-based, EPA-registered

wood preservative to resist damage

caused by termites and fungal decay.

In addition, the flooring requires no

sanding due to moisture absorption.

AOO/ 462-!234. Louisiana-Pacific

Corp., Huntersville, N.C. crRcLE 256

For more information, circle item numbers

< Alternative to wood
USG's new Fiberock Brand

Underlayment, Aqua-Tough, is a

moisture-resistant residential fl ooring

underlayment made from 1OO per-

cent recycled gypsum and cellulose.

The resin-free panels can be used in

both wet and dry areas ofthe home

and are ideal for application under

vinyl, ceramic tile, hardwood flooring,

laminate flooring, and carpeting.

800/USG4Y0U. USG Corp., Chicago.

ctRcLE 257

> Doctor's orders
Mechoshade Systems has

been selected by Wellness,

LLC, for their modular hospital-

room systems. These rooms,

which come as a total pack-

age, include MechoShade's

Electroshades system wth

translucent Thermoveil 3000

series shadecloth. The shades provide solar protection, greater use of natural light,

lower energy consumption, antimicrobial properties and privacy, without obstructing

the view. 800/899-8081. MechoShade Systems Inc., Long lsland City, N.Y. ctRcLE 25e

on Reader Service Card or go to www.architecturalrecord.com Advertiser 6 Product lnfo
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Reach new heights
(and widths)

lnnovative Heavy Timber Building Systems.

Pocopson Timberworks' TIMBERSPAN System

produces large commercial buildings, restaurants,

meeting halls, club houses and gymnasiums.

Our TIMBERSPAN System has spanned
,'123 feet in Douglas Fir.

Call 800-418-2818
to talk with a heavy timber expert
about your next project.

P.O. Box 391 Pocopson ' PA 1 9366

www.timberworks.com
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EI\ERGY C RI]I\C H C OMII\G .

( about 30 years ago )

Dryvit's first Exterior Insulation and Finish System, Outsulationo, was developed

during the energy crisis of the 70's. Today, we offer a variety of svstems with

insulating qualities that provide greater energy efficiency than any other

conventional cladding. In fact, some building owners report 30-407o savings

in energy costs. No small sum given today's skyrocketing energy prices.

Of course, Dryvit systems also offer the ultimate in design f lexibility, durability and

redUCed COnStrUCtiOn g1l meinionrn^a ^^cic Qn '19g Can deSign buildings tO

meet the aesthetic and pragmatic needs of building owners.

Call 1-8O0-4DRYVIT or visit www.dryvit.com for more information.

d'ndfQ

lOOo/o AGRYLIC POLYMERS
ODrvvit Svstems. lnc. 2001
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, Product Briefs

> Well cast
The Duracast flnish system

is one of the new finish

options for the Formawall

Dimension Series panels

from Centria. The system is

a shop-applied, 1O0 percenl

acrylic coating containing

silica aggregate that pro-

vides the look and feel of

precast concrete. Duracast

is applied over a special

polyester base coat, giving

the system a high level of

film integrity to protect the

G90 galvanized metal sub-

strate. Duracast fi nishes

offer high resistance to

abuse and abrasion and

provide cost, weight, and

lead time benefits compared with precast. Duracast finlshes are available in eight

standard colors, matched to popular colors in the Centria Colorstorm palette.

8OO/759-7474. Centria. Moon Township, Pa. cIRcLE 260

> Green Eluards
Nu Tree wall guards are man-

ufactured ftom recycled post

consumer No. 2 plastic con-

tainers, eKending the Ife

cycle of the plastic. Available

for interior and exterior appli-

cations, the wall guards are

suited for heavy-abuse areas, such as loading docks and back areas in the back of the

house. The guards have a wood texture and are available in dark gray, black, and

caramel. 800/222-5556.InPro Corporation, Muskego, Wis. cIRcLE 26r

v Unitized curtain-wall system
Mellon Client Service Center, in Pittsburgh, is one of the first buildings to showcase

Wausau's new factory-assembled, preglazed, unitized curtain-wall system. The

curtain-wall unrts are erected by stacking individual panels vertically and horizontally,

resulting in a four-way

stack-joint design. With this

method, less handling is

i needed for each unit, thus

decreasing opportunities

for a mishap. a77/678-

2983. Wausau Window and

Wall Systems, Wausau, Wis.

crRcLE 262

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card or go to www.architecturalrecord.com Advertiser 6 Product lnfo

GRIP STRUT, Grating Fiberglass Grating

DIAMONDBACK.

Complete Hole Product
inventories are available
from Service Centers coast

to coast in a variety of

styles, sizes and materials.

0pen-Grip, Grating

We can custom fabricate

to meet your specifications.

What you want- when you

need it in 24 hours or less.

Call "The Hole Story" today.

,,ffi

WI$
Bu Gmtinq
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A Lot Of NOT ING"
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Inte:grated D oor Sy stem

The RITE Daor combines the best of what you need in o fire door -
whrle eltminqtrng lhe things you don't need We now offer duol lever

operotton. for door potrs thot dont requtre on extt devrce. with
tndependent octtvotron of each door

All hordwore on The RITE Door is pre-instolled ot our foctory. :.o

ensure trouble free operotion The top lotchtng hordwore meons no

fToor strrkes, no bottom rods, no flush bolts. no astrogol, no coordino-
tor ond no tnstqllation or oltgnment problems. fhe /evers themse /ves

hove o freewheeltng desrgn. to prevent domoge when the /ever rs
/ocLed Down to the hrnges. fhe R/TE Door rs reody to go, typtccrlly
cutttng tnstollotton costs by more thqn holf They ore ftre-roted up to
3 hours for same :;wtng or double egress polrs and rneet oll posrt,ve

pressure and new lnternottonol Buildrng Code requtrenents

The RITE Door is berng instolled on new ond retrofrt applicotions. tn
oll types of burldtngs. oll oround the country. Thot s becouse fhe R/fE
Door grves owners. desrgners, speclf,ers ond contractors everything
they wont in a fire door and NOfH/NG of whot they don t.

!!

*_n
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Fluorescent and downliEihting
H.E. W I rams has ssrred net," f !orescent

and Infinity downlighting binders that

lnc !oe a j Droduct spec flcat ons.

417 358 4065 ext, 246. A.E. W ll ams

Inc., Carthage, \'1o. cIRcLE 263

Wood wallcoverin$ cataloEl
A eu u o og eclLr' o lhe olP>t SelA.-

tiof of Saf Foot f ex ble wood wallcoverlng

s no\i", ava Lable. The SanFoot I rre con-

talfs more than 20 spectes of real wood

veneers su tablc for nterior app tcatrons,

rncluding res dent a , commerclal, nospl-

ta it)", reta , anc nrore. 800r'225 6384.

Jacaranda lnc,, N4iami. cIRcLE 264

Staining hardwood GD

The lardvroocl Counci has ceveoOed a

neiry CD ROM sr)ecify ng tool, Ihe

Finishtng foucir, that al o\js users to

app y sta n var attons to Photos of 21

\ort'Ar p',car r'dro.\oocl specles r\-(h

as oaK, 'naille, r ckory, and cherry).

Users also can app y statn hues to room

photos that jnclude harclwood floorlng,

mll work, molding, and catllnetry to see

ho\,,' sta I affecls t"e ooK ot !arlous

hardwoocls. 1121287 4980, Hardwood

Counc l, Oa'rnort. Pa. cIRcLE 265

NEW SITES FOR CYBERSURFING

A Swedrsh fanrlly fridge is a portal to the
web www.electrolux.se/node384.asp

Stone-coated steel roof rng products
www.decra.com

Edison Pr ce s catalog slreets, product
photos, photometnc f les www.epl.com

Co unrns, railings, and fences
www.superioralu mi nu m.com

Natlonal Roofing Contractors
Assocratlon s rle\,i stte www.nrca.net

New lightin$ binder
Architectura Landscape L ghting, llrc., a

nranufacturer of n gh ilerfornlance.

pedestrian-level ight ng so ut ons, has

announced the avat abt t}, of ts nevu

A scape binder. The tr,,'o- nch, three r ng

ornoer 'eat-rcs The cJ"enl A' scdpe Lat"

og of conternporary cles gn outdoor

luminaires, Includ ng landscape i gnts,

step ghts, flood ights. bo ards, and more

7141668-3660. Architectural Landscape

L ghting. Santa Ana, Cal f. cIRcLE 266

t

ffi
ffi.,,*,.0 roYgl

,ri:ll:l$1r

rrtl.lt ttt,trioit, ( r/alc llr'l/l ilittltl'tr-i ,r/1 lifrl,ii'r \, il r' ('

v n tt'. u clt i ! t' t' t url I r L' L rt nl c t, t t t .{ r/t t rtl'srr i
(-,iri1,)r Sr l,r
Pra,lLtrt Il1lo

\Rcill'tr{:ft & \l- ft\tBlill l)l\'lsl(}N
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Break into a cold sweat
Grill your kids on what's hot & what's not
Tell him meeting rooms are 'Just for show"
Recommend SMART Roomware"

T
n
nt



Yn*il :, ;*l
Air-f iltration catalog
Car,r-i Fa.' ,r: -r-.:l i-i al a l-ai'. tlc.eta
pro(lucis itirliiiog tIal l]l-ov des alr'

CICT', i.. -r'"iar :a't-t)al',. S a i t t(r. S,..q

ter-s. aarr,.r l (i'':. ar-ar anpab 1us. lfe
cat:tloE cc,.ats li.o i-.t r'--T\ ai)lli aail-'of

tect rg lleoD o I a I lvpcls of brr d ngsl

? .- ' o

pro(ltrcts for' ar'. cr-r ir'e lrost cleil lartdlng

0 .tsstJoiT a|\ r.ol'1tIrII!-:r. 800 ,119-

6801. Ca" i =i,tr. a Sc9.-,rrco, C... ,f

CIRCLE 267

Spanish tile CD-ROM

Slaf sh 3,t'aa' r I t a f.il'-racilter
A ca .rgres irils rtroarr,ce(] a fe\1, edit oI
of '.s cataioil or. CD RONI. fhe ul)(lated

cElai i)3 ieat-,fr! . -a ai, I 1,. e:e ao eOl o,'

of Alca agrc-s i r.re nrajor rnes, a I of \//hrOh

liar t .{:ae -: , -raef a. i-rit-alel. rii 1 6-]0

0555. A ca ::gr-.s en,el ca, lv1 anrr.

CIRCLE 268

Lighting CD-ROM
A f .f. CD-aO'.1 'ro-- Pr .,;ttess ! elr: nq

featuros al oi [ ]c pto,:r,rc1s sltorricased n

the LLqfii|g Srrii:iorrs aaia cg aft il.e

sefls ll-el.- - a sea'i]lra:lle aratall.lse.

Users ca. sr: r:irl fron' a r,r c1e ral;:e of

f ).ti.itaS af ;. r' aa: ilr ar.liegot'i Of Seal.c''

for slre c fic llroilucts l)v SKU. t_vDe of fix

iLre. | | sf , .ir :t ass. 81i., 599 D000.

Progrcss L ghtilrg, Spar'1anburg, S.C.

CIRCLE 269

Tips for ceiling fans
Rcgofci Ce r f!. Fans 2001 pro(lirct cata

lo€1 presents Regenc)i s ILrl incrrp of

ce rg 'ans, gh'. l.i ts, aItr otf r-'. ;:!rucs

soilcs, r'rcr-ldilrg lan ar(l rgl'i coftfols.

Aiong,.'. 1r p[o[]i,ai pi'iJLos aac alescr l-.

t o|rs, tlre ':r c! o'.. EE r.rge cala og

also lras !'elelarrt nfoflt'at on, such as

.( (t

honrc cnergl cosl-savifg lips antl nsta

at of t rls, as .. -D as f .J rl s zc ai.al

cei lrg re €1 ri cl arts to ra il ir c'i llre

rrght faf afrl accesso[ r]s. 800 659-

50-11. Regefar Ce rg -a:s. Fcr:o". \,lo

CIRCLE 270

Decorative details
Tfc Ocar Deaoi Cc eat arr cata og cffe-s

a fL r-alige ar' tr.aot at ,. a l-r[ocr,a]ls

inspire(l b),, l)ol)rr ar ir stor ca an(1 class

ca des grs, i l;:.-.real llraar..c:s r-c "rce

corn ce mo drlrgs, donr--:. door sur

fOLll(rS, a !fCS, Cc ufrlrs. la Se(l il.li-e S,

anc cci rg r-.re(iar of s. t8B 0LTV!iA;ER.

Arcl., lectura Prlrducls b', 0Jt\latcr L,L,C

\\oo(1 R clge, i.l.-. crRcLE 27t

Singl*-, dn*"c*fur d?fi# {rip:*"
arm drrnkr$g foilsiEailts

with cpticln*l pnt [:r*wils.

*ast alurytir"!EJat:. ir+t": or

E:r*sx hnsq. ,5*[icf F:r*mxe

b*wls. 404 *rirnpiia:tt.

\

k
@
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Dates & Events

New & Upcoming Exhibitions
Light Screens: The Leaded Glass of Frank
Lloyd Wrlght
New York City
May 7O-September 2
Exhibits 50 leaded-glass windows of Frank Lloyd

Wright. Many of these masterpieces in light and

color are drawn from private collections, never

before exhibited publicly. At the American Craft
Museum. Contact 2121956-3535 or see

www.americancraftmuseu m.org.

The Archltectural Unconscious: James
Gasebere + Glen Seator
Philadelphia
May l2-July 29
The exhibit brings together the work of two artists
who have different but complementary concerns

with architecture. Photos and models deal with

the uncanny and dis.lointed elements of architec-

ture and space. At the lnstitute of Contemporary

Art at the University of Pennsylvania. Contact
275/898-5977 or see www.icaphila.org.

John Soane 1753-1837
Montreal
May 76-September 3
Exhibits paintings, drawings, and models of the
work of Sir John Soane, never before seen out-
side his famous British museum. Soane's

contribution to modern architecture is explored.

At the Canadian Center for Architecture. Contact
5L4/939-7OOO or see www.cca.qc.ca.

fhe Archltecture of Fumihiko Maki:
Modernity and the Gonstructlon of
Scenery
l-ondon

May 77-July 22
Exhibits the work of internattonally acclaimed

Japanese architect Fumih iko Maki. Accompanyi ng

lecture to be held on May 15 at the Royal

Institute of British Architects. Exhibit at the
Victoria and Albert Museum. Contact 207942
2558 or s.cole@vam.ac.uk.

Frank Gehry, Architect
New York City
May 78-August 26
Exhibits work from the 4O-year career of the
architect and of his firm, Frank O. Gehrv &

I
Associates. Explores the origins of Gehry's unique

vocabulary and his unusual working technique.

This major retrospective includes national and

international projects. At the Solomon R.

Guggenheim Museum. Contact 272/423-3500 or
see www.guggennetm.org.

Architectonic Fixatione: Photographs
from the Gollection of Russell Sturglis
St. Louis
May 25-July 37

Exhibits the 1fth-century photographic prints

from the collection of American architect, histo-

rian, and critic Russell Sturgis (1836-l-909). At

the Olin Library at Washrng;ton University. Contact
314/935-5293 or see news-info.wustl.edu.

digital/real-blobmeister, the first built
projects
Frankfurt, Germany
May 3O-August 5
Features 11 built projects, designed exclusively on

the computer, by architects committed to digital

design practice. Includes the work of Zaha Hadid,

Frank Gehry, Asymptote, Douglas Garofalo, and

Greg Lynn. At the Deutsches Architekturmuseum.

Contact 49 69 2 L2 3847! or see wwwrma.de.

fhe ldea of Louis Sullivan
Chicago
June 9-September 23
Exhibits the photographs of John Szarkowski, for-

mer curator of photography at the Museum of

Modern Art and publisher of the book The ldea of
Louis Sullivan. Exhibition marks the occasion of
the republishing of the original 1956 book. At the
Art lnstitute of Chicago. Contact 312/443-3600.

Out of the Ordinary: The Architecture
and Desigln of Venturi, Scott Brown and
Associates
Philadelphia
June 7o-August 5
Exhibits 250 works from one of the most influen-

an
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Four Seosons Sunrooms Commerciol Division / Fisher Skylighis
5005 Velerons Memoriol Highwoy Dept. ACRl05, Holbrook. New York I l74l

ror Free: I (8OO)533-O887
vrw.!curSGcrcnrgurrccns.ccn/scr wwv.lirhcrSkylighls.rcn/lcr

WWW#

Four Seosons Commerciol ond Fisher
Skylights inlroduces the creoiive woy to
deliver noturol light to your clients.
O Your single source supplier for oll

your sloped glozing needs.
O CSI formotted specificoirons.
O Fost budget quototions ovoiloble.

l*i *; ..

.rsF;'
a-:{

Desi g 11 . . . De I iye1..., Gu g ro
Americd's MosI frusled l\fomes ln 5u nrooms And Slrylights
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I Dates & Events

tial firms of the last half-century.

Presents drawings, models, furni-

ture, and reconstructions of
elements of their buildings, many of

which are publicly exhibited for the

first time. At the Philadelphia

Museum of Art. Contact 275/644-

7860 or see www.philamuseum.org.

Mies in Berlin
New York City
June 27-September 1J-

Exhibits work from the early

career (1905-1938) of the
famous German architect Ludwig

Mies van der Rohe. Though

Mies is known mostly for his

American Modernist glass sky-

scrapers. this exhibition will

focus on early influences. At

the Museum of Modern Art.

Contact 2L2/7O8-94OO or see

www.moma.org. Exhibitron com-

plements Mies in America (see

next entrv).

Mies in America
New York City
June 27-Seotember 23
Exhibits work from the late career

of the German architect Ludwig

Mies van der Rohe, after he arrived

in America in 1938. The Seagram

Building in New York and the

Farnsworth House in lllinors are the

show highlights. At the Whitney

Museum of Art. Contact 2lV57O-
3600 or see www.whitney.org.

Exhibition complements Mies in
Berlin (see preceding entry).

Detonation Deutschland
Vienna
June 28-September 3

A film sequence showing the deto-

nation of German burldings from

1945 to the present, exploring the

fate of the act of building. Will be the

first exhibition at the Alte Halle, on

the occasion ofthe official opening

of the new Vienna Museums

Quartier. Contact office@azw.at or

see wwwazw.at.

Ongoing Exhibitions
Presences
London

Through May 73

A collaboration between architects

5th Studio and artist Peter Coldwell,

investigating familiar domestic

objects in an unfamiliar way.

Assumptions regarding the everyday

are overturned in this unconven-

tional exhibit. Contact 207253
3334 or see

www.architecturefou ndation.org.u k.

Bilds Portchmouth Russum
Alchitects
Basel, Switzerland
Through May 27

A major retrospective of the work of

the unconventional and exuberant

British architects. Photos, models,

and artifacts will occupy four

floors of the museum. At the

Architekturmuseum. Contact 44 20

7729 8434 or see

www.bi rdsportch mouthrussum.com.

Federal Desagn Now! GSA 2OOO

Design Awards
Washington, D.G.

Through July 8
Exhibits contemporary architecture

and artworks that were commis-

sioned by the U.S. federal
government and that won GSA

2000 Design Awards. At the
National Building Museum.

Contact 202/272-2448 or see

www.nbm.org.

Luis Barragl6n: The Quiet
Revolution
London
Through )uly 8
Exhibits works by the Mexican

Modernist, including houses and

gardens. At the Design Museum,

South Bank by Tower Bridge. See

www.desrgnm useu m.org.

On the Job: Desigln and the
American Office
Washington, D.G.

Through August 79

McGRAW-HILL ARCHITECTURE

. 
.: ,tl 

t:r:. 
.i

NoW AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN

PAPERBACK, THIS AWARD-WINNING VOLUME

EXPLORES THE ENTIRE RANGE OF ONE OF

THE MOST RESPECTED ARCHITECTS OF

THE 2OTH CENTURY_IN BEAUTIFUL TEXT,

EXQUISITE GRAPHIC DESIGN, AND THROUGH

IMAGES FROM LEADING ARCHITECTURAL

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

FAY JONES
ROBERT ADAMS lVY, JR.

$39.95 (PAPERBAcK)

224 PAGES . 2OO ILLUSTRATIONS . O-O7- t 3583 I -5

MAY 2OOI

AVAILABLE ONLINE OR AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE
E(

A Diuision of The McGraw.HillCompanizs



r 0ates & Events

Exolores the role of the office as a

microcosm of American social

transformations and a yardstick of

cultural progress. Investigates

issues of privacy and publicity within

the space of the office. At the
National Building Museum. Contact

202/272-2448 or see www.nbm.org.

Architecture and Water
New York City
Through September 28
Focuses on five projects that inte-
grate architecture and landscape

to engage today's waterfront. At

the Van Alen Institute. Contact

2t4924-7000.

Events
Time After, flme Along,
The River
New York Gity
May 5-73
A film by the artist Marie Jose Burki

that will transform the Holland

Tunnel Ventilation Building into a

vast outdoor screen, as it is pro-

jected on the building's facade. The

film runs twice per evening from 7 to
9 p.m. at Pier 34 on the Hudson

River waterfront. Contact 2aV437-
7165 or see www.minettabrook.ors.

27th Annual Wriglht Plus
llousewalk
Chicago
May 79

The Frank Lloyd Wright Preservation

Trust is hosting this benefit walk in

Oak Park, lll. Visitors from all over

the world will be able to see the
interiors of private homes and pub-

lic landmark buildings by Wright and

his contemporaries. Contact

708/848-1976 or see

www.wrightplus.org.

Iouch-Taste-Look-Feel ltalian
DesiEn

New York City
May 27

Thirteen leading design stores and

showrooms will open their doors to
guests, who can meet designers and

preview their new ltalian products.

Accompanying refreshments will

include the finest ltalian cuisine. In

Midtown and Soho from 6 to 9 p.m.

For participating stores and restau-

rants. contact 2121353-]-383 or

BethD4@aol.com.

AIA/Los Angeles 2OO1 House
Iour Series
Los Angeles
May 20, June 24, July 29
Homes in Malibu, Santa Monica,

and Beverly Hills will be open for

self-driven tours.The architects will

be on hand for discussion. Contact

2L3/639-O777 x52 or

mail@aialosangeles.org.

Conferences &
Symposia
Light in Architecture: The Work
of Dan Flavin

Marfa. Tex.

May 5-6
Speakers include Roberta Smith

of the New York Times, lvlichael

Govan of the Dia Center, Kurt

Forster of the CCA. At the Chinati

Foundation. Contact

975/729-4362.

"fhe More Things Ghangle"-
51st International Desigln

Gonference
Aspen, Colo.

June 6-9
Examines the world of design

from multiple perspectives.

Designers, scientists, cartoonists,

business professionals, and

environmentalists will attend.

Contact 97Q/925-2257 or

info@idca.org.

Ninth Gongress for the l{ew
Urbanism
New York City
June 7-1O

Politics, policy, and design con-

cerns from region to neighborhood

will be discussed. Speakers

People thrive on daylight. Studies continue to point to the
health, happiness and productivity benefits of workplace
daylighting. With energy costs at a premium, it's no wonder
that designers are incorporating more and more managed
natural light into their buildings.

Since 1955, Kalwall has led the world in the innovation and
perfection of museum-quality, natural daylight. Time-
proven performance of a true structural sandwich panel and
total design flexibility yield the most highly insulating, dif,
fuse-light-transmitting technology in the world.

is Daylighting!
H igh-tech building systems... light-years ahead!

800-258-9777 www.kalwall.com
1111 Candia Rd., Box 237, Manchester, NH 03105
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I Dates & Events

include Elizabeth Platerzyberk, Andres Duany,

Joseph Rose. Contact 800/788-7077 or see

www.cnu.org.

A'IE/G Systems 2001 Gonference
Chicago
June 78-27
More than 15,000 design and construction
professionals will participate in conference

sessions and attend a large exhibit to find solu-

tions to the most complex challenges. At

McCormick Place, Lakeside Center. Contact

800/451-1196 or see www.aecsystems.com.

Makingl Gities Livable
San Francisco

Deadline: June 30
The conference is issuing a call for papers and an

invitation to exhibit for a conference that will be

held October 22-26.The broad range ofsubjects

includes sustainability and urban renewal.

Contact 831/626-9080 or see

www.livablecities.org.

Restorat:on & Renovation Gonference and

Exhiblt
New Orleans

September 6-8
The theme ofthe conference is "Neighborhoods

and Downtowns: Economic Revitalization through

Preservation," with an emphasis on the benefits

of preservation for the tourist industry. Sponsored

by Restore Media. Contact 978/664-6455 or see

www.restorationa nd renovation.com.

Conventions
AIA National Gonvention
Denver
May 77-79
The premier building, design, and construction

event, featuring the New Product and

Technology Center, Expo 2001 pavilions, and

daily presentations. Contact 202626-7395 or

aiaexpo@hhcc.com.

LiglhtFair International 2OO1

Las Vegas

May 30
Featuring new GE lighting products and services.

At the Las Vegas Convention Center. Contact

276/696-0229 x17 or jmorgan@robertfalls.com.

l45th Annual GSI Gonvention and Exhibit
Dallas
June 27-24
Sponsored by the Construction Specifications

lnstitute. At the Dallas Convention Center. Contact

800/689-2900 x4772 or llowe@csinet.org.

Competitions
Getty Grants and Los Angeles Gounty Arts
Gommission Internships
Deadlines vary

Eligible candidates are college undergraduates

seeking paid internships in LA County museums

and organizations specializing in performing arts,

visual arts, and literary arts. Stipends of $3,000
awarded. See www.getty.edu/grants or

www.lacou ntyarts.orgli nternops.htm l.

ARANGO Design Award

June 7
Nominations of emerging talent in architecture

and related fields. Cash prize of $1,000 awarded.

Contact ArangoFoundation@aol.com or see

www.a rango-desi gn.com/adf.

AIA Galveston's 15th Annual Sandcastle
Competition
June 2
Over 1,600 talented competitors from 70 teams

create architecture in an unusual medium: sand.

Eligible candidates must be able to tolerate the

beach and fun for five hours. On East Beach in

DATA PROJECTIONS DESIGNS AND INSTALLS PRESENTATION SOLUTIONS

TO SUIT ANY BUILDING NEED. FROM CONTROL ROOMS AND BOARDROOMS

TO TRAINING FACILITIES, WE DESIGN PROJECTION SYSTEMS FOR OPTIMAL

VIEWING AND COMPREHENSION.

CONTACT US AT THE ONSET OF YOUR NEXT PROJECT. SANYO AND

DATA PROJECTIONS WILL SUIT YOUR NEEDS PERFECTLY

866.CALL.DPI
www.dotoprolections.com

Sonyo leotls lhe woy in digilol Presenlotion lechnology

AUSTIN BOISE DALIAS HOUSTON

INDIANAPOLIS SI LOUIS SAN ANTONIO

** Dolo Proiedions is cn oulhorized Sonyo deoler
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Friendtg.

When Jakob hardware and cable systems
were integrated with the architecture of Visio
Software's Seattle headquarters, the result
was an interface that was truly eye-catching.

R
tr

D E G @

CABL
INN@VATIONS

Phone: 1.800.444.6271
E-mail: sales @ decorcable.com
Website : www.decorcable.com
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From llo Glear
Directions to 0rder
And Simplicity.

At [ast, llne Drawing Standard.

Don't you feel better?

The Uniform Drawing System'"
Now part of the new U.S. National CAD Standard.

ql Ii:,?"' l'ilXT',0J,,n,,,
Y

80l}.683.2SllB
www.csinet.org
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I Dates &Events

Galveston, Tex. Contact 713/52O-OL55.

American Schools & Universltles 2OO1

Architecture Portfolio Gompetition
Deadline: June 2lentry form & June 3Olportfolio

Entries are accepted for public, private, and

parochial schools and their associated buildings,

completed by January 1999. See

www.asumag.com.

Van Afen fnstltute 2OOL-2OO2 Dinkeloo
Fellowshlp Gompetition
Deadline: June 4

Design and the Ecology of Public Life is the

theme for this year's fellowship, which will be

awarded to the winning entry in a portfolio and

travel-proposal competition. Open to recent or

prospective graduates. Award includes a stipend

and two-month residency at the American

Academy in Rome. Contact 212924-7OOO or see

wwwvanalen,org.

Architecture + Energly Awards
Deadline: June 4

AIA Portland honors the best in sustainable

design. Eligible buildings include any built com-

mercial or multifamily residence in the U.S, or

Canada. Contact 503/223-4757 or aepro-

gram@aiaportland.com.

l0th Ermanno Piano Scholarship
Deadline: June 30

Eligible candidates must be a 2000 or 2OO1-

graduate from an architecture program. Winner

will be granted $1O,OOO to work at the office of
Renzo Piano BuildingWorkshop in Genoa, ltaly.

See www.rpM.org.

Gan Structlon
Entry Deadline: October 75

Teams led by architects and engineers build

giant sculptures made entirely of cans of food.

Works are judged at the AIA convention each

year. After a week-long exhibition, all cans are

donated to soup kitchens, shelters, and the

elderly. "Build out" event takes place in over 50

cities in America. Contact 212/79-.4666 or see

www.canstruction.org.

E-mail your submissions for Dates and Events

to ingrid _whitehead@ mcgraw- hill.com two

months prior to the event or competition

submission deadline.

1:!ti mffi
your last reinforced concrete

project really was, . .

The site presented a difficult chal-

lenge 
- 

one that your firm con-

quered with an elegant solution.

The client had no budget 
- 

and yet

you made them look like a million
bucks with a structure that showed.

The client said "Give us a pretty

building." 
- 

And instead you gave

them an architectural masterpiece.

\(hatever project has you bragging,

whether it is a building or other

structure, a bridge or other trans-

portation/infrastructure project,

here is your chance to tell us, and

the world, about your Excellence

in Reinforced Concrete Design

& Construction.

ENTRY DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 3O,2O0l

2002 For a copy of the entry form, call
547-517-1200 or download from

our website at www.crsi.org.

DESIGN
AT{/ARDS

Concrete Reinforcing Steel lnstitute

GRSI
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The World,'s T?ade Fair for Interior Design and Facilities Management
June 18-20,2001 . The Merchandise Mart . Chicago, Illinois USA

Discover o world of new product introductions, See over 
.|,200 

exhibitors, hundreds of
which will unveil new products thot will shope the interiors of the future,

Design your own experience. Choose from over 
.|25 

CEU-occredited seminors ond
three doys of networking events ond owqrd progroms.

For more informotion or to register online, visit www.merchondisemort.com ond click
on NeoCon@ or coll 800.473.0.|94,

photos courtesy of: Bisley USA, Groupe Locosse, J.M. Lynne Wollcovering, Christion Lioigre ot Holly Hunt, Monterey Corpets lnc., Werndl by Steelcose'



Landscape pioneers with a cause

Interviewed by Ingrld Whltehead

A shared low of fast cars (old Porsches) and motorcycles brought Ann Mullins
and Mark Johnson together. But it was their shared desire to shape the land-
scape and change the nature of landscape architecture that led them to
Denver, CoIo., where they created their frm, Civitas. Famous for their ten-

dency to unflinchingly (and successfully) fight their way through political
logjams, Ann and Mark have created trails, parks, plazas, and rooftops,

restored wetlands and prairies, and, Iately, worked to reconnect Denver with
its river. The couple recently parked their Harleys, hung up their gloves, and
talked with arcono from their Denver ofice.

4OO Architectural Record 05.01

Prof ile

. You have quite a reputation for being "fghting
t landscape architects"-you don't seem to be put

off by politicians and political red tape. Why bother?

Mark Johnson: lt's one of the things that distinguishes

us-Civitas is not a tool, or a neutral thing. We don't
waste our time arguing with bureaucrats. I hate "facili-

tatingl'We will only meet with the real decision

makers, the mayors, or the people who really have the
power to make changes. Then we try to harness that
access and tie the deepest forces together. Politicians

are the glue, and reactive, but they can end up with

synthetic thought.

As landscape architects, what do you see as your role?

What do you hope to accomplish?

Ann Mullins: Our work should be used and should last a

long time. That's why we're dedicated to changing the
conditions of landscape desrgn.

MJ: Design has to be authentic to the place. lt's not
about "us;' it's about the people who will be using it. As

far as working with architects, there's a tendency for
landscape architects to feel like they're providing a ser-

vice. lt's foolish, but common. I refuse to accept that. As

landscape architects we aren't providing a service to
complement a building, we are framing the conditions

for design, we're setting up the entire redevelopment of
the site. Of course, we work with architects constantly,

and we love working with architects. I would never be

arrogant enough to think that we, as landscape archi-

tects, could do rt all ourselves. But I think there are two
types of architects: the kind who don't want to upset

their clients and the kind who will push good design at
the risk of challenging thetr clients. The second type,

those are the architects we collaborate with. We do our
best work when we're in that klnd of relationshio.

The two of you have lived and worked aII over the coun-
try, Ann in Massachusetts with Sasaki, Mark in Seattle

with Jones dz lones-what finally made you decide to
settle in Denver?

AM: We love the Western landscape, and we were determined to keep to
urban work. And luckily, the last two mayors [Federico Peia and current
mayor Wellington Webbl really have pushed redevelopment in Denver.

Do you e'rter give up?

MJ and AM: Absolutely!

MJ: We run from bad clients like from a fire. Part of realizing what kind of
projects are worth fighting for is realizing what kinds aren't. I
Phobgraph by Paul AbdoolAbdoo Studios. To learn morc about Mark and
Ann, go to www.civitasinc,com.

Ann Muttins and Mark Johnson:
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Design faster and work smarter with ARCHITECT I
Test the true limits of your imagination without sacrificing productivity with VectorWorks ARCHITECT 9. Developed by

architects for architects, this CAD program streamlines every phase of the design and production process. All at only a

fraction of the cost of other CAD programs. A unique integrated design environment combines 2D plans, 3D models,

reports, and schedules into a single file, making it easy to coordinate and manage design changes. Just imagine. All
changes made in one view are automatically updated in every other view, saving time and

reducing errors. Design Faster with OpenGL rendering, OuickTime* animation, and improved

text capabilities. Work Smarter with thousands of "intelligent" building objects, DXF and

DWG'" support, a Solar Animator, Associative Dimensioning, and easy-to-use tools for site

design and analysis. There are even tools for designing and documenting HVAC, piping,
plumbing and electrical systems. Plus, a complete framing module that automatically
frames floors, walls and roofs. Achieve More with powerful project management tools like
Redliner, lssue Manager and Workgroup referencing. All this and FREE technical support,
too. To find out more call today or, visit our website. Now you can do what you do best-
create great architecture. VectorWorks ARCHITECT 9 will do the rest.

VectorWorks. Freedom to do more.
A product of Nemetschek North America
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wwwnemetschek.net . 888.646.4223




